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CBAPTII I 
Hew8,P&P81" comic strips had to be born. lo more favorable condi tiona 
tor the launchin& ot a new form ot mass entertainment had ever prevaUe<l 
1n the United States than were apparent. in the last decade ot the 19th 
centv7. 
Simon Michael Bessie in his sta17 of the tabloids, Juz Journ&l.1sm, 
tells us ,q.l Beasie provides the theorJ behind the rise of mass jour.-
na.li•, ot which comic stripe are ao 1Dherentl.7 a part. 
As a starting point for his diaoussion ot the background of the rise 
ot maas journal.iea1 Deaaie Hlected the Civil War-a time coinciding with 
•the visible emergence ot the present MchanicaJ. era. •2 It was at this 
time, Bessie said, that modern Amerio& tirat came into view. 
Accorc:linl to Bessie 1 this era brought forth three changes which were 
ma' nl7 responsible for mass journalia.3 An industrial revolution which 
he said produced more radical changes in tha characteristics or human 
li'rilla in jO years than had tak1m plue in the thousands ot years since 
ciYiliution began took place tollowilll the Civil war.4 
Journ&l.1a felt the etfecu of this revolutionaS 
By 1890 industr1al1l&i:I.OD h.a provided journaliSIIl with 
ever'¥ tool needed for tu.mi.Dc out huge circulation 
da:Uies-high speed l.1not.7Pe1"a and presses, typewriters, 
metal for tJpe1 swift transportation, huge accretion of 
capital to turn journalia into big business. 
The seconcl feature, Bessie reported, was the urbanization ot the 
.American people. 6 America, which had been a land or almost whol.l¥ rural 
na'ture tor two hundred and tit'Q' ,-ears 1 became eo urbanised that the 
concept or the ta:rrosr as a 8h1ok" and the farm area as the •sticks• 
took hold. 
The final force contributi.na to the rise ot masa journalilll was 
coqmleoey education. 1 Jfational 11 ter&Q' roae to an estimated 90 per 
cent by 1900 u a reaul t of the new educat.ional requirement. 8 
Dr • H&rYeT Zorbauah1 Chairmul ot the lew York Un1 Yerai v• 8 Depar\-
ment of Educational Sociology tells ua, too, that comic strips were 
born at an auap1c1oua moment.9 Mus circulation, which waa to brine 
the newspaper into ~ wert American home, had begun. Industri• 
llJ.satiOD had made cheap color printing &Tailable. Joseph Puli taer' 8 
!!.!! !2!! World and W1ll1am Randolph Hearn• a !!! !.2!:! ... .rourn;..;;;;.;_,al.,_ had in· 
stalled the rota17 color presses that would make possible mass production. 
The Ql'ldicatee1 responsible for mass diaVibution, were more than an idea.lD 
This, then, was the baolcgroUDd1 the 1tage as it was set tor the 
appearance of the first comic strip a a Mah'\7 induatrialiled count17 w1 th 
new mechanical mass production tacili ties and streamlined methods or cir-
oulation and diat.ributionJ a literate and . urban:Laed population breald.rlg 
away 1 perhapa aub-conaciousl¥ 1 perhaps onJ¥ alight]¥ 1 .from a long in• 
grainecl ethic of austere selt-diaoipline1 aeeld..Dg new forma or luxur.y 
and enterWnment;and;. MD with the means and reaaon for providing the 
enterta:l.nlalt. 
The time wu propitious. 
The reason the comic stripa appeared ia basic. They were the means 
to an end. The end, ot course, wu greater circulation. The results 
2 
were unforseeable. It is sate to assume that neither Pulitzer, when he 
publiahecl that •grinning, ugq, aborted chUd, J.!_lked 1n a dirt71 ankle-
length night shirt. apl4.118ed with light yellow" for the .first time on 
Febru817 161 1896, nor Hearst, who on October 241 1897 promised the 
readers of the Journal. t s American Humoriat Su.ncla7 supplement "eight 
pages ot iridescent pol7chromua effulgence that makes the rainbow look 
like a piece o.f lead pipe ,• real1HCl he waa wi tnessi.ng the birth ot a 
new medium of comtmlllication. 
!!:!! Saturdaf Review said all 
The Yellow lid, as he, soon came to be called, gave his 
name to speotaoular journal18aJ but more important, his 
regular reappearances establ.illhed. a new art form of un-
precedented vita:U:tq1 tecund11;J1 and longevity. 
That newspaper coJid.c strips bee._ an immenaely popular medium of 
coiiiiW'lication is iDdubitable. Hew etripa1 catering to new appetites, 
appear with regulari'tJJ old.er features have gained popularit7 with age. 
Such tunrv- page stalwarta aa the l&t!!llj...- ,!!2!1 which began 1n 18971 
!!:2! .!!!2!!!!,. (1907) 1 Gasoline ffi.!l (1919), Little OO?han Annie (1924), 
~ Palooka (1929), Hl.ondie (19.30) 1 ~ Trag (1931) and ~ Abner 
(19.34) continue entertain:ing millSona ot readers wery- ctay.12 
Ot this phenomenon l!!!, Satuz!!r Rev1• sa1dal3 
OYer the intervening halt-centur;y1 that rovdJ child of 
R. F. Outcault and some ano~J3'DX)ua, but acute, feature 
editor has had thousanda ot 11 Dell deecendants, legi ti-
mate and illegitimate, whoM m1llions ot separately 
recorded adventures haft ensnared billions ot readers. 
America has grown up with the •tunnies.• ~·han 
been bom and have died vit.hin the life-span or a 
single cartoon character. Skeesix, who first appeared 
in Gasoline All!l u an 1Dtant1 is now a young husband 
ot twenti-aenn with family problems. The Ca~ta:ln and 
,!!! lid.e1 Rudolph Dirk'• original Yersion otbe agi!isa 
Iatzenfnammera. recentJ¥ celebrated its fiftieth Christ.. 
JUl. short, this has been going on for a long td.me. 
As a matter of record, Skeezix is now a not-so-young husband of .forv 1 
and the Xat!!Nammer• passed their 6oth birthdq some time ago. 
From an inconspicuous beginniJ'c, newspaper comic strips have mush· 
roomed into a conspicuous part of American culture. They have added. new 
wprds to the language. They have influenced the health and eating habits 
of millions. They have set trenda in fubiona and hair svles. To their 
creators h&Te gone countless official honors, public tributes, special 
awards and comaendationa. Education, 1ndust17 and government have made 
profitable and worthWhile use of comic strip characters and comic strip 
techniques. Converse~ 1 some critics have had .field days ~i ticizing 
comics-books and strips. 
In short., comic strips seem to be a unique medium of communications-
a mediwa eur\'1J:Irg a broad infiuence on the American people. Dr. Zorba.ugh 
baa called comic atripsa14 
••• genuine Americana, aa invaluable repoaitoey .for 
sociologists. 
To examine just how great an intluenoe comic strips have been and 
are is the essence of this thesis. How mu.ch o.f Americana is in the comic 
strips and how much of Americana comes .from the comic strips is important 
to ascertain. Who reads the comic stripe? Why do they read the comic 
stripe? What are the effects of readinc comic strips? How have comic 
stripe been used, other than to entertain? With what results? How aa 
comic strips looked upon b,y educatora and other influential forces in 
our society? 
These and other questions will be considered. The answers will. be 
.based on what hu been written about comio strips-readership 111rY8JS1 
sooio-pqohological studies seeld.nl out the "wbJ'• of the comic strips, 
articles in educational journals, and the critiques of students of mue 
culture. 
But first it behoofte ua to examine the ancestors of newspaper 
comic stripJ-1fhat came before the -."~.eU .... o.-w !!!• 
1s1mon M. Bessie • Juz Jourulia• E. P. Dutton & Co. 1 IDe. 1 
lew York, 19)8. -
21!?14., p. 7. 
3!J?1d., P• 8. 
4Ibtd., P• a. 
Sibid., P• 10. 
6Ib1cl., P• 11. 
7Ib1d., P• 14. 
p I 
8Ib1cl., P• u. 
911az've7 Zorbaugh1 •oar Changing World ot Co.aunicat1on,• reprinted 
tr. .Rho J01U"D&l, April., 19SO. 
-
lOibid., PP• 1 .. 2. 
llwuJ.1a11 Laae, "A Balt-oentUl'J ot Coaic Art," The Saturcyt;r Review. 
March 201 1948, P• )(). -
l28The Oold.ca Digest,• Metropolitan Slmdar' Newspapers, Inc., New York, 
J8DU8l"J, 1959, P• 1. . 
llLaaa, loc. cit. 
14Zorbaugh, !P• cit., P• 3. 
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CHAPJ.'BR II 
.'!'!!! BACIGROUHD .Q! ..... co ... MI;.;.C STRIPS 
The hiato17 of cartooning,. or rather the hiator"T of communicatirlc 
through pictures wu not born wi t.h the til'et. appearance of the Yellow 
licl. The •w• anci hie mul.Warious cle~~eendanta were and are mere]¥ 
- --
representat1:na of a co-.mication technique as old as man himself 1 pre-
eented. in a new form. 
That this new fora appeared is not atartl.iDg either. Rare]¥ does 
eometMDg nev just "appear.• What bas gone before-past experience, 
technical knowledge, similar attempts-are all brought to bear on UT• 
thiDc new. Such was the cue with coma stripe. The first newttp8per 
oo.m1o avip wae a eynthelis ot picture-atorr-telling up~ to that tu.. 
It waa not a clif'f1cult thing to aobi8ft1 tor as Dr. Harft7 Zorbaqh point-
ed out in the lpcz!lopeclia Aaerican&Jl 
The baeic features of the newspaper comic strip were 
so f'ul.1T deTelopecl duriDI the 19th cent\117, in the 
comic sequences of luropeaD and. American periodicals, 
that it was neoeasl1",1 on:cy- to ad.apt them to newepaper 
printinc equipment and to d18CO'f'er the preferences of 
readers. 
DetaUed histor7 of the oricin and development or the picture-sto17 
technique is vague. One thing seau certain, however. The cave was the 
starting point. An exhibition entitled. the Comic Strip, Its H1sto17 ~nd 
Signi.ficance, staged by the AmericaD Imrt,itute of Graphic Arts in 1942 
and the first attempt at tracing the predecessors of newspaper comic 
stl'ips, chose Cogu11 Spain u the earliest sample. 2 At this location a 
/'""'\ buffalo hunt was depicted on a rock shelter. Accord.ing to the exhibition, 
this tar-distant relative of comic etripa was a aurvivor .from the Paleo-
lithic age, which ended in western I"Alrope about 21.$00 B. c.J 
An article entitled •Bistor;y of Coaics" prepared by Puck, The Comic - __ ,_,_ 
Weeklf, l1nk8 newspaper comics with a long evolutionary chain of narra-
tiTe Ulustration begun with drav1nga made prior to the age of recorded 
histor.r. 4 Neanderthal an, the ancient Jcn>t.ians and Bumerians are 
credited with having made narrative drav1.nga that have an at£1ni'fi7 with 
present da7 comic strips.S It seems as though that ;young comic strip 
man-about-c&Yes1 Allez.2!,21 owes much to his real-life ancestors. 
Another article 1 Mald !I .!!!,! Whole Wea-ld ~~ in the fUes of Metro-
poll tan S1111dq Newspapers 1 Inc. 1 tella us that the ear]Jr Phoenicians 
practiced caricature.6 It was also an art of the Greeks, Who, in turn, 
tranamitted it to the It&l.iana.7 The Pompeiian excavations, continues 
the article 1 revealed "JU.DT lud.ioroua caricatures of certain Centurian 
guards that were acratohed. on the walls bf Roman soldiers."8 
Ipatius o. Matttngq•s article, ~ Cultural .Asfects!!.. Serial 
Cartoons which appeared 1n the December 1 lP.$.5 issue of Harper' a 1 agrees 
that the essential elem.enta of the comic atrip fora are all very old.9 
He points to the pyramida1 Pompeii and the Bayeuz tapestry 1 all of which, 
he sqs, •are covered with pictorial narrative.•10 Matting]Jr draws a 
parallel between the 1ftor7 ot Creation as it appears on the Chartres 
Cathedral and the comic strip technique.u At the point in the stoq ot 
Creation on the Cha:rt.res Cathedral where God conceives of man, there is 
a balloon aboYe his head conta1n1ng a amall human figure. This balloon, 
Matting]1' auggests • ia God' a "idea" and is the very same technique ea-
plo:yecl by modern comic strip artists. 
8 
Dr. Zorbaqh giws the IBJptiana crecl1t tor a great deal of narra-
tiw art in the •comic• epirit.12 He brings the stoey up brie~ through 
1ib.e Dark Aa•• in hia !J!ozcl!J?!<U:! Aaerioana definition ot comics. Dr. 
Zorbauch ..,-a ,13 
While moat ot the narrati'f'e art ot ancient civilization 
picture the heroic or the aured., 1n EQptiall tombs 
there are found recorda of JIOl"e COIIIBODplace events and. 
rnuaeroua scenea that are eseentialJ.T 'comiciJ Through 
the centur1ea1 narratift ftt with improved techniques 
and a broader range ot colllllllidcation, wu usecl to re-
cord acta, tho\llhte1 and teeUags in terms ever renect-iDc contemporat:r hUlllll interest, whether 1n religious 
ri tuala, hietol"ical evente 1 or sacred 1\Yths J and on oc-
cuion it prowd a tel.lin& aediu tor propaganda. 
AD:r discussion o£ JIUB cozmm»i caUona sat obviouel7 pq homage to 
Gutenberg 8Dd the printirlg press. 1'be printing preaa m.ade possible dia-
88JI1Dat1on of m.aterial. to wide audienoea, where preTiouslJ literature 
wu directed. almost entirelJ" to church ICholara and dignitaries. This 
~'t wu bound to affect the pioture-at.orT. Whereas the more 
eophiaticated. mind grasps the written word, the less cultiTated ind.i'f'i• 
dual o.ttea seeks aimpler mean ... ...-nt&l. orutchea, eo to speak. The pic-
ture -ato17 vinal i sea aillpl7 what m&IJ1' words are needed to explain. 
W:Ulia Moulton Marston, noted pqchologiat, l&Wf8J'1 author~ 
comic strip creator (Wollder Womla) 1 had this to sqa14 
Strqe as it .. seea, it il the fora of comics stor.r 
tellina1 'artistic' or not, that coneti tutea the crucial 
factor in putting OTer this urd.Teraal appeal. The 
potenq of the picture e'toz7 1&t not a matter of modern 
theoJ.7 1 but of ancientl.J eatabl1ahed. t:ruth. Man still 
prefer• to short-cut his •ntal prooesees l:v akippiDg 
the TOCal abatitutes and vii\I&Usinc the dramatic situ-
ation• which rouae his eJIIOtiozaa. Pictures tell the 
ator,r m.ore ettectiftlT thaD VOI'dl. 
9 
Fi.tteenth-cent\117 blockboolcs, a type of literature great:~¥ resembl-
inl our coadce 1 were widel7 printed.JS The blockbooka were composed of 
subject matter baaed on the goapele and the stories were told in paneled 
illustrations, and words, when ueed1 were enclosed in bal.loona.l6 John 
Lehti•e well•lmown comic strip, Tales.!'!!!!!!! Great .Book, may well be 
the comic .trip deecendant of the Renaissance blockbooka. , 
Between the advent of the printiDc prase 1 in 14531 and the 19th 
centur;r, narratiTe illustration was uaed to advantage in striking out 
at social follies. The practicionera, tor the most part, ware relativel.7 
unknown. Some, however, should be noted. 
Ben Jobn80ll1 the great Elil&betban dramatist and guiding force ot 
the 11Sona ot BeD" Cavalier poets• clan, included comic caricaturea hold-
ing human fraud and trailt'f' up to acorn in his Bartholomew Fair.l7 Sir 
........ --~~--
Philip Sidney called it "an imitation of the common errors of lite. •• 
repreaented 1n the most ridiouloue and scornful wq that mq be1 so as 
it is impossible that &r17 beholder can be content to be such a one.n18 
Mattingly mentioaa Peter Bl"Ugbel, a 16th century artist, and likens 
his work to the current Sunday cU"toorl, Ript Around !!2!!.• in thata19 
both artists allow a variet,- of adults 1 children, doge 1 
birds, filh......,ezo.y link ot tbe Great Chain ot Being-
to react charactwiatio&l.l7 to a central situation 
~. 
Dr. Zorbaugb clusitiea three caricaturists of the 18th and 19th 
centuries as 11great.•20 The three, James GUlrq (17.57-1815) 1 Thomas 
Rowlandson (17S6-l827) 1 and George Cruikshank (1792·1878), Dr. Zorbaqh 
reports, were eld.lled in the use ot eequenoe panelsJ Rowlandson, in 
addition, made ue c4 balloons cont.ainiDI apeech.21 It ia, however, 
10 
WjlUaa Hogarth (1697•1761&), Bl'itiah painter ancl engraT81', who waa 
called "the father ot the JIIOClenl comic. n22 
For not ~ did Bogartb-200 years ago, mind1-
provide auch ot the character or the coldca, as 
we have it todq1 but he gave us also its con• 
t1mtit, of fora,· its contimled pictorial story 
by' which, in The~·· ••s, we follow our 
hero trom a ti!tor to a erJ and, in The 
Helot's. ~~ from soenes of rural 'Iii: 
nocenae ~up the wiles ot a procurus, 
to the evils of urban vice. 
The 19th centur.r waa the era ot the political cartoonist. Certa~nly 
the poll:ticaJ. cartoons were the im11lediate forbearers of newspaper comic 
strips. Hownr 1 to mention cursoril7 some political cartoonists would 
do an injustice to the D~ADy great ones. The area was and still is a 
broad one and is worth7 of detailed, serious stuc~T in itself. Let it 
be sufficient here to sq that poll tical cartooning is an integral part 
ot the histor:Y of narratiYe illustration and hu prOTen in countless 
instances the adage that one picture 18 wO'l'tb. ten thousand. words. 
In any discussion of the histel7 of comics, two names invariabJT 
appearJ The Adventures ot Obidiah and The Fortunes of J'erdinant P'l.ipper. 
The American Antiquarian Society oonaiders them to be America• a oldest 
comic a. 23 Thq were 1n book tol'Jil and did not resemble newspaper comic 
atripa. At best, hCMWer1 if we accept the 1fOl"d ot Coulton Waugh, 
historian of the comic stripe 1 the7 are but crude ancestors. 24 Dr. Zor-
baulh does not, howeT81' 1 even consider tbam as prototypes of comic 
booksa25 
But these earlier books, while tell:lna their stories 
through sequenoea or cart.oau panels, did not employ 
speech bal.l.oou. 
u 
A written narrative, devoid ot dialogue, was inserted at the bottoa ot 
the drawings 1n place ot the speech balloontJ. 
Wil.helll Busch, 19th century GerJun humorist, experimented in tel.l.iDc 
stories through a sequenoe ot cartoon panel a and came up with hie two 
nauchV pranksters, Max • Mori\S 11ho HrYed as the inspiration tor the 
--
lat!!l!jammer .!!2!•26 Waup sqs ot Bnaoha27 
There.tore we aee that the German utist met be 
credited w1 th a big parl 1n atart1nc the American 
'fwmies.• 
Prom the crypta ot the Pharoahs1 to the blockbooks of the lSth 
century 1 to the Rake • e f.roE!ss ot the 18th centuey 1 to Richard F. Out-
cault and the Yellow 114 was little more thm a matter ot evolution 
----
a:l.d.ed 'br technical ad'Yan.cements. Froa here it was but a scant twelYe 
~ years more and the cOid.c strip was established 1n ita f&111liar and present 
fora. 
And the present fora waa reached mainl7 through the contributions 
ot tour artists, three ot whoa Coulton W&lllh considers the tounc:iiDi 
fathers ot comicaJ28 Richard Outcault., whose Yellow Kid has been men-......,......., ..._ 
tioned., Rudolph Dirka 1 who started drll1f1Dc the lat!!llJ&JIIIIer .!!.!!! in 1897 
and James Swinnerton1 creator ot L1 ttl.e Jim!T in 190S. Wauch define a 
the contribution ot eaeh of the88 art.i.sta 1n The Comics, the accepted 
'-
reference book on nevip&per comic strip history. He writees29 
(1) The continuing chara-lter wu contributed by 
SWinnerton ancl OUtcault. (2) '!he sequence of pic-
tureJS was tried out experbantall.7 by Outcault, 
used regUl.arq for the first time by tlirka1 and 
retinecl in technical detail.a 'b7 SWinnertcn. Ancl 
(3) Speech in the drawiDg lltarted with Outcault 
ant1 wu d8't'8lopecl into tne cOJd.c fora b7 both 
Dirks aa4 SV1nnerton, u well as b7 Outcaul.t in 
his later work. 
12 
Matti.Da17 tells ot the fourth artist and his contribution, Harry 
Conwq "Bad" l'iaher, creaw of the lOD&•lived Mutt and Jett.JO 
. .-..... ------
It raaiDed cml.7 tor .Bild Fisher in Mutt and Jett (1907) 
to com.bine all t.beae el-nt. into iii'ictu.tl-at"rip ot 
pictures runntnc urosa the pqe, and 80 to eatablilh 
the oom1o atri.p in its present form. 
Having tracacl brief'l7 the eTOlutioa ot narrative illustration to 
t.he point when it reached ita preaent fora, the next logical step would 
se• to be M axara:lnation ot the products ot this evolution-a histoJ7 
of comic ast.npa. H~ 1 this tuk has been undertaken and accompllllh• 
ed. with professional aplomb on at least two occaaionsrl1 tirat., b7 the 
previouall' mentioned Coulton Waugh mdJ ••t recentl.J' bJr Stephan Becker, 
in h:is excellent, affectionate critique ot Oomic !!:!, .!! ..... Ameri;,;,;;;,;,;;;;;;c;.;;;a• Wauch 
dealt st.rictl1' vi th the comic atripl. ·Becker 1 in addition to the strips 1 
considered political car1;oona1 mapsine muaor, sporting cartoons, and 
animated cartoons. The histar:J' ot collie strips, haTing been dealt with 
in a more than adequate manner, _,. be Old.tted :in this area and ve can 
touch upon leas populariaecl tacets of the phel10JIIenon. 
Comic strips, as has been pointed oat, troa their inconspicuous 
beginning seemed to divide and multipq \IJltU toctay, when ~ the New 
-
York Haes among the da1l¥ newspapers in the United States oompletelT 
-· . 
eaohen their use. Da:S.l7 nenpapers carry between 20 and 35 strips, 
'lihUe the awap UlOJll the Sunda7 IJewepapers ia 29.32 This tremendous 
exposure is due to one factor-the readers seem to want as maey comic 
strips as tbq can &ft• Comic strips poaaeaa a univeraal popula:rit.J. 
To answer~ there are as J1U7 collie atripl as there are in 10 
0.. lll8lll' newspapers aeeu fairlJ' basic-to know S is .rel-7 to know .'S2• 
And it ia not tar troaVl"ong to aay near]¥ everyboc:V' reads the collies. 
Let ua examine, tJ:lrouih the reaulta ot a number ot readership studies, 
Just how close to richt. the preoeediog et.atuent 18. 
1Ba't've7 Zorb&uch, •Comics,• reprinted from the ~c1!?Pedia 
AMricaJl:'1 Americana CorporatioD1 Chicaa-1 1946, P• ~ 
2JRicl: 
37;oicl. 
4wuietoz7 ot CoJiice1 • Puck, The Coaic WeelclT1 lew York, 19.$3, P• 1. 
Sibw. 
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1'~ fl'lfiZ7 piece ot material written about comic strips baa 
had IIUOh to aq about their vast audieue. lstiutes ot readerlhip in 
8UOh articles rqe trom between 70 ad 100 mil.l1on readers 8ft'l7 dq 
thrCJUChout the Uftited States. The ~ Comics Council reporte 
that u additionallOO Dd.lllon people in tozoeip. countries read Ameri-
can newspaper cOllie strips eY81'7 dar .1 
On what are these readership eltimates bued.7 The auver 1 stranae-
]¥1 aeeu to be baaed on the resul.ta ot a aingle national art.ud1'• The 
definitive atuc9'1 entitled Adult ID~st ~ Comic Readinj1 wu pre-
pared. tor Hew YOI'k UDi.'ftl'aitT'• De~t ot COJIIIDUlicationa by Stewart, 
Dougall and Aaaociate111 JIIZ'ketiDI reaearoh and diatributi.on connltant 
expert~ :ln 1947. To date, it ia tbe .,at oomprehenaive stud;r in the 
tield of COJd.c atrip readerlbip aw.il able to the public. 
'l.va.Uable to the public• 1a ~ statement. Numerous comic 
strip readerllhip at.udies han been done tbrouchout the ;yeara. However, 
the poeat MjoritT of these studies h&Ye been done tor newspapers in 
competitive regiou and cities, and tor CCIIpetitiTe purposes. Con-
MqU811tlJ 1 these studies are conf'iclela~ intormat.ion and are not avail-
able tor geaeral con8UIIpUon. The reeulta ot the studies presented. ill 
th1a chapter wUl, hoveYer 1 provide an --.uate repreaentation ot comic 
atrip readerlhip trom 1947 to the preaent. 
The abov'e-mentioned atuq waa interested., in addition to detend.D· 
ina oomlo 1\rip rMd:ing patterns, in a general exploration into Tarioua 
attitudes ot aduits towa:rda comics. 2 The apeoitic purposes of the 
atuq were set. to:rth in teras of questions which the :reaulte ot the 
•tucV would attempt. to answer. !he quelt:l.ons were ot the follow:J.na 
naturea3 What is the cener&l reaction of adults to comics? What 
proporid.on ot &ll aclult persona beliwe eomica are intereatiDa or 
vahtable'l OonveraeJT • what propcrt,iOD belieft comics are time waatilll 
or harmful? Is there a proporti• of people who are indif'feren\? 
What reasons do people lin voluntaril.T 1D rationalizinc thea feel-
ings about coldu7 
.Are there certain ~ a'titudee about comic stripe? Do 
readers make a cliatinction 1n their attitu.dea betveeG the various 
forme ot narrative Uluatration-colllc stripe, collie booke, SundJif' 
aupplementa and cia:1l¥ etnpe, and 'betwe• inclividual. comic aequenceel 
It there ia an exietiug diatinction, what is ita nature? How 
familiar are adulta with comics in their various toru? To what ex-
tent are reactions intluenoe4 bt t..Ui81'it7 or untudllarit7 with 
theM media? Does the preeence ot chUdnn in the ho• influenoe 
the attit.ud.ea of adultl towards comics? Do parents evaluate comics 
clitt~ tor their ovn ad ror their ehild.Nn's readinc? Is there 
a relaticmlhip between tbe various reactions toward coud.ca and the 
bacqrouad. ot the indirtd.ual u :retleotecl bJ education, income, age, 
aex, a1ae ot collllllmit;,r and other pertiDent tactora'l It so, what is 
it? In what ••• are the attitude• ot adults toward comics asaociatecl 
with their attitudes toward other typea ot media and other diTeraioJUI 
auoh u readine magQ1nea, goirll to the l'IIO'riea and listening to the 
radio? 
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The atuq wu conduoted among adults in communities ot 21SOO J 
populaUon and owr.4 Prior to the actual atutV, 74 ezplorato17 
teat. inteniewe aDd 100 forJDal ten iDterW'iewe were conducted teat-
inc the queationnaire in ita pre11udDA1"J u.d tiD&l forma.S A total 
ot 31001 actual inte:rviewe were made.6 Bawever, before the resulta 
ot the atuq w_.e tabulated 1n detail., a breakdown of the diatriba· 
tion of the interviews ahowc:l that while the sample wu representa-
tive of the urban adult popul.aticm in retpeCt to age, aex, parental 
atatua, econold.c atatua1 citT e1se aDd reeion1 it included., on the 
bu1a et re~t.l' etate.enta of their education and occupation, 
too few per-.rus vithia the lower ecluoatioral and. occupational 1evela. 7 
In order to rectify this aituation and adjust for diatortiou the 
&&q)le 11M was increasecl throqb daplicaUon bJ 445, thus bringinc 
the total n\Uibel> ot reapondenta in the tiDal tabulation to 3 14S2. 8 
ot the 3 ,4S2 persona interrl-.4, 1, ne were m&l.ea and 1, 734 
were temal.ea.9 The Hleotion ot more thaD SO per cent females ae 
respondents for the atuq deaervea epecial cOIIIIleDt. It vas a rath_. 
bo'"l.d moYS on the part ot the reaearehera, for the existing hJpotbeais 
wu that comio strips were ot leas intereat to women than to meft• 
The reeul.ta of the study prowd thia to be correct assumption. Woan 
turned out to be leas avid comic strip readera than men. 
The aampl.e was brolcen down into eight categorieaalO age and sex, 
economic atatua, race and nat1v1t71 ecluc&Uon, occupation or the head 
of the houee (where the head of the houae wu not employed., the rea-
pond.ent vas olaaaitiecl by hie or her own occupation), marital and 
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parental a\atua1 geographic distrieuticm and citJ aise. 
The aampl.e diat.ribu:tJ.on was turt.ber eubdiYidecl withia the eight. 
main claasiticatiou.n The age and sex ot the reepondenta were di-
Tided. into three aroupaa12 those 19 to 29 )'ear a ot age, ot Whioh 
there were 894 total intenieve, COJDpriliJ:a& 2$.9 per cent of all 
those intenieved. incluciiDc 448 or 26.1 pw cent of the total of 
11718 males used. in the nuq 1 aDd 446 OJ" 2S. 7 per cent ot the 
11734 female& questioneclJ thoee lO to 4la 7eara of age ot which there 
were 1 1137 tot.&l 1nteni8V81 compriaina )2.9 per cent ot all those 
interviewed i.ncludiq S6S or 32.9 per cent of the total of 11718 
JD&lea used in the stuq and S72 et 33 per cent of the 11 734 females 
questioned; and, those reaponden'N 4S yeara of age and older ot which 
there were 11421 total 1ntervi.ewe1 comprild.q 41.2 per cent of aJ.l 
.) 
those interriewd,. including 70S or 41.0 per cent of the total of v 
11 718 males used in the studJ' aD4 716 ar 41 • .3 per cent of the 11 7.34 
ferules questioned.. 
The selection of better thiD 1&1 pel' cent of the respondents fr011 
the 4S 7eare old and. over age group al.lo deserTea mention. Here, too, 
the existing bJpothesis prior to the stu.df was that comic re&c.iini de• ~~ 
clined as age inoreuecl. This was borne out rather conclusi velJ' by 
the result& of the ~. 
Economic statue included the catecoriesal.3 prosperous 1 of which 
there were 260 or 7 .S per cent of the total of 3 ,4S2 respondents J 
upper middle clue, ot which there were S.39 or 15 per cent ot the 
total ot 3,4S2 reapolldentaJ middle clue, of which there were 11SOO 
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or 43.S per cent of the total ot 314S2 rUpODClenta; and.; lowr claaa, 
ot which there were 11lS3 or 33.4 per cent of the total or 314$2 rae-
pondenta. 
Det.endning eoonolld.c status, eepeciallT with reference to what ia 
meant by upper IIi~ .claaa or juat pla:i.n middle class ia alwqa a 
difficult •tter. America a a great •addle clua" countz7. laoh 
eociologiat hu hie 01111 aet or etaDdarda tor defining· the atratitioa-
tion within the middle elaas. .Al.JaDat fiYfll7 indi:ridual. th:Jnka ~ hia-
ael.t aa belOD&inl to one or another lnel ot the middle clue. As a 
re8Ult, no one at.ndard can be set and no one rule can be applied which 
will determine the proper economie status to which a person ahould be-
loDg. Ia it detend.necl qy the inccae ot the chief' wage earner of a 
I" f8Jid.lr? Or is eoonomie statue to be detend.necl by the neighborhood 
J 
in which the fam:i.q liTH? or 1a it the aiae ot the home or the facill-
ties and equipment 1D the ho•? Cler~ ean YU7 low wages, tor the 
moat part, but uau&l.ly lin within the coMnn1t;y or their reepeotift 
congregations. Thua, a clergyman might well live in a high-clue 
neighborhood while earning a TerJ low wqe. All these conaiclerationa 
are .tao tors in deterad.ntng the eocmollic atatua of a fami.l7. 
The researchers were, ot course, aware ot the problems involyecl 
in this area. Conaequen~ 1 the, set .tarth a list ot speoiticationa 
which the intervievera wre to use in cluaity1Dg the respondents aa 
being prosperous 1 upper middle olaaa 1 middle class 1 or lower claaa.l4 
P:roaperous tam.i l i ea were those in which the chiet wage earner a 
were buaineaa or pro.teasional leadera ~ subetantial incomea.lS In· 
oluclecl 1n thia group were leadi.na ottici&le ot important bueineaa 
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enterprises and esta'bliahllenta J owners or large retail stores J important 
bank o.t'ficialsJ top exeoutivea of raUroad.ll, wholenle establiabmenw, 
raanutactur1Dg and construction .t'iruJ leaders in well-paid pro.fessiou 
such u l&VTers, judges, doctors, arohiteota, college presidents) owners 
of large and prosperous ranu.l.6 Alao included were persona with sub-
stantial independent incomes mald.ng it unnecessary for thea to work.l7 
The homes of the prosperous group wezoe thoae usual]¥ larpr than ordi-
nary dwell.in&s 1 maintaining the highest standard ot living in the 
ooDIIIWlit)r and norJD&l.lJ employing ou or aore domestic servants.18 
Separating the prosperous or the lover clus is not a difficult 
chore. Diat1Dgui&h1.ng between the variou etrata of the vast middle 
class is, however, a aol&l811hat arb1tra17 task. In choosing between 
those respondents who constituted the upper middle class and those who 
made up the midcD.e claae, the researchers JUde the following distino· 
tionea19 those c0111priaing the upper lliddle group were to include 
families in which the ohiet wac• earnera were owners of smal.ler business 
enterprises, or aediwa-aisad. stores ot good gradeJ professional men 
and women of good but not unu8U&lly b1gh inoomeBJ semi-professional 
persons such as photographers, opto•trista, funeral directore, dratte-
JIIIl11 survqore, ek:Uled technicians, lener exeoutiYea such as govern-
mentc.inspectors, department heads in stores, office managersJ salesmen 
ot good incomeJ better-than-avwage fvaers for the local.i t;n while 
those in the middle clue were to be faailiee in which the chief wage 
earners were ownere of Bllall stores and shopsJ clerical and office 
workers such as ooolceepere, cuhiera, attendants in doctors• offices 
22 
office machine operators, stenographere, telegraph operators; policemen, 
firemen, transit system conductors, linemen; factory foremen and machine 
operators in factories} carpenters, printers, brick lqers and mech&nicsJ 
&Terage farmers earning an adequate 11Ying with or without good equip.. 
ment. The homee20 of the upper aiddle clue families were to be those 
which were usual.J.T well kept, with most of the standard facilities and 
mod.em conveniences, located in the 110st desirable residential sectiona 
but not the wealthiest in a city or town, while the homes of middle 
clus fam111es were to be, in moat cues, modest, not neceasaril.J' well 
kept, with the facilities and modern equipment Tarying. An upper middle 
clue flmilJ' Jli.ght haTe employed a aenant, but a middle class fandll' 
u~ did not.21 
Families to be categorized as lover class had to meet the following 
criteriaa22 the chief wage earners were to be domestic service workers 
such aa housekeepers, chauffeurs, coou, or other servants for private 
fam:UiesJ unsk1lled farm laborerSJ janitore, elevator operators; waiters, 
ushers and other attendants; garace l~s, car washers and greasers, 
gardeners, longshoremen, teauters, del1ve17 men; unskilled laborers in 
factories, in construction jobs, in mines and other industries who did 
mainly physical labor and w1 thout having developed ekille either in 
crafts or on 11110h1nea. Incomes 1n thia croup were to be amall1 even in• 
adequate.2.3 Homes in this etrata were to be amal.l1 usual.lJ' kept poorly, 
without adequate facilities, with virtually no modern conveniences and 
located in the poorer neighborhoods. 24 
Despite tald.Dg great pains in eetting up specifications for deter-
lid nj nc the ecoDOJD:lc status of the respondents 1 the researchers also 
2.3 
the interviewers must exerciee considerable judgment,. 
Race and nativity 1ne1uded the breakdown 1ntoa26 native white of 
which there were 21878 or 83.4 per cent or the 314)2 total reapondentaJ 
foreign white, comprisina 389 or 11.3 per cent of the 314$2 total ree-
pondentaJ and 18) or S.3 per cent other than native or foreign white. 
ld.ucat1on was divided into three 1enlaa27 those who attended 
eighth grade or lesaJ those who had one or more years of high sehoolJ 
and thoae who attended one or more 7ears ot college. There were 11008 
or 29.3 per cent of the total of 3,4S2 reapondents who attended eight, 
grades or less, 11617 or b6.6 per cent of the 314)2 respondents who 
attend.ed high school for one or more ;yeara, and 817 or 23.6 per cent 
who stated they had one or more yeara of college traini.ng. In addition, 
10 respondents or .3 of one per cent gave no answer regarding the ex-
tent of their education. 28 
The occupati<m8 ot the heads of the houeea includeda29 303 or 
8.8 per cent of the total of 314S2 ae unak:Uled laborers) 11082 or 31 • .3 
per cent ald.Ued workers and cra.ft.DenJ 354 or 10.3 per cent service 
workeraJ.aNJk'l:IL~er cent white collar workeraJ 433 or 12.) per 
cent professional and executive workarsJ 8D.Ci 3Sl or 10.2 per cent who 
were not employed. In addition, 11 reapondent.a or .3 of one per cent 
g&Ye no answer to thia queatJ.on.l0 
The marital and parental atatua of the 314)2 total respondents 
vas broken down to inolude,31 447 or 12.9 per cent single respondent.aJ 
21737 or 79.3 per cent married respondents of whom 11049 or 30.4 per 
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celtt had no children under 18 yeara of age, 487 or 14.1 per cent had 
children under 6 years of age onJT1 and 11201 or 34.8 per cent had 
children between the ages ot 6 and 18 yeat"SJ and 268 or 7.8 per cent other 
respondents who w:ere divorced, widowed, etc., of which 192 or 8 .6 per 
cent had no children under 18 yeare of age, 12 respondents or .3 o~.:rone 
per cem who had children under 6 years ot age only and 64 or 1.9 per 
cent who had children between the agel ot 6 and 16 years. 
The geographic distribution of the Maple was divided into nine 
major areut32 36S or 10.6 per cent of the .314$2 total respondents 
trom the New lng1and. area, 8n or 2$.2 per cent .from the Middle Atlantic 
area, $63 or 16 • .3 per cent from the But Borth Central section, 521 or 
15.1 per cent hom the West Borth Central clivilion, 342 or 9.9 per cent 
repreaenting the South Atlantic area, 1$7 or 4.6 per cent .from the Eal!t 
South Central eection, 208 or 6.0 per cent trom the West South Central 
area, 159 or l.l,6. per cent from the Mountain states 1 and 266 or 7. 7 per 
cent respondents representing the Pacific Coast section. 
Interviews were taken from .38 oi ties and town within the nine ·l 
major geographical areu.3.3 The sa~~ple, bf city size, included nine 
subdirlsionet.34 cities of one million or 110re inhabitants, in which 
there were 56.3 or 16.3 per cent of the total ot .314$2 interviewSJ cities 
with Soo,ooo to 110001000 population, in wbich there were 467 interviews 
oompriainJ 1.3.5 per cent or all intenieveJ 2$0,000 to Soo,ooo popula-
tion areu1 in which there were .366 or 11.2 per cent ot the total res-
pondent.; .375 or 10.9 per cent of the total interview• in cities with 
populationa ranging trom 1001000 to 2S01000J .314 or 9.1 per cent or all 
interviews in So,.ooo to 1001000 population areuJ cities or 251000 to 
501 000 population., in which 391 or 11.3 per cent of all interviews 
were conducted; 101000 to 251000 population areas, with 424 or 12.) per 
cent of all interviews coming .t'roa here J 300 or 8. 7 per cent of the total 
number of reepondente coming troa areae w1 th population ranges between 
S,ooo and 101000J and 232 or 6.7 per cent of the interviewa in areas 
with 21500 to 51000 residents. 
1o include all the information resulting from this studJ' would 
necessitate reprinting the ctire survey. Each reault wu presented 
with a m1n1mma of eight tables and chartl represent.inc the eight major 
divisions of the sample. Each table, of course, included. the strati-
fications within the main categoq. It vUl be su.:f'ficient here to 
present some o.:f' the more sigD1ficant conclusions resul tina from this 
research, with careful attention paid to readerahip figurea.3S 
The results or thia stuc~T showed that four out or every .five urban v 
adults nineteen yeara of age and over either reauJ.arlJ or occasionall.7 
read the daily or Sundq comics, or comic boou • .36 •Regular comic 
readers• included. all reapondente who read at least a few comica rep• 
larly in either dail¥ or Sundq newspapera1 or who read five or more 
comic books during the month preceeding the 1nterrtew)7 "Occuional. 
comic reader" included all respondent• who 1tated that they occasional.l.T 
read !'lome dai~ <'r Sunday newspaper comic 1 or who had read one to .four 
comic books. during the month preceeding the interview .38 "Occasional 
comic readers" excluded &1.1 persona who stated that thq :·ead AnT comica 
recula:rl:T in ei tber da1l.7 or Sundar paper1.39 lfJioo-comic readers" in· 
cludecl respondent. who did not read comics in either d.aily or Su.Ddaf' 
papers and who had not read arJ'T comic boob durin& the month preceediDa 
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the interview. 40 
or all persons interviewed, 64.9 per cent dec1sred they were 
regular comic readers and 16 .2 per cent indicated they read comics J 
occaeionall7-a total ot 81.1 per cent who read comics either re£U-
lar~ or occas1on~.41 The remaininc 18.9 per cent of the res-
pondents declared they were non-readers or comics.42 
BT aae¥ the stud¥ revealed that of the 894 respondents between 
the ages or 19 and 29 years, 79.8 per cent were regular comic readers, -J 
and 12.6 per cent were occasional comic readers 1 and onl.l' 1.6 per cent 
were non-comic readersJ of the 11137 respondents ranging in age tram 
30 to 44 years, 70.S per cent were regular readers, 1S.4 per cent 
occasional and 14.1 per cent were non-readers; and amonc the 1 1 421 
interviewees 4S years and over, Sl.O per cent read comics regularl.J, 
19.2 per cent occasionallJ, and 29.8 per cent did not read comics. 
By aex,44 it was revealed that ot the 1,na males interviewed, 
10.9 per cent were regular readers, 12.7 per cent occasional readers, 
and 16.4 per cent non-readers. And ot the 1•7.34 females interviewed, 
S8.9 per cent said they read comics with regularity, 19.7 per cent 
replied they were occasional readers, and 21.4 per cent said the;y were 
non-readers. Here• then, is the proof showing that men have consider-
ably pore intereat in comics than do women. 
B,y e~o.n_omic status, 45 the greatest readership wu revealed in the 
~ -------
middle class wr.ere or the lSOO respondents, 67.6 per cent reported 
they were regular readers, 16.1 per cent said they read comics occa-
sional.l1' 1 and 16.3 per cent declared tbq were non-readers. Ot llS.3 
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reapondents in the lower economic statue~~~ per cent cl&iJBed regular,; 
' readership 1 l5 .4 per cent occasional readj ng and 20.8 per cent said 
thq were non-readers. In the upper ecoDOmic statue, .61.3 per cent o~ 
the 799 reepond.ents were reaular readers, 17.8 per cent occaaional. 
readers, and 20.9 per cent non-readers. 
By social atatus, a catego17 not oricinal17 included., but develop. 
ed b7 col'llb1rli.ftc classitioation data trca education, occupation ot the 
head ot the faail7 8DCl economic etatus,46 .the greatest readership was 
again revealed to be 1n the lliddle claas where 68 .4 per cent of the I 
2145 respondent. eaid they were regular readers 1 16.3 per cent occa-
sional readers, and 1.$.) per cent non-readers. 47 0~ 591 upper social. 
atatus respondenta, 59.9 per cent reportecl they were regular readers, 
18.6 per cent said they were occuional readers, and 21.5 per cent non-
readers.48 In the lover social atatua, sa.s per cent ot the 716 respon-
dent• were replar readere, 14.0 per cent were occasional readers, and 
27.S per cent were non-readers.~ 
For a respondent to have been olusitied as upper social status 
meant meetiDg two out ot three of the following speciticationsJSo so. 
college training and/or pro~essioDIJ. or executin emplO)'Dlent and/or 
prosperous or upper llicldle econoaic statue. Middle social status re-
quireda5l high achool education mel/or work as ald.lled laborers and 
cratta.n, service workers, white ..alJ.ar workers, housewives and others 
not uplo;red and/or lliddle class economic status. Lower social status 
meantaS2 eighth grade or lese education 1111d/or unsld.lled labor as occu-
pation and/or lower class economic statu. 
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.8¥ educationS') onl7 SS. 7 per cent of 11008 people who attended v 
grade school onlT clailled regular readership, 13.6 per cent aaid they 
were occasional readers, and _30. 7 per cent were non-readera. In con• 
trast to this, 62.4 per cent of 817 reapondents who attended college 
read collies replar]¥, 19.7 per cent read collica occasional171 and 17.4.9 
per cent were non-readers.Sl& 'lbe greateat readership by education was 
8113ng thoae reapondenta who attended one or more years of high ~eboo1.SS 
Of the 1617 reapondents in this oatego171 72.0 per cent reported thq v 
were regular readers, 15.9 per cent said tbe7 read comics oocaaional.l.J, 
and onl.T 12.1 per cent said they were non-readers. Ten respondents did 
not answer this section of the studF.S6 
It is intereltin& to note that in Yirtual.J.T eftr'T caae where the 
categ0Z7 inTOlved 80Jil8 type of status--education, social, economic, 
occupational-theM in the lower IJ'OUPI pt"eaented the lowest reader8hip 
figures~ It is onl7 conjecture, but perhaps people in these lower strata 
felt some type of 811Xiev about adJd.tt.iDg to reading comi¢1. 
Another interesting find1 ng vu the gener~ higher leYel of comic 
reading among persona who were in the large middle group of the popula~ 
tion. This vas apparent throughout. all of the breakdown& by education, 
economic etatus 1 and occupation of the head of the household. The social 
statue grouping, which combined all of theae three factors demonstrated 
ctlearl7 the_ appeal tor the middle c~ass that the comics han. 
The effect of children in the home on adult comic reading waa 
I 
relatiYel.7 aa.U.S7 The presence of chUdren stillulated comic readin& -1 
primllrilT UlODi persona 4S years of age and older .sa In this categ017, 
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reapondent.a with chUcirea showed a higher proportion of both regular ../ 
and occasional comic readers than persona who had no chlldrc1 under 18 
yeare of age. 
The greatest variation between the different eroupe of re8pondenta 
was shown in the age and sex classitioat.ion between men in the YOUDie&t J 
age group and voaen in the oldest ap oatego17 .59 Ot the 448 men be-
.J 
tween the ace• ot nineteen and twen'tf'-nine years 1 82.4 per cent Aid 
they were re£U}.ar readers, 11.6 per cent said they read comics ocoa-
sionaJ..lT and onl.7 6.0 per cent aa.id. thq were non-readera.6o In con- ~ 
traat, ot the n6 ·~ 45 years ot age and older, onl1' 44.1 per cent 
claimed repl.ar readerlhip1 2).8 per cent saici they were occaaional 
readers and 32.1 per CeD.t. were noa-reaclera. 61 
The ~uq showed. that comics' greatest appeal was to persons in 
the younger adult age groupa.62 It r.._aled., too, that unlike radio, 
IIOVies and J1181uines., coaics held 1110re interest tor IBl than they did 
for vomen.63 
The atuq ala shoved that per80118 who read comica in aJ17 ot their 
various foru uauaJ.]J" read both daiJ¥ 8114 SUDda7 newspaper comic a. 64 
In addition, it pointeci out that about one adult in tour read. comic 
books, but that interest in this medi.WI waa much greater among younger 
than among older adults and that interest tended to increase aa social 
status decreaead.65 
It waa wo shown that people who read comics gener&l]T listened. J 
more to the raciio1 reacl aore magazines, and in particular, attended. 
more mories than people who did. not read ccmdcs. 66 
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Purther significant reDUl.ts of this stud.f are concerned with adul:t. 
attitudes toward newspaper comics. 'l'heae reaulta and the results of 
other signiticant studies will be exud ned in a later chapter concerned 
with wto' people read newepaper comie stripe. 
Insofar ae it ia representative ot the nation's reader•• there-
aulta ot thia etuq reYealed a vut audieDOe of comics• readers. Cer-
.f 
ta.in elements of the stucV, however, make it impossible to accept the 
reaul ts on their faoe v&l. .... 
rirst, the reMarchera1 in detiniDg who conatituted •regular" and 
. 
•occasional• com:J.e readera; at.ated the comics could be read in either 
da1l.y or Slmdq newepapera. 67 It would 18811 quite difficult to imagine 
that an;yone who takes a S1lnd.q paper would not 11occaaiona:u.r' glance at 
those pages ot •irideeeent po~ua ettul.gence," and even it b7 
accident, read a strip or two. 
The researchers &lao state, when detin.ing •regular• comic readerac68 
Includea all respondent. who read at least a few 
comics regular~ in either ciai]¥ or SUndq papers ••• 
A few 1 talc8D liter~ u the re•arohera no eoubt did, denotes one more 
th8D a couple. Speald.nc bypotheticalJT 1 let us assume that a d.ail7 news-
paper carries 20 comic strips. Some C&rZ7 lese 1 some as JUUV' as 3S. 
Let us also aaaume that in that aame ait.F the S\lll.dlv' newspaper carries 
20 stripe. In one week, then, the dai4 appearing on aix dqs and the 
Sundq edition would print a total ot 140 comic strips. According to 
the reaearchera! det1nit101111 a respondent need have read but • ••• a few 
comics regular:q in either ciai:q or SUDdq papers ••• • to be claseitiecl 
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u a •replar oomica reader. • Let ua further USUII'le that there is a read-
er who reads no dail7 comics and a •tew• Sund.IJ comi~ts. This meana that 
according to the standardal ot thia stuq our aometimea reader need onJ¥ 
to have read three comic atripa once a week out or 140 printed each week 
to have been conaiclerec:l a regular reader. This d.oea not seem adequate 
enough to claasU)' an individual aa a regular reader. 
One turther conaicleratioll ao.wbat clulle the impact of the TC'T 
i.Jup'reasive readerahipe etatietica. levepaper cond.o stripe and com:S.o \ 1 
booka are two different media. Wb7 theD. ahould the two have been llllllpfKl 
together in a readerlb.ip atud;r'l We -.r now release our bJpothetical 
reader from the shackle& ot emm three comic ltripa per week, tor to be 
considered a regular comic reader 1 he need on:Q- to •have read five or 
more comic books durina ·the month preceeding the intel'Tiew. 69 And to 
be an occasional. comic reader, it wu neoesNr)" onl.7 for him to haTe read 
"one to four cOBiio books during the month preceeding the interrlew. •1° 
!hwJ it is conceinble that not one perSOD of the 3,452 people in-
terviewed need ever han read a new~ comic strip to haTe been con-
sidered a regul.U' com:l.c reader. 
The preGII4;t*l·~::stuq vaa conducted before COIIID8rcial televillon begaD. 
to make its impact on what the J.aerican people do with their leisure 
I 
time. Just how much tima did. television viewing take away from comic 1 
strip reading? Did those people whose allegiance belonged to comic 
strips abandon the tum:Qr paces? 
Publication Research Service conducted a series ot com:l.c strip 
readership studies and general readership trend.s among Sundq and d.a1l7 
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newspaper readers in both la.rge and ...U cities. The atudies were done 
as tar back as 1939, m:l up to and including 195'4. Carl J. Nelaon of 
Publication Research Serrtoe presented the results of these studies to 
a meetinc ot the America Society' of Newspaper ld.itors in April, 19SS. 
These results were aubaequent.l.T reprinted in the September, 19.$'5 bulletin 
ot the Newspaper Collies Council, ~ AbOut ~ -.co_mi_o.-s-.1 
Hr-. Belson saida 11 
In newspapers the comic audieaee dwarfs arrr television 
tigures I have ever seen. In a recent release we esti-
mated there were 7S m:lll.ion comic readers in newspapers 
OYer the count.r;r eYer~ dq. Arid this includes onl7 the 
adults. This was arriftd at by conaervatinl.T estima-
ting one man -.eel one WOIIIIl reader per cow. It we in• 
eluded children, we could aatel7 arrive at an audience 
well in excess ot 100 llillion oom1.c reader a each dq. 
J 
Mr. lelaon 'a observation c._ troa the reeul. ts of the studies. Let 
ua now see how he oame to this conoluaioa. 72 
In Mq1 195'01 and again in IOTUber1 195'41 Publication Reaearch Ser-
vice questioned readera ot the P1ttabure. Sundaf Preas. 73 The results 
ahovecl that :f.n 19SO, 87 per cent ot the .an and as per oent of the VOJ!!P 
questioned were suaceptible to coaica on that particular Sunday-that is, 
they picked up the aeetion and read one ar more comics. 74 . J'our anc:l one-
halt year a later 1 84 per cent. ot the .n -.d 82 per cent ot the women .r 
questioned laid thq had. read at least ODe comic atri.p on thai; particular 
Sundq-a drop ot OJilT three per cent.7S 
An identical atuc%1 wu done in 1950 and again in 19531 this tt. 
using readers of the Milwaukee SUDdg Jgprnal. 76 The results again 
showed a drop in readership ot three pezo cent tor the man-from 83 per 
cent in 195'0 to 80 per cent in 19$).77 !he wo-.n, however, showed 
J 
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abaolutely no nuctuation, upward or downward, between 19)0 and 19)3. 
In both years, 7) per cent of the women questioned read one or more 
comic stripe on a particular Sunday. 78 
Readers of the Atlanta Sunday Journal.!!!! Constitution were que ... 
tioned three timea--in 1949, 19)0 and again in 19$2.79 The readership 
pattern or the men interviewed remained conatant-88 per cent said thq 
had read one or more comic stripe each time. 80 The wo.n, however 1 
despite the rising popularity of televiaion, showed a significant rise 
in comic stzoip readerahip between 1949 and 19$2.81 In 1949 the women 
readers of the Atlanl:t ~ Journal !!2, Constitution comic stripe made 
up 73 per cent of thOM questiODedJ in. l9SO, 7$ per cent of the women 
interviewed said thq rNd at least one comic strip on that particular 
dqJ and, in 19$21 82 per cent gave an affirmative reply-a nine per 
cent increase in comics strip reaclerlhip bT women between 1949 and 19)2 
in Atlanta, Georgia. 82 \ 
The fin&l stuc:l;y wu coraducted UIOilg readers of a large metropolitan 
newspaper for tin ;years runninc froJa 19$0 through 19)4. 83 The name of 
the newspaper waa not revealed. The results showed that Sundq comic 
strip readership among the men wu 67 per cent in 19)0 1 90 per cent. in 
___, 
19)11 81 per cent in 19)2, 80 per cent in 19)3, and_§~ per cent in 19)4. 84 
Among the women,~ cent stated that they read at least one Sun<:l.q 
comic stl"ip on that particular ~ in 19501 86 per cent replied the same 
way in 19$11 and 78 per cent replied attirmatinly in 19)21 19)3 and 19)4~ 
In snmmi ng up Sundq comic atrip readership compariaona ot pre-TV 
and poet-TV yeara, it 11 reuonab3.1' certain to aay, on the basis ot the 
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reaulte of these studies, that comics d1cl not suffer much as television 
made its inroads into the American way ot life. Comic strip .fans, or 
at least Sundq comic strip readers, remained loyal to their .four-color, 
ink-and-brush entertainers. 
Perheps the dearth of quality entertainment on Sunday morning tele• 
vision enabled comic strips to retain their legion of fans. A more con-
crete explanation seams to be that the Sunday comics are a way of life, 
a part of the Sun~ ritual of relaxatiaa--in short, a habit. People 
began look::i.ng forward to and reading the funnies on Sundq long before 
television came into the home. .And people do not break habits easilf-
particul.arlf not those they find pleasant and enjoyable. 
But this takes us into another area, an area which seeks to explore 
the com:tc reading experience-to askS people read the comics. And 
this question deserves all the attention it will colllfl&nd in the tollowiD& 
chapter 1 because to uk and to explore the reuons why people read the 
comica is to begin to probe the heart of tJle matter-the social impact 
of the comic strips. 
But what about read.erehip of comic ltripe in the ~ newspapers? 
Here we find, in certain inetanc .. , notioe&ble declines in readerahip 
in later years. 
Readers of the da.1:b' St. Louie (Mo.l Poet-Di!Patch were questioned 
in 19391 19431 1946, l9Sl and 1954.86 Here it is significant to note 
I j 
that up untU 1946, comic strip reader8hip was on the aac~ey for both .... 
men and women, but by 1954, when telerlsion had become firJDl¥ entrenched 
in American homes, there waa an appreciable decline in readership. 
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I:n 1939187 ~3 per cent of the male readers of the Post-Diapatc!! aid 
they read daily comic strip&J in 194.3 _the number had risen to 8J_per 
cent, and in 1946 to 87 per cent1 in 19.$1, 86 per cent said the,y read 
comics., but by 19$4 the number had fallen to 77 per cent. Among the 
women., 88 85 per oent replied that thq read at least one comic strip 
--~--......_ 
daily in 1939 and 1943 J in 1946 the figure rose to 89 per cent., but in 
----- . -- -·· ·--
19.$1 it had drppped to 87 per cent, and b¥ 19$4 down to 81 per cent. 
Readers of the d~ CleYeland!!!! were interviewed in 1944, 19$1 
and again in 1953.89 The results revealed that in 1944, 78 per cent ot 
- ------·--......, 
the men said they read comics. in 1~ 74 par cent said thq were 
readers, but in 195.), o~ _§J~ per cent ot the men read dai:cy comic str1pa20 
Among the women the tluctuation was far leas with 6.3 per cent replying 
that they read comic strips in 1944, and 80 per cent giving the same ans-
wer in both 1951 and 1.95.3-a drop of onq three points.9l 
Publication a,.aroh Service aleo conductecl interviews with the 
readera of the Joh.nstcllm. Tribwf ,!!!2 Democrat in an attempt to give an 
indication of comic atri.p readership patterns among the readers of a 
relatively smlll circulation daily newapaper.92 The interviews were 
conducted in the years 19401 1942., 1948, 19$0 and 19.53.93 Among the 
men there were some varia tiona from tbe pat terns we have alreadT seen 
in the studies done in other cities.94 In l9hO, 86 per cent of the men 
.... , 
said they were comic readerSJ in 19~2, howe-rer, the number had gone down 
....... ,_..--
to 81 per cent. 
__... 
To conjecture a bit, we J11Q' attribute this drop to one ot two reasons, 
or both-each attributable to World War II. First was the time itself. 
The year 1942 saw the whole atmosphere anci 1110rale of the countey at its 
lowest point. People found little to lauch at or to be happy about. 
Perhaps there were eTen guilt feelings around those on the sa.f'e side 
of the fighting-they did not want to be happy or let it be known that 
they We.t'e enjoying tbeaaelvea. The time was not conducive for maximun 
comic strip readerahip. 
The second possible explanation revolves around actual readership 
statistics-those alread1' shown in the precedin& stu~, Adult Intere~ 
_!!! Comic Re!21Y1 and those done by Publication Research Service, to 
be e.umiJWd short.l.T• In both these studies, it was revealed that those 
people 'between the ages of 18 and 29 years make up a bigger percentage 
of the comic strip audience than either people between the ages ot 30 and 
44 ;years or those over 4S years old. It is sa.f'e to say that the majori1'.f' 
of soldiers duzoiJI& World War n were betwen the ages of 18 and 29 years. 
Conaequantl.¥1 it is quite possible, altholJCh not revealed in the results 
ot this studlf 1 that the majority of those men interviewed in 1942 were 
above · 30 years of ace and thua were naturally not as arid comic strip 
readers as those below 30. 
B,y 1948,95 the nUJDl)er of men reading at least one comic strip da.il1' 
in the Johnstown Tribune and Democrat hacl ria• back to the 1940 tigua-
-
86 per centJ in 19$01 78 per cent claimed readership. However, in 1953 
the :figure, rather t;han having declined, had risen back up to 80 per 
oentr..96 
AmoD& the wa.n readers of the Johnstown .-Tri-..bun.......,e ,2 D~mocrat, the 
pattern wu quite sjmilar to a number of those we have alreadT observed-
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a ateadl' aeoencler1q duriD& the 1940' 1 and a decline during the 19SO• •· 
In 19I.o,97 8.3 per cent ot the VOMJl intervined eaid they were comic 
etrip readeraJ in 19421 the number had. riMn to 84 per cent, and by 
1948 it had reached an apex ot 87 per eentJ in 19SO the numbetr of fe-
male collie at.rip reaclera had dropped - 19 per cent, and b,y 19SJ it had 
fallen another point 'to 78 per cen't-& cleollne ot nine per cent from 
the 1948 hiah point. 
The final at~ on the da1q comic strip reading audienoe was done 
on a metropolitc ciai:q nevepaper, again ~d, durin& the 7e&l"8 1949 
t.hrouch 19S4 inclua1Te.98 For the _, the percentage ot those re~ 
at leut one comic strip on a partiota:r d8J weret99 1949, 76 per centJ 
19.$0, 7S per centJ 19.$11 80 per centJ 19S2,. 81 per centJ 19SJ, 80 per 
centJ &Dd 19S4, 77 per cent. For the 110men, the figures werea100 1949, 
81 per centJ 19S01 19 per centJ 19.$11 19 per centJ 19S2, 78 per centJ 
l9SJ, 77 per centJ anc:ll9S41 72 per cent. There wu a rather sipiti-
cant drop of nine per cent among the WOI8Il 1n a1x years. 
Despite the declines in some inataneea, let us not 1oM sight of 
the faot that all ot those interv1ewed.,. the group giTing the lowest 
I 
reapon• still reTealed that 69 out ot eYfJr7 100 respondents read at '" ,i ' 
least one comic strip da1lT. Tbie bein& the case, 100 million comic 
etrip readera a dq ie a oouervat.ift eetimate. 
Ad.cil"eaaing the editors, Mr. Jfelaon eaidtlOl 
Froa these various ll"01lPI ot tigurea tor ~ and Sun-
daJ readerehip ot nenpaper ooaica, we would aq there 
ie no • re&IOll to beco. paniclq' about the OTeral.l atten-
tion givea daiJ.1' or SW:ldq cOid.ca. It there is a slutt-
otf in the attent.ion given to the comic department, we 
are sure it ia not due to lltT outlide forces, such aa 
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televiaicm. U auoh 'be true, readers would haw 
deaerted Su.nclft.'r coDd.c eeotiou and daU.y colld.o J 
pape in :much greater J1Wilbezt than the7 have in the 
lut tift~·· 
Hr. Rel80D1 at this same meftina1 presented the results ot aa an.a.l.T-
S(Ls b7 Publication Research Service ot 13 da1:q newspapers tor the 7ears 
1~2, l9S3 8llC1 19S4 where the readership ot comic strips b;r age groups 
vas avail.able.102 In the 18 to 29 year old age group, 7S per cent ot 
the .n and 79 per c•t ot the ,_ quationed 8a14 the.J read ODe or 
more comic stripe d&il.TI among those in the 30 to 44 year old ace groups, 
68 p81" cent of the -.. ad 72 per cent ot the VOJE1 said the7 read comic 
striP8J aaonc those 4S years ot age and older, SS per cent of the men 
aDd 62 per cent ot the 'WOiaD sa14 t.he7 read. at least one comic strip 
eYfll!7 dq .103 
TtWI apecitic aepeot pre88Dta an intereat:Lna contrast to the Adult 
InW.st ~ OOJd.o Be!!9 stwV 1 partioul&rlJ' in reference to overall 
readership, readership by age groups 8DCl readership b7 sax. Whereas 
the Adult Interest j! Comic Be!!!¥ stuq claimecl that 64.9 per cent of 
those questioned were replar comic readers and 16.2 per cent were occa-
siOMl read.ere-a total of 81.1 per cent regular and occasional r'eaderSJ104 
the Publicat.ion Research Sen'ioe n.wt;r reveale a tar smaller audieDCe. 
BT aim.pq ad.d~nc the percentagea ciftll for the men and v01D8D iD tbe three 
age grou.pJDS and diYid.inc by n.x, ve get an anrace overall readership 
ot 68.$ per cent--a nbatantial drop of 12.6 per cent claimeci readeriJhip 
between the years wbeu the two at.ucliee were made. 
By age group 88paration1 there are di~a between the two 
studiea. The stnart, Dougall lltucV' reeulta showed that,l-06 92.4 per cent 
I 
ot thole betwee the .... ot 18 aDd 29 78&r8 were "regular• or •rca-
lioraal.11 comio reader•• The reiiUlts ot the Pu.blioation Besearch ~· 
I 
stud.J' revealed that 1n this same age group, 77 per cent of the r18p0Dd· 
ents read comic strips--a dif'ference ot 15.4 per cent.l07 Among those 
respondents between the ages of 30 and b4 years, 8$.9 per cent w-Fe 
regular or occasional readers accorcii.na to the Stewart, Dougall ~tud7,108 
while onl.T 70 per cent were comic strip readers 1 according to ~ Publ.1· 
cation Research Service stuqjl.09 a di.tference ot lS .9 per cent. In the 
4$ :years old and &bon age group, the reiUlta of the Stewart, Doljgall 
atuq ahowed that 70.2 per cent of the respondents were regular err occa-
sional readers,llO vhile onlJ $8.S per cent of the Publication R~searoh 
Service study respondents were oOJdo strip reader a 1111 a d1tfere¥e ot 
11.7 per cent. 
In considering readership b7 eexea the two studies present 11 moat 
interesting contrast-the Stewart 1 DouaiJ.l SUM'87 indicating a ..-ter 
percentage ot readership among men and the Publication Research 5!emce 
study indicating just the opposite. The Stewart, Doug&ll stud;y reeults 
showed that 83.6 per cent ot the men interviewed and 78.6 per cenrt ot 
the women were regul.at" or occasional collie readers-a five per cent 
difference in favar ot the -.n.112 The reaults of the Publicatiop Re-
search Service at~ 1 on the other hand, ahowed that 66 per cent pf the 
men inteniewed and 71 per cent of the women read comic strips--a five 
per cent ditfereruie 1 this time in favor. of the women.11.3 
On the same Sundq in 19$4, the7 interviewed the adult readers ot 
the Pittsburgh SUndq Preas, Publication Research Senice did a atuO, 
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ot comic strip readin& among children between the agee of 10 and 17 years 
in the same newspaper.114 The results showed a 100 per cent comic strip 
audience tor both boys and girls-very boy and girl interviewed read at 
leut one comio atrip on that particular Suncia.v' .u.S 
Publication Research Service alao did a number of readership trend 
atud1ea.116 'fbeee studies were done each Jear f'roa 1948 through 19$4 and 
eougbt to indicate which upects ot Sundar and da:1l7 newspapere-best 
read news Rr#"ies, beat read. advertieeaents, comic sections, society and 
fubion aectiona, etc.,-had the createst readership for men and wol'l8l1. 
The studies also showed what percentage ot readership each aapeot was 
getting through the years. 
J Among the male readers of SundaJ newspapers only certain advertise-
menta consistentl.T topped the comic notion in per cent readers •117 From 
1948 until 19SO, certain sports n .. s or sports pictures had a greater 
readerlhip, but attar 19SO readerlhip of the comic section was greater 
than that of the sports section.ll8 Moue the women readers of Sunday 
newspapers, again only certain advertiaeMilts consistently topped· the 
comic section in per cent readers. 119 For a while 1 society news or pic-
tures had a greater readership 1 but attar 1949 readership of the comic 
section was u great as or ereater than readership ot society news.120 
Among the male reader• of d.aiJT nevapapere, only certain sports neve '' 
or picture• had a consistent:cy ereater audience than comic stripe trom 
1948 through 19S4.121 And among the woMB, no other aspect ot the dai:cy ,./ 
newspaper ever exceeded readership of comic strips •122 For the d.ail7 
newspaper trend studies, the catego17 •anJ advertising• was not included.123 
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ldward Zelsmann, Vice President of Carl J. Melson Research, Inc., 
(formerly Publication Beaearch Serrlce) 1 presented the results of the 
latest Nelson comic strip readerlhip stuclies at the February 51 1960 
meeting of the Newspaper Comics Council. The resul ta have not ;yet been 
published 1n detall, but Zelamann presented oral.l;y the siprl..ficant 
generalizations. 
The studies W81"e done on Sundq, October 41 1959 among readers ~ 
the P1 ttaburgh Preas 1 on SUnday 1 October 181 1959 among readers of the 
Boston Globe, on Sun~, Jloveaber 81 1959 among readers of the Chic5o 
Tribune, and on SUndq, HOTellber 22, 1959 among the readers of the 
Cincimat:l ~er. There were 2000 reapondents, each 18 years of age 
or older--$00 in each of the four cities. In addition, 1000 children 
between the ages ot 10 and 17 ;years were interrlewed·-250 1n each ot the 
four cities. 
Zelsmann reported that the Sunda;y cOJiic sections today, just as was 
the case fiYe years ago, still hue the highest page traffic in the neva-
paper. In none of the cities, he reported,were there leas than 70 per 
cent adult respondents who read at least one comic strip on that parti-
cular Sun~. In one of the cities, he added, 83 per cent of the adult 
reapondenta eaid they had read at least one comic strip on that particular 
Suncla\r. On the basis of these reaults, Zelsmann said that the Sundq 
I 
" 
comic section stops three to four times more readers than ~ other feature 
1n the newspaper. 
Among the children, the reaul.ta indicated that 99 par cent of those 
interviewed read at least one cOllie strip on that particular Sunday. 
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Zelsmann pointed out that deapi te this high overall readership of 
the comic section, individual readerlhip is not as high-that is, people 
are not reading as much of the comic section as t.hey did previously. 
He gave a number of reasons. P'irst 'I he aa:tcl, co mice are being squeezed. 
ott the comic pqee. Cutting down *• aize has made them harder to read. 
The effect of this is a loss ot oldefr readers, particularlJ' those with 
tailing ~eaight. 
The second reason, according to ZeliB)IUln1 is competition. There 
has been a trend to increasing the number of comic strips in the comic 
section. Whereas 2$ years ago · ~ eight page comic section contained 
eight comics--one to a page-~ tbe average Sunda7 section carries 
29 comics. This leadl to aeleatirl!J among the readers, Zelsmann's final 
point. 
And this bringe us to our J18Xt topic of diecusaion. Since it hae 
been demonstrated that not all collie stripe are all things to all people 1 
let us examine why people read the coaic etripe they do read, let ue take 
a look at the reaulte or the motivational research studies which seek to 
provide the anawer. 
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CHAPTER IV 
WHY THEY READ THB COMICS 
The comic strip reading experience" like so lfliUl7 other facets ot 
human behavior, has been compared to the proverbial psychological ice-
berg-most of the experience being per.anal, hidden and private. The 
gratifications the reader derives, the inward feelings about the comics, 
attitudes toward reading comics-in short, why people re9.d comic strips 
is a matter of &peculation. Ask a comic etrip reader why he reads the 
comics and the answer invariably revolves around the word enjoyment. 
There are 1 however, certain ~onacioua or unconscious reasons attached 
to the comic strip reading · experienoe~ 
A number ot studies have attempted to probe into theee reasons. 
The results of these studies provide a variety ot insights worthy of con-
sideration at this time. First, though, a qualifying statement. 
Comic strips, like ev&rT phase ot the mass media, must justify their 
existence in a dollar and cents wq. They do not appear in newspapers 
because there is nothing better with which to fill the space. They help 
build circulation. They keep the readers coming back dq after day to 
follow each succeeding chapter. And, moreover 1 they sell advertising 
space. The sale of advertising space in newspaper comic strip sections 1 
particularly the Sundq color sections, is a multi-million dollar annual 
business. Life magazine saida1 
-
Advertisers learned long ap that a sure wq to the 
hearts ot their public was through stories told in 
cartoons. 
StUdies ot the nature or that discussed in the preceding chapter 
and those to follow in this section are coa~. Th8J are not done tor 
the sake ot pure researeh. Someboc:Jl' pqa the billa and for a good pur-
poee. The purpoae is to find out how the comics reach the hearts ot 
the publio and converae:cy 1 to conrlnce advertisers that comics are a 
prime mediua. Hence, while we me, accept as fact the statistical re-
aul. ts ot the studies, we IIUSt look upon the reeearchers' interpretation• 
as 'being somewhat •tirecticmal..• 
l!!! SUndar Oomioa, ! Socio-P![!h!l:ogical Stuciy ~Attendant 
Advertising ;!!Plicationa, wu done in 19SS by Science Research Asso-
ciates tor Pu.ck, The Comic Weekcy.. . In hia introductoey letter 12 
Mr. Robert P. Davidson, General Manager ot PuCk, made clear that the 
f"'.. &tud.J wu done tor the benefit ot advertising agencies. 
The purpose or the stud7 was to tind out 1fhl" people read Sundq 
co~cs.3 It vas concerned with the ldnds or satisfactions which people 
soucht .trom the comics.4 
The methodolo17 involved the u~e ot cue studies. The results ot 
the stu~ came primarily .from intensive cue studies of 120 persons, 
aelE\cted by objective, eyatematicaJ.l¥-oonwolled sampling methods, trom 
the population 12 years ot age and older residing in the Chicago I nlinois 
metropolitan area.S The 120 respondents used tor the intensive case 
studies were drawn .from 700 original re8p9ndenta on the basis or the 
intensit;r and extenait.y or their expoaure to mass media in general and 
b to Sunda;r comics in particular. Each or the 120 persons selected tor 
case atud;r was interviewed several ditterent t•e.-at leaat two 1 and 
so 
aa many as .ti ve 1 separate personal interviews were made to complete each 
case. 7 The 1ni tial. interview with each peraon involved the use ot a 
questionnaire with subsequent interviaa conducted in unstructured fashion~ 
In selecting persons for case studl' 1 an effort was made to insure 1 
as far as was possible, that they would include more than one example ot 
each td the major segments ot the population, as defined by sex, exposure 
to mass media and interest in 5uDdq comic strips.9 
Section ~O of the resul t.s ot this stuq dealt with the comic 
reading experience. It catalogued the dif'.terent kinds of experiences, 
reactions and attitudes which conatituted the component elements of the 
Sunday comic reading experience. n 
Entertainment, of course, huded the list.12 Respondents said the7 
enjoyed reading comics, calling them interesting, easy to read, exciting, 
J 
inexpenain, humorous and convenient.lJ Excitement and suspense were J 
frequently cited as part of the enterW'ftl!e!\t provided by comic strips.14 
Respondents said the7 looked forward to the next installment of the comic 
strip aerial, or that they enjoyed the tension of the comic strip drama.l.S 
Mq' respondents expresaed. their lild.ng tor the drawings and colorings - , ,< 
of particular comics.16 
The resuJ.ts ot the stu~ indicated that respondents sought a greater 
understanding of theruel.Yes and ot hlll&lll nature through readin& comic 
stripa.17 
The7 became 110re aware ot the troubles people have in 
tryina to deal with each other and trying to underst.md 
each other. The comics become a W8'3 ot readers gaining 
perspectin on themael'fts. They learn how other people 
sol'ft universal, emotional problema. They see their own 
Sl 
problaa objecti veq and 1111q be able to laugh at th811l. 
Thq see the menial taake th8J sometimes have to do 1 
humanised. and dramatise41 and thq gain satietaction 
in performing thea. 
S2 
Respondents expressed m. interest in the basic human relationships -( 
such as parent and chUd1 man and wite as expressed in the comic stl"ips.18 
They said they enjoyed col'!paring the situations as depicted in the comics 
with their own real life actions.19 They CODUI8nted on the growth and 
development of children in the comic stripe, on romance 1 on the conflicts 
. 20 
between the eexee, and on the conflicts between chUdren and adults. 
The eordc reading experience vas a nostalgic one f'or many respondents, 
they said comic strips r•1_nded illl8fl! ot their own past lite. 21 
. ii'f, 
Vicarious experience played a predoJiinant part in the total comic 
reading experience. 22 Respondent.. cl.aiaed they read comic strips because 
in doing ao they were able to lift rtcariously the part of the hero and 
the heroine who were brave, witt71 sophisticated and daring.23 Leo 
Bogart's article, entitled Comic ~triP!~ Their Adult Readers appearinc 
in Mass Culture had this to aaya2l. _......... -..... ........ 
Without dem.&Dd1ng too auch effort or attention, these 
features relieve the monoton, of existence. To lives 
whieh pursue much the 1!11118 course .trom day to day 1 
tbq of':ter continual varietJ 1 and a sense or partici-
paticm in ·a w1cler 1 more intere.Unc eocietl'. 
The reaul ts of' the ·~ showed that two kinds of' pleasures were 
2) 
derived b7 respondents who read the comic strips for vicarious thrills. 
The obvious pleasure is that the reader QOUJ.d1 for the time spent reading 
a given comic strip, be the hero or heroine, and enjoy the sense of' ad· 
venture and triumph. 26 SecondJ.T, the reader 1 b;y livin£ with the sophisti-
cated hero or hercW::., could leara how to act were be or she thrust into 
J 
J 
. \) 
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a more sophisticated role in socie~.27 
The study showed that this aspect of the comic reading experience 
waa especiall1' attrat;tiTe to groups ot readers who were eager to parti- v 
28 
cipate in some special world of adventure, sophistication or prestige. 
Children in pre-adolescence or YOWli adolescence 1 for example 1 look to -J 
the comic strips for guidea to adult behavior. 
Another reaaon w}V people read comic strips is found in what re-
searchers call the weakness of comic characters. 29 Respondents rated 
theuelfts u better than the comic character--they actually found pleasure 
in this non-retaliatory type of competition.lO 
The relationship of the reader to authority plqed a role in m8l'JT 
respondents• reasons for reading comic strips. 31 Some respondents were 
hostUe towards authority and said they were attracted to comics which 
exposed the fact that people in authority were just as weak, human and 
frail as the reapond.ents felt themaelves to be.32 Other respondents 
aaid they aometimes felt like bossinc others around, but said the7 could 
not permit themselves to do eo.33 Consequent11'1 these people were at-
tracted to stronc, domineering or invulnerable comic strip characters. 
Some respondent& aoucht assurance, through the actions of comic 
&trip characters, that crw does not pq)4 They wanted to be told 'that 
sensible, controlled people will alwqa be better off in the long run 
and that the rules and lava we live by cannot be broken.35 It is inter-
eating to note that according to the results of the study, those respond-
ents who stressed this point as the reason why they read comics were 
persons who themselves had strong impulses to comrrJ.t improper acts.36 
J 
Man7 readers said they read comics in order to find out new infor-
mation. 37 They supplemented their education through such comic strips 
as!!!:! Trail, ,!!!! Morgan, M. D., Judge Parker and others of an instruc-
tiTe nature. 
So• respondents felt reassured by seeing evU happening to others. 38 
They were glad to see others with probleu similar to their own. Misa:y 
loves a partner. Along the laM line, there were some respondents who 
were attracted to rirtuoua but abused comic strip characters 1 because 
they felt that they too were people ot great but unappreciated virtue.39 
Saaa respondents (men and adolescent boys) stated a preference for 
como atrl.ps dealing with what the researchers called the "purely' mas-
40 
culine eooiety. • The comic readini experience for these respondents 
consian.cl of adventure and action storiu where women were either absent, 
or preeeat only as nuisancea.4l 
The studJ' showed that some respondents who were having difficulty 
running their own lives felt they needed the help ot others. 42 These 
people enjoyed comic strips about people Whose special mission it was 
to help othera.42 
Fantasies and magical wishes are generally' associated with children. 
However 1 the study suggested that adults who read comic strips dealing 
with ordinar.y people doing impossible thiags and with people with magical 
powers were reliving fantasies carried ov• from childhood, but repressed 
vi th maturity. 44 
The stuctr devoted a section to the ceneral notion of comic strips 
as &'medium of communication.45 Included here were the concepts or 
\ 
? 
j 
hypotheaes the reaearchers had regarding collies. Their notions were 
supported by the results of the stuc~T. This section, for the most part, 
provides a summary of the important elements of comic reading. These 
elements area46 ease and pleasure ot the comic medi.WIJ relation to J J J 
rea.U:tw ot the comic mediWilJ and raed.itation, problem-solving and dq-
dre&ld.ng. 
Comic strips are e&B.Y to read and pleasurable for twO reas~ns, 
according to the resul. ts of the study. 47 First of &111 4B the comics 
are a conventionalized form or communication to which readers haft been 
accustomed to tor a lone time. The second element49 harks back to what 
is perhaps the single greatest asset of comic strips-their form. Read-
ers found comics eas;r to understand. In all comic strips the whole is 
----~----- -·' ------- - --- ---... ..... 
eaai}7 comprehended because the burden of the plot is conve.yed through 
the drawings. The mental assignment of the comic strip reader is ex-
tremely uncoaplicated. Why, then, shouldn't comic reading be a pleasur-
able experience? 
Aaorlg the most recurrent reuons people gave for reading and enjoy-
ing comics was that they were true-to-lite and realistic. This is what 
the study called the ~iation to real.it7 of the comic medium.5° The comics 
--------- -- -- - - ------
exhibit basic human emotional relationships--how people think and feel, 
comic strip characters portrqinc situations parallel to those the read-
era experience in their own lives. Comic strips, then, serYe as a mirror 
of lite. To see something in a comic strip 1 or in 8DT form of communi-
--' 
cation, that can reac1iJ.T be associated with an experience the reader is 
familiar with makes that communication more interesting and enjoyable. 
J 
One of the most striking examples of both the comic strips 1 mirror-
ing of reality and timeliness was in a recent episode in Leonard Starr's 
2.!: Stage strip. Right in the midst of the tremendous Jack Paar furor 1 
cartoonist Starr introduced into his strip a character named Bud Birdie 
S6 
·~ , .. 
who runs a late-night television show. So similar to Paar is Birdie in ·· J;'-
looks, speech (Birdie has already said, in an almost perfect ape of Paar, 
"Why do I do this every nighti What am I doing in this crazy business? 
I can•t sing, I can't dance, I can't act ••• Quit? How?L I can't help 
being a star&") and mannerisms that it prompted Time to sqc-'1 
-
Readers of the sentimental, svliahly drawn comic strip, 
.Q!! ~ ••• thought they recopiaed ita new aharacter1 
a late:iiight, TV talker named Blld Birdie. The readers 
were richt• From the top of his toupee to the tips of 
his well-bitten fingern&1le1 Birdie was a ••• facsimile 
ot Jack Paa ••• Jun as B1rdie announced that he could 
not quit, so did •Weeping Jack' Paar. 
TiM claiu Starr so named Birdie because a birdie is better than 
-
pa(a)r (in golfing jargon).-'2 . 
J. D. Tarcher1 an advertising agency president, writing in Printers' 
.!!!! more than twenty-seven years ago, made what I&1&7 be the classic state-
ment about this aspect of comic strips. He saidaSJ 
The great lesson which the comic strips can teach ad-
vertiser• lies not in its humor, but in its bwnani ty. 
The cartoonist wins mUl-t6na of readers to his comics, 
not so much b.Y gags and wiseorackl, as by the portrayal 
of a rich]¥ h\lllan character reacting to a human situ-
ation in a human wa.y. He sustains interest by using 
suspense, action, surprise, the age-old tricks of the 
stage and the novel. :Bach successtul continuity is a 
draa, a drama c1 the GVe:cyc:lar' world told in words and 
pictures that a child can understand. Its emotions 
are those common to the human race-love, fear, hate, 
romance, the pangs of defeat, the jo.ys of victar,y. 
The final aapect in this SUJIIIIIAl'y was the notion that comic strips 
afford the reader an opportuni t7 for catching up with himself, tor mak-
ing decisions, for solving problems and tor ~dreaming.S4 Obviously 
aiD8d at impressing advertising agency people with the potellC7 or the 
comic medium, this particular interpretation is a bit too exuberant. j 
It tells us the Sunday comic sections provide one of the few opportuni-
ties to achieve comfortable isolation and a source of ideas and concepta 
which can be incorporated into private, personal thinld.ng.S.5 Further-
. more, it tells ua that the comics deal with JII8D1' matters and concerna 
which induce the reader into aelt•retlect1on, problem-eolving and de-
caicm-mald.ni.S6 
In other words, the readers are set up by the comics into the right 
trame of mind for accepting the advertieeaenta which appear in the Sundq 
comic aections. They will read the advertisements, renect over them• 
realise how the product advertised will help them solve their problems 
and then mau the decision to bey the product. The emotions are at work 
and the great majority or advertising is pared to appeal to the emotions. 
It is hard to conceiTe of comic stzips doiD& all the things suggested 
by the researchers in this section. For 1t we could solve all our prob-
lems, make our decisions and reflect upon oureelTes by reading comic 
strips, what need would th'er.e be for 8WIIIIIit meetings, psychiatrists and 
churches? 
Comic strips are a good med.i'UJI\ for ad.Tertising. They are read at 
the leisure and convenience of the reader. Comic strips provide an 
excellent atmosphere for advertising. Collie reading is a pleasant 
S7 
experienee, something which people look forward to. They eqpy reading 
the comics or they wouldn't bother with them. Comics provide entertain• 
ment. And advertisements presented in the same form as strips can be 
entertaining whlle making the sales pi toh. Tarcher said aS7 
The appetite of the public for entertainment is insati-
able. Particularly in troubled tiMs 1 people seek 
relaxation and escape .:f'roa the pain:tul realities around 
thea. Comics were never more popular than they- are to-
dq. The public will welcome almost. aey number of ad-
vertising continuities, it they are entertaining. 
A more plausible element considered in this section and substantiated 
overwhel.mi.ngq b.1 the reaul ts of the stuc:i1' was the alread7 mentioned 
vicarious experience afforded to cOllie strip readers. 
Thia is certainly another of the more predominant gratifications 
derived from the comic reading experience and helps to explain at least 
in part their great popularit7. Of couree, this is not a trait peculiar 
with comic strips alone. Audiences find the same type of gratiticaticns 
in the movies, in novels, on televisiOD shows, in ~ini excitin&. 
However, there is something different. &boat the characters in comic strips. 
Whereas the movies are 1 tor the 110st part, concerned w1 th glamorous people ' 
in romantic s:t.tuationa, comic strips are wrapped up with common people 
doing ordinar;y things. Ignatius KattJ.naq explained it bestaS8 
They (comic strips) sene ae training aids in a period 
of social mobility. They- furniah patterns, generaJ.l1' 
occupational, for moveaent from lower middle class to 
upper middle class. Consequentll', the extremes of' the 
social scale are ignorech in comic strips we seldom 
J\ 
sa 
) 
,: 
I 
- :r . _, 
see realistic ptJrtrp.yals of life on either assembl7 line 
or polo field. Instead, we see respectable occupational 
types which can be invested wi tA a certain degree of 
glamor 1 but which are well within the experience of most 
readeras athletes, newspapermen, career girls, police 
officers, militar,y men, and doctors. Here, s~ the 
~· ' -
stripe 1 are tielda which lie open to you even though 
you lack 110118,11 taail.y1 bree4iag, or great talent. 
And here is the great American ideal permeating comic stripe. 
CoJU\On people buUdinc the good lite through personal achievement re-
gardless of background. The comic strips are the democratic ideal per-
sonified. The ear~ Joe Palooka waa a third rate pug who had less 
-
trouble with ring opponents than he did with the English language. 
Mattin~ points out that Palooka's name haa a Central European flavor 
which suggests he ie a second-generatioa American, like so Jll8nT ot his 
readera.59 Todq Joe is articulate, Jll81Tied to a fine girl ot good 
social origin and livine an upper middle clasa lite in an extreme~ nice 
residential: aection. Matting~ Hid he telt that Joe has become so 
60 genteel and preachy as to be obnozioua. 
Dapood Bumstead, the ott-betuddlecl, but aJ.we.ya humoroua,husband 
ot Blondie, is another prime example ot a comic atrip being tailored 
tor the democratic audience. Dapoocl becan comic atrip lite aa the 
playboy son or a JIUl. ti-millionaire. Honnr, when he began courtinc 
Blondie, the liz-oaring twenties" pndecessor to the Dagmar, My Friend 
Irllla, •dumb-blond• school ot this genera"ion, and a disenchanted .father 
disinherited. a daszled ,Daswoocl, aucceas was assured. Dagwood beca. 
_the American concept ot every husband, constantl7 being outsmarted by 
the laugb1nc~ illogical logic ot hia vita. 
We have examined the results or one major stuc!J' as to the reasons 
wbl' people read comic strips. This studl' also devoted a section t.o the 
anaveJ"a of respondents in regard to 1fh1' they did not read comics and to 
what people did not like about comic at..Jtipa-critici8Dl8 ot the comics. 61 
S9 
J 
Many respondents aaid they 1 at one time or another, found it diffi-
cult to build up consistent comic reading patterns.62 Consequent.l.T. 
comic strip reading never developed as a habit. 
others did not consider comic strips interesting or important enough 
to read regularly.63 Attitudes of these readers were described as take-
i t-or-leave-1 t. 
Other respondents had contlictiDc feelings about the comics. 64 Thq 
had feelings that they should not have spent time reading comics, yet 
they had. According to the verba tic responses reprinted in the study 1 J 
thereW~~eguilt feelings attached to the reading experience.65 
Some adult respondents admitted the,y had no desire to read the 
comics themselves, 'but did to satisf,y their children.66 
Maqy people avoided comics, or said they did, because they felt 
67 
comics were childish. This attitude was especially characteristic 
of adolescents who, in attempting to assume new grown-up roles, tended 
to discard things associated with childhood. 
The researchers attempted no analysis of the respondents' criticisms 
of comic strips. They merely listed the criticisms and included verbatim 
state•ents from the respondents.68 
Respondents who were critical found comic strips to be:69 too un-
real, too sexy, too violent, too uneducational, too jumbled, confusing 
and silly, too realistic 1 too dull, exhibiting too much misery, too 
euspensful, requiring too much energy, too unchanging, too painful, too 
hard to see and too hard to read. 
Many of the criticisms seem paradoxical, but they represent the sub-
jective opinions of many different respondents. One respondent said he 
J 
60 
,/ 
felt that the futuristic gadgets presented in a comic st.rip were too un-
real and couldn't possibly happen.7° Another felt comic strips were too 
realistic because one artist drew freckles on his characters.71 One 
respondent: found comic strips too ha:rd to read.72 Another said they 
were too uneducational, that she was mare interested in good literature.73 
These, then, are the significant results of Science Research Asso-
ciates t .'!!!.! Sun2g Comics study. Allowi.ng for the fact that the inter-
pretations the researchers put on the findings were designed prim&rilr 
to persuade advertisers of the meri ta of comic strips as an advertising 
medium, the study provides valuable insights into the "why" of comic 
readership. The results, as deterained by the respondents• answers onl.71 
give us a keen insight into some of the reasons wbf people read comic 
~ stripe. 
Another study, ,!!!!. SUnday Comics, ! ~Psychological Stu& 2!, 
Their .;..Fun.;;;.;..;;c .... ti;;.;o;..;.;ns;;;. .!:!!2 Character,. !!! !!!,ne in 19S4 by Social Researeh., Inc. 
for Metropolitan Sunday Newspapers., Inc. The ultimate objective in this, 
as in the preceding studf1 waa to explore the nature of Sundaf newspaper 
comics as a setting for advertising.74 In order to do this, it was neces-
sary to a 7.S explore people' a thoughts and feelings about comic strips J 
examine attitudes; find out why people read or did not read comic strips; 
observe how people talked about comics; describe the comics as a cultural 
object; and, determine the social and personal functions of the comics. 
I j 
The results of these objectives are important to the context of this thesis, 
solll8 in thie chapter and others in succeeding pages. 
The interviewing techniques used in this study were similar to those 
used in the preceeding survey. The emphuis was on self-expression by 
61 
the interviewee. 76 The direct question-and.-answer approach was avoided 
and the respondents were given an opportunity to say what they thought. 77 
Again, the results are buoyed by the personal, subjective interpretations 
of the researchers, this time with an eye to emerging total patterns 
rather than to individual analysis. 
The total sample number was 2$4 reapondents.78 This small sample ~ 
size--eaall particularly in light of the readership statistics already 
revealed 79 --indicates that the results of this study may in no way be 
indicative of the feelings and attitudes of the total comic strips audi-
ence. In lieu of studies more inclusive, an examination of the results 
of this study is imperative .. 
The distribution of the sample was by social class, sex (including 
boys and girls below 16 years of age) 1 age, geographical areas in which 
80 the respondents lived and occupations of the respondents. Classifi-
cations within the main divisions are not necessary here since we are 
concerned with total results. It is advantageous, however, to note the 
criteria the researchers used in determining social status. 
81 Social class distinctions werec upper-middle claas, consisting 
of the professional and managerial group ot soc~ {what the researchers 
called the quality market), somewhat sophisticated people oriented to-
ward individuality and a rational understanding of the world; l~r­
middle class--people with small businesses, minor executives and white 
collar ~orkers, moral, practical p~ple, relatively conforming and 
conventional, striving for a stable family lifeJ and upper-lower class 
conaisting of people in service occupations, white collar workers, similar 
62 
to the lower-middle class in behavior, but more restricted in their aware-
ness of the outside world. 
'l'he reaul ts of the stu~ are structured so as to give a picture of 
the Sunday comics as a unique social phenomenon in our culture. Included 
are sections dealing witha82 Sundq, the newspaper and a way of liteJ 
aocial. functions or the Sundq comicsJ and personal .functions ot the 
SUndaf' comice. The personal function•' aection considers the meaningtul-
neaa of the comic reading experience tor the individual reader. 83 This 
section provides us with additional clues as to wbJ people read comic 
stripe and serves to substantiate those reasons alreacy apparent. 
A list of 12 common reasons for reading Sunday comics was presented 
to 140 respondents and each was asked to choose from this list the three 
main reasone why they read the SundaJ' comics. 84 This ll8thoci is not ex-
actJ.T the epitome of complete eelf-expreaaion, but the reaearchers claimed 
that respondents did not have an easy timl verbalizing the gratifications 
they experienoeci reading comic atl"ipa. 8S 
Ot the 12 choices given the reapond.enta, the answer that comics were 
----------------
I 
"just a hab1 t 11 appeared u one of the three main reasons tor reading them J 
49 per cent of the tile. 86 Comics were a "lot of fun" showed up as one v 
or the three top reuona 48 per cent of the time. 87 Comics as an aid to 
the relaxation of the reader appeared as one of the three main reasons 47 
88 per cent or the time. The other reasons 1 in descending order o:t appear-
ance u one of the top three choicea, werea89 comics present the cheerful 
side or lite (one of the three main reason• 30 per cent of the time) J 
readers aaid the7 had nothin& better to d.o (one of the three main reasona J 
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27 per cent of the t118)J comics are exoitinc to read (one of the three 
mair( reaeona 2S per cent of the time) J the day 1111' t complete without. 
the comics (one of three main reasons 21 per cent of the time) J it 
j 
takes the respondent awq troll his probleaa (one of the three main reaaone 
20 par cent of the tiM)J al.most everybodJ reads them (one of the three 
main reasone 13 per cent of the time) J comics are a conversation piece 
(one of the three main reasons 10 per eent, of the time) J comics gift the 
respondent new ideu (one of the three main reasons seven per cent of 
the tia) J and comics help people to keep up on things (one of the three 
main reuone five per cent of the ti.JM). 
Dupite the fact that the maJoriv ot the respondents indicated 1h at 
comic stripe are read m we for their reoreational aspects than for APT-
thing that might be gaine4 social.q or educati~, and despite the 
fact that these latter reasons did appear as low u they did on the 
popularity scale 1 the researchers thought 1 t advantageous to explore just 
what the educative and social aspects of eomio strips are. Just "what" 
these educative and social upecta of the oomics are will be exauained 
here. •Bow" they 1 and other aapect.a of cOllie strips and the comic strip 
technique are ueed and with what e.t'feot will be considered in the follow-
in& chapter. 
Firat, the researchers aa:id1 the SUnc.:lay comics present facts and 
ideaa in general. 90 This has been a growiDg trend and a conscious one 
on the part of all tho• associated with \he newspaper comics induet17. 
No longer is it adequate to fill the comic pages with slam-ban&, s:J.,ap-
stick hWDOr-the four-panel sequence shOid.ng a fat man walking dOWJl the 
street, a banana peel appearing on the street, the fat man slippinc 
and boom.l Nor is it adequate an.ymore to cram the comic pages wit.h 
fantastic, euperhuman character• c&TOrting 1n equal:cy fantastic ad-
venture stories. What 1a required t.od&J1 and it is a necessity, is a 
well-balanced cordc section cont&5n:tna not onl7 humor and adventure- -/ 
but 1n addition, strips which inform aDd instruct while entert.aining. -...; 
This mi&ht not be the main motift attraot.in& people to the comic seo-
t1onat1 the reaearchera aq, but aerta:lnlJ' people realiH they are beina 
expoeed. to new ideu through th11 media and they are most recept1Te 
to learning wb1le beinc ent.erta1necl.91 Again, we will save the "bow• 
tor tl'se .. following chapter. 
'l'he coaioa help male })bTaical realities tam1liar1 the researchers / 
pointed out.92 For example, the varld of science, about which so man.;r 
-· -----· 
people are completel.T naift or ipor•"• is made more familiar through 
scieuoe tio'U.oa strips which use ideas acl jargon straight out o! moda:'n 
acienoe. People teel that tbe7 are keep1na up with the world ot science. 
And when it is brought into the home 1n the comic section, it is on a 
lwel w1 tb whieh the reader feels he c&D oope _93 The same is true about 
the worlds of medicine and 1•, as illut.:rated qy such comic strips as 
!!!, *'If!• M. D. and .Jucip Parka", an4 1n aey other tield.s with which 
the readers would othC"Wiee nev• co.e :ll!'o contaot. 
The comics as a miiTor ot seo1al. Nllllity waa eonllidered to be an 
educatiTe aspect by Social Research, IDe•"' Here, the researchers said, 
are the comics ref'leotiDa the way aocieir detmee the soc1al world• 9S 
A remarkable range and variei'¥ of eocilll roles and eettin15 appear in 1b • 
6S 
I 
comies96 -ta:mil.T, occupation, age, social class, and m8l11' more, and are 
portrqed in home, ottice, vacation, m:Uit&t7 service. ExactJ¥ what the 
relationship between this aspect of comic strips and education is seems 
somewhat vague unless it 1a to instruct people how they oucht to act in 
a given situation or to reveal to thea how people in other social and 
occupational strata act. Aa the researchers point out,97 roles and 
settings of comic strip characters are depicted in terms of various 
social images t what a comic strip character does rare1y runs counter 
to what societT says that type should do. It this be so, then readers 
can certainly learn the proper and acceptable vtq to react to a given 
So comics real.ly mirror social reality? It would appear so trom 
r", the previous stud;y and is again evident in this stu~. Let us examine 
parts of a few reaponsee people made about their favorite strips to 
substantiate this findin&• 
Respondents aaida98 
... it1a (Br'ipgina.!!f Father) eo true to lite. Most 
situations are so comparib1e to everyda)r lite. Moat 
husbands are eo henpecked •••• 
• •• it• s (Li11 Almer) everyd.lty occurencea ••• to see 
how the ot'liii lim liftlu .. 
• • • perhaps gives us a better underetandin& of the 
other fellow ... it (Blondie) 11 realistic, full of 
true lite happenings •••• 
• • • the same things could happen to aDTbod;r •••• 
Another phase of the educatift entertainment comics provi&l 1 ac-
,.______ _ __. .. ......_ -~~- -
cordiD& to the reaearohers, 11 mor&l. inatructioD.99 The comics are 
moral-justice alwqs triumphs, the underdol always wins out in the end. 
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And since this is not alW'9"I true in real life, the comics then become, 
in addition to a JIIWror of real.i ty 1 an ide&l world. Real life oftentimes J 
fails in its morality. In the coDd.ca, the reader finds reaffirmation in ./ 
American morali v. 
The pr:t. example is Chester Gould's master sleuth,~ Tr!&• 
'l'he good and the bad are so clear cut in this strip as to invite i.mmed:l-
ate compa:riaon to both the Greek Tragedies and the medieval Morality 
Pla:,ys. There is no middle ground. The evU-doers-Flat-Top, Pruneface, 
The Mole, The Brow, Mumbles, Miss Egghea41 and the latest in a lona line, 
the peat-beset Y.qface. Bach is depicted. visual.q in as grotesque a 
manner as the names imp]¥. Th.- do nothinc good.. They are punished. 
There is no tampering with moralitJ'. There is no question of broken 
homes 1 bad environment or &l'l7 other ii1PfJ of psychological interpretation 
tor or1min&la. Cr1mjDale are bad and ths police are good. There is no 
repentance. 
An article in Holi<!5') entitled!!!!&!!_ .!=h! Ooa:l.cs had this to sqa100 
The Morality ~ a::Lmplicitq ot names and plot in Dick 
~ is charai\eristio ot the strip. The 118JD8s cteirl,y 
CliiiFibe the charactersJ the plots are invariabl)r elemen-
tal conflicts between good and ...u. In Dick~. 
7011 •re never 1n doubt about 'the good gws 1 an"Cf"fJie bad 
PT•• 1 ••• Dick ~ goee ita lloralitr' n.,. W&T 1D a 
timeless worrcr o'f""'i(ij)a and robblra, good and eTil and 
make belieft. 
101 Chester Gould had. thil to aq about his strip I 
There can • t be 8117 middle groancl. I get sore at so• 
strips where I cant t tell the rill &in !rom the hero. 
M7 rillains are so clear the reader can't miss. 
So strcmg is the ..-al.ii;J in th1a strip that. its Ter7 foundations 
were shaken when the hero himaelt wae implicated in a scandal a number 
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of years back. Dick Tratq1 a police detective, was living in a $1001000 
home and dri1"iDg an ex~ expenslw automobile. Police Chief's trOll 
all over began asking where Tracy had aotten the monq to pq for the 
ho• and car. Even the Cook Countr1 D.l.inois State's Attorney took note 
of the situation and. wrote a quesUOllinc letter to Gould. Coincidentall71 
$)001000 had aimpq diaappeared tr0111 the Police Custodian's office. 
Tracy was clearll' on the spot and he was inYeatigated. The .furor did 
not die down until Tracy explained that he had bought the propertq for 
the house very cbeap]¥ during the depression era and that there was a 
large mortgage on it, and that the car was not his at all, but a speci• 
a1.lT made autoaobUe with ICientific pdgeta which he was testinc• Traq 
wu also able to exonerate hiluell .trom any implication in the stolen 
tsoo,ooo. He caught the real ~., 
Despite Gould'• uncompromisina attitude toward crinle1 the critics• 
chie.f' coaplaint against hill is that he takes so long getting there. His 
loatbesome, despicable characters spend weeks, even months pursuing their 
dtrrloue objective in the moat grueso• ll&llner. True .. they get their 
come-uppance, but, the critics aa,, Mr. Gould seeas more concerned with 
what they do to deserve 1 t. 
Dick Traq has been running continuall.J' 1 daily and Su.ndq 1 since 
1931.102 
Further 1 Social Research, Inc. said, the comics teach solutions 
to individual pro'bl.eml.l03 The logic employed bJ' the researchers here 
is that since comic strips do reflect IOCial realities and situations 
they give people insight into WilTS or deal.ing with their own prob1ems.104 
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An excellent illustration or t.his phase ot the comics' role is provided 
in the reply of one of the respondent.- young girl. She sa1dt105 
The Jackson Tvina should prepare fathers to know what. 
to bi readi '10r"ihen his daughters get that age. In 
that way a father wUl be ahead, for he will know 
.,_thing about girls' lJ.te aucl he will be interested 
in what his daughter is intern-ted in. 
This concept of the comic strips as a mirror of realit7 is one that 
shows up repeatedl.y in the resulta of studies conducted among the readers 
of the strips. Helen T. 'l',ysell, writin& in the February, 19.35 issue of 
American gpeec~ aaidal06 
To a greater extent than matlT appear to the casual 
reader 1 the comics are a satirical coDIII8Dt upon 
contempora17 American lite. 
Since a "mirror ot realitr' is IIJ!lODp.OUS with that of the AmerioiiD 
wq ot life shown in the comic strips and since this is a significant 
and recurrina theme, it would now seem ad.vantageous to consider just 
how the strips do mirror our society. To d.o this 1 let us examj ne the 
results of two of the very rare soholarJ.1' ltudies in this area.107 
"Male and Female Relations In the .American Comic Strip 1 " an articl. e 
by Gerhart Saenger of the Graduate School of Public Administration and J 
Social Service and the Graduate Departu.:L\ of Psychology of New York Uni-
versity, waa published in the 1955 edi tioa of th& Public Opinion Quarterl{. 
Through the use ot content analysis, Saenpr described the social milieu 
ot the strip, the peraonal.it;v traits of the major characters, their goals 
in lite• and the reflection in the cartoou ot the contlict between real 
and ideal marriage relationehipe.108 
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Baenger•a introduct.ory statement ie very pertinent for it is, in 
easence, the argwoent of this theaia. He said.109 
In recent U.s, the stu~ of the content of the mass 
media ot co.-mications haa bee used to an increasing 
elltent 'too obtairl information concerning oul tural 
ditterenoea. 
'l'be stud¥ of the content of the mass media of communi-
cations is often predicated on the uswaption that the7 
exert innuenoe on their public. •ro achieve their ob-
jectina, to appeal, the7 IIUS't to ao• degree, at leaat, 
renect the culture of which t.hey are a part, retleet 
ita realiv or ita needs. It mq1 therefore, be aaswaed. 
that the American comic et.rip1 though largely caricatured, 
depicta Amerioan men and wo.a, parents and children. 
Saenger begu 'bJ' presenting the Yiews ot noted sociologists and 
DO 
anthropologists concerning the ideal and realit7 in the American marriage. 
There was a definite conflict beillreen the ideal am the real world ot 
interpersonal relatione, and. SaeDpl" aou.ght to determine whether these 
contllct. existed. in the comic strips. 
For a picture ot the ideal ale ancl female -.-eotypes Saenger 
lll 
chose L. M. Term1n and c. c. Hilet' 19lS vork, !!! ,!!!! Peraonalitz. 
Quoting Term1n and Miles, Saenger aa1d.all2 
••• the tn>ical woman is believed. to ditter trom the 
typical man in the greater richness and variet7 of 
her emotional life and in the extent to which her 
behavior is uotionaJ.l.1' determiDed ••• ahe is believed 
to experiem.M in greater degree than the &Yerage man 
tender emot1one, including qapathy 1 plt;r 1 and parent-
al loTe, to be given to cherishing and protectiTe be· 
havior of all ldnda. Compared with the man, she is 
more timid and more readily overco• by tear •••• Sub-
mission, docility 1 inferior stelld:rastneas of purpose, 
and a general ~- ot &ggrelli'f'8Ress reneot weaker 
connative tendencies •••• 
llJ Saenger added that according to the ideal, men are thought to 
be more intel.l.1gent, more logical, more predictable, more aggressive 
,j 
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and less nexible than the ideal woman• who is more submissive, adjusts 
more easily and whose behavior is thought to be determined by emotion 
more than by' reason. 
These ideals were in direct oonfiict with the reality of the culture 
as seen by a number of experts.ll4 Saenger pointed out115 that accord-
ing to G. Gorer•a 1948 work, ,!!!! American People and Hargaret Mead's 1949 
" 
book, !!.!!.! _and __ l"_ema_J_e 1 men appeared to be less mature than women, to be 
under the domination of their wives and less capable of making decisions, 
at least in their relatione with the other sex. Such aggression is more 
likely to demonstrate i tselt a.rter marriage than before, although, con-
trary to ideals, it may even express i taelt in the courtship per1od1 lib ere 
women often take the initiative (according to N. Leitea and M. Wolfen-
116 
stein's Movies& ~ Psychological St!'!z, Free Press, 1950). 
Further deviations trom the ideal were pointed out by Saenger when 
he saida117 
If women make decisiou 1 they m~q be expected to know 
their own minds and to be in JII&IV' respects more intelli-
gent than men who in turn become more suggestive and 
more in need or adaptation. Being weak, men as well as 
children, mq need protection from their wives. Like 
chUdren, tbfO" are less •b1 tioua and would become laQ' 
and inactive it lett to themselves. 
So we see that in the real world the ideal Id.ll-strong,. self-assertive 
and intelligent-is not real..ly ideal, but rather, asftUDles the traits nor-
mal.ly ascribed to women. Saenger pointed out,118 however., that the vigor-
ous, assertiYe unmarried man approaches more closely the ideals set forth 
in the role prescriptions advanced by our societq. 
It was Saenger's at. to determine whether these conflicts were a 
theme in the comic strips. 
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Saenger's methodolo~a was :relatin~ simple, The analysis of male 
and female roles and interpersonal relations between the sexes wae baaed 
on a at~ of all comic strips appeari.Dc in the nine leading New 'fork 
CitJ' nawepapera during October, 19S01 with each strip analysed for 20 
conaecutiYe editions.119 A colllbined to1ial of 1S6 daily and Sundq comic 
strips were atudiecl. 11.0 
Saenger claasitied all at:rips into six catecories a121 the first 
catecOJ7 dealt with f~ relations in a home settin& where the hero 
and heroine were husband and wife J this was followed bJ' a much smaller 
number or strips deal.inl vi tb. the relat.tons between child and parent J 
next came pure adventure strips in which the hero was engaged in crt. 
J 
or crime detection, war, travel, etc. and unmarried (with two e.xoeptions)J 
f' a much saall.er cateao:r;r of strips of an educational nature J fial.l7 1 1h ere 
were fluul7 comic strips-comedies and satires-again dealing with unmarried 
individual.sJ and a faw animal strips. For purposes of simplification in 
the :resulta1 all strips were claa1itied into three major categories-the 
domestic (S6 caa•), the adventure (SO) and the c~ ($0).122 
The complete resul ta or Saenger's stucV are presented in tabular 
form in the Appendix-Tables 20 to 27. Saenger did, however, aummarise 
the hiJhlighta of his findings. We ay exu:lne some of these highlights 
at this point. 
Saenger first ana.l.ysecl the m111eu of the strips 1 the socio-economic 
status and occupation, sex and JUZ'ital status, and the ages of the heroes 
and heroines, adults and children. He founcl that the comic atripa con-
centrate on the lower middle clua!l24 8llODI 14.3 strips which could be ../ 
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clusitie<l in terma of their social Jdl.ieu, 53 per cent were rated u 
lower middle class and onq 21 per cent, ot all characters were identi- J 
tied as members· of the upper middle class. Two-thirds of all male 
chal"utera appearinc in the domeatio atrips were members of the white J 
collar group, 20 per cent were protesaional.s and 12 per cent were vork-
era.12$ Marital status vas in keeping with middle class moralit7a126 J 
there were praotic~ no divorced. or Hparated men and women. 
Girls were usual..ly older than boya ariong the children pictured. in 
the comic stripe, while the opposite vu true among the adults, except 
in the pure comec:b"" strips where the wo.-n appeared on the averace 
. 127 
slightq older. 
Wext,128 Saenger anaJ¥mecl the coal• aad ideals pursued by the major 
oharactera in the stripe. Be found that married and unmarried characters, 
man and vo.n, pursue dit.terent goal.aa129 the doll8st1c strip, centerinc 
around the home, deals with the achitrf'81l8nt of lOYe, contributin& to the 
home lite, and restinc attar a hard daJ at vorkJ the adventure strip deals 
with the search tor adftnture 1 but not adftnture for its own sake-rather 
the hero attempu to realize ideals, to br1Dg about justice, he performs 
patriotic deeds and contributes to k:nowledp and art, in that order J an d1 
.j 
the pure come<IJ' deals most often with the Melcing of leisure, a major v 
ingredient of amusement in our work-oriented culture-this goal beinl 
more typical for the ule in the do•stic or comed;y strips than ot the 
adventure strip hero, who, in aeek:S.Dg phTsical acti't'ity and displq ot 
his provesa, represent& the "male ideal.• It is interesting to note that 
·I 
this desire or the married man to be lett alone, to relax and take it eas;y 'i 
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was constant]¥ thwarted by the wife who tried to get her husband to help 
around the house after his return trom work, uaual.]1' with succese.l3° 
This aspect of the ana:JJ-sis revealed thatl31 in common with Americlll'l 
sex stereotypes,. woman are more interested in social lite, men more con- .J 
cerne<l with business, It also showed tbat132 amona both aexes a greater 
number ot cases tried to succeed on their original lower middle class 
l8T81 rather than on an advanced lft'el. 
lext,l.3.3 and what Saenger consiclerecl the most important step, was 
a rating of all characters on the basis ot various personal.it7 traits and 
aptitudee, such as aggreseion and master,, intelligence and logic, and 
suggestibUity and fiexibilitJ, ae well u the collection ot information 
on such phy&i.cal. characteristics u heipt, strength and sex appeal. 
Saeucer employed a three or five point rating scale, supplemented by the 
uM of the forced choice technique of rating tor a few items, such as 
when raters were asked to decide llbetber \he hero or the heroine wu the 
mare intelligent or emot1onal.1J4 And 1'iuall1' 1 the interaction among 
the major characters vas anaJ.7sec1 to diHOYer who initiated action, e.g. 
. l3S 
lOYe ar confiict, who was the recipient, who sought love or confiict. 
I 
Ccmoernin& aggresaion and muterJ, 136 Saen&er found that whUe the 
unmarried adventurer liYed up to the cultural idea, was masterful, 11up " 
r 
to aU aituationa" in the taai.:q strip the wife rather than the husband J 
vu able to cope with all aituationa••the an appeared to have lost his 
poww &f'tel' lll&l'riap 1 since no such differences were apparent between 
male and female ch1ldrell.137 The single man and the married woman ex- ,; 
celled in agareaaivenesa.1J8 
/ 
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Concerning logic and intell.igaoe, 139 Saenger found that the ideal 
man, the adTenturer, vaa al.aost aJ.w•• aore intelligent than his female J 
counterpart, and that the single miD in the c01118dJ strip was more in-
tell.ipnt than females in the saae 't.1pe of str1p.l40 However, U10n1 
married couples the situation was quite the opposite 1 with more intell.i- .J 
gent wiTea than huabanda.l41 And the situation waa eyen worse wbea the 
logical ability ot married and. unDUil"l"ied. men was compared t 142 married. 
men were more irrational, leas logical thaD their w1Yes md decided1.7 
interior to sin&le men. 
,f 
Th1a trend continued. in the area ot euaestib1lity.l43 While married 
people on the whole were JllOl'e suggesti'ble than single people, married men 
were b,y tar more suggestible than their wives-the married m&n being '• 
rooted. in weaknesa.144 
j 
The ditference in pbJaical characteristics between premarital and 
postmarital men vas quite rnelatory .l4S tiahtr-aix per cent of the single / 
men in the adventure st.rips were taller than their female partners, while 
onl.T So per cent ot the married men wwe bigger than their w1Tes, 42 
146 per cent appearing shorter. In addit'-n, Mn were found to lose 
strength as well as height atter marriap --a greater proportion ot single 
z.D thaD married men in the adTenture strips being abon &Ter&ge and ot 
•supernatural• atrencth. In the domaaUc stripa,147 lS per cent ot the 
118111 but none ot t-he ~. were characterised as weak. 
Saenpr said the dominant position ot u.rried women in the comic 
strip found ita best expression 1n the interaction between ditterent strip 
characters. Thie he determinecl b,y finc:J.iD& out who initiated and who were 
-/ 
7S 
the recipients of aggressive action or confiiot..l48 He found. thatl49 
while husbands were the rlctiu ot host.U.i t7 and attack in 63 per cent v 
ot &1.1 contlict situations in which thq were involved, wiTes found •./ 
themselves under attack in onl.7 39 per cent of all cases. Male aggression j 
waa more often displqed towa:rd outsiders and chUdrenJ female agression J 
more often against the mate. lSO 
In the 1n1 tiation of action other than that of an aggressive or 
hostile nature, the 1118l'Tied man wu found to have a very amall advantage 
over his wif'eJlSl but in the DIU.Ch aore illportant phase, the outcome, 
the women usual.l.)" accomplished what theJ' aet out to do whereas the majoritJ' ~ 
ot the men were thwarted in the acbift'eM!lt of their goaJ.a.lS2 This held 
true eftll tor children, boya succeeclinc less often than g1rls.l53 
Fin&1.!1'1 Saenger considered the giYiDc and receiving of love.J54 
Here he tound15.S that the heroes ot the doJIIestie and comedJ' stripe were 
mare often actiTe in givmg love than the heroine, but that the adven- J 
ture strip hel'Oine, in a surprisin& reveraal of mores, gave but failed .J 
to receift love more often than men. This Saenger found all the more 
•toniahi.Dg in light of the great sex appeal with which the companions ot 
the adventurous hero were usual..q endowea.lS6 
It it were necessary to sumariae in one sentence the results of 
Saenger's stuq, it would be best to ..,- that comic strips defini te]T 
refiect what is, according to the anthropol.egins, the real1t7 in our 
culture. Here, than, is a definite clue as to 1fbT people read comics. 
Th«r are, in essence, eeeing theuelves. 
J 
i .' ' 
"'...._, : 
'J 
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Marvin Spiegelman, Carl Terwil.l.iger and Franklin Fearing of the 
Department of Psychology, UniversiV of Cal1torn1a1 made public the 
reaul ta ot a substantial stud)r in the May 1 ~~Jsue of the Journal 2!_ 
---~-
Social Puchol!q. The article, entitled ~Content~ Comicsz Goals 
~ Meane,:!! Goala!!!. Oom1c Strip Charaotera,• presented the answera to 
the four questions the researchers aoupt to anaweral57 What are the 
goals sought by comic atrip charactera? What •ana do they use :1n 
attempting to attain these goals? What are the differences between 
socio-economic classes with regard to goals and means? Are there dit· 
ferences between male and female characters in this regard? 
The sample consisted of $2 natioDil.lT S)'ndicated Sundq comic stripe J 
appearing over a three-week period, January l to January 15, 19So.1>8 
The categ0%7 sets used in this etud;y, together with the criteria 
for judpeu.t are rather extenliw. Marq' or them will become apparent 
in discussing the results. In addition, the oouplete category sets and 
criteria for judgement will be touncl in the Appendix, as will the com-
plete resu.l ts 1 in tabular form.l$9 
The judges were asked to choose the two moat impoJTtant goals and the 
l6o 
tvo most important means each character used to obtain these goale. 
1.'be researchers aummariaed the significant fi.ndings. Let us examd.ne 
these ~UD~aries and some of the supporting erldence. 
161 
'J.'he general sex differences portrayed in the comics indicated 
firet that the comics are a man •a world, both in relative proportion ot 
sexes in important roles and in the goals soucht• Ot the total distri-
J 
bution., 162 tale 1oal.s mst often sought by men were service-benefactor 1 .J 
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power-status, reoreation and comfort while the goals most often sought 
by females were aenice-benefaotcr, comtort-aettled marriage state, 
romantic love and power-status. The evidence renEAl.ed that temales 
were more occupied with the passive 1 home)" roles of love 1 comfort and 
a settled marriage state, leaving to the males the more actin affairs 
of the community, such aa protection tro. the activitiee ot criminals. 
Second, 16h it was found that 18111 in seeking more active goals 
such as power and justice 1 uHd more Tiaorous means to obtain these 
goals, suoh as violence and indusilrJJ whereas women, in aeek:l.nc m.ore 
passive goals such as romantic love and comfort, used less vigorous 
means, such a personal charm to obtain thea. Of the total distribution,l6S 
males moat often used indus'tir'y 1 personal charm and violence for attain-
ing their ends, using spongin& and authoriq least often, while females 
most often uaecl personal charm, iDduetey and tate, rarely using authority. 
The major difference between the sexes was in the use of violence166-
coamn tor males, rare for females-this tact showed that males not onl.7 
pursued more active goals 1 as pre't'ioual7 noted, but that they also pur-
sued th• with more vigorous m.eana. 
Further findings in regards to general sex differences revealed 
thata167 the comics were ambipoua regarding the status of womeD, but 
characterized th• as seeking love, while men sought recreationJ altruia 
was of major importance to both sexes, but there was a pointed conflict 
between group-oriented and self-oriented goals J and a philoaop}q' of hao d 
work, honesty and chan. was reflected in both sexes in the comic strips. 
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Socio-economic class difference& revealed thata168 (1) a greater 
proportion of female characters were in the upper ... middle and upper 
socio...economic classes than male characters, and a correspondingly larger 
proportion of the males were in the lower...middle and lower classesJ 
( 2) upper class males were genera.l.l.y ~ tarian in both goals and means 
to those goals; middle class males soupt aelt and power goals using 
aggressiye means; and lower class males souaht both altruistic and per-
sonal goals depending largely' on fate and charm as .a means to these 
goalsJ and (.3) upper class females had a greater concern with being loved 
and lovable, middle class females strove to achieve career recognition 
by hard work and lower clasa females had a tendency to serTe others and 
accept their fate. 
111'' In brief 1169 the differences in the goals of males of the three 
economic clasns was 8Ull.ll8rized by pointing to the humani taria.n tendencies 
ot the upper class 1 the *"i vin& temenciea of the middle class, and the 
170 pleasure-eeeldng tendencies of the lower class. The differences in 
the means ot the three males classes was generalized by noting the rela-
tive emphasis on the authoritarian method in the upper class, the aggres-
aive methods in the middle class, and the charm and fate in the lower 
class. 
Ol,us ditf'erencea17l in goals and means to the goals among females 
showed the concern of the upper class females with being loved and lavable, 
the t.dency of the middle class wmen to achieve career recognition by 
hard wrk, and the tendency of the lower class females to serve others 
and accept their fate. 
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This atuq b7 Drs. Spiegelman, Tel"Villiger and Fearing is one of 
the most significant ever done on comic strips. It nrvea to point up 
very clear]¥ to what extent the cOllie strips deal with reality in our 
culture. 
Betuminc to "The Sundq Comics,• the Social Research, Inc., stuc:~T 
again, we find yet another function of the comic stripal72_thq assist 
people in learning larger social environments. This aspect of the comic 
reading experience vas commented on at length in examining the results 
of the first studl' considered in this chapter. 
One very interesting aspect considered in this stud1' is the atti-
tude of people toward reading the comic s~ips. Here is a ~ phenomena 
of contradiction and antithesis aJilODI indiT.lduals. On the one hand, it 
fi' hu been ahown over and over that a great uny people read the comic 
strips. The exact figures are not known .and wa might question the in-
terpretation of what conetitutes a com:l.o strip reader, but it is appan!nt 
that there is a treDiendoua audience. And ;ret, according to the results 
of this atucy,173 there is an al.moat uniYerttal negative stereotype about 
174 
the comics as adult reading matter. According to the respondents, 
comic strips are considered to be for ilaature, stupid, illiterate people, 
for people who cannot put their time to better use, eril when considered 
as children's reading matter, sneered at u adult reading fodder, and 
general.l¥ talked about as though there is southing shameful about an 
adult reading tlhea. Interest in them is frequently denied.l75 A strange 
paradox. 
But e'fllll etranger is another consideration. Respondents were asked 
r'\ to gift their opinion• of person• vho neftr read the comics. We might 
Bo 
expect, as the researchers pointed out, that such a person would be 
described as the opposite of "stupid, illi.terate• people who read the 
comics first or sole]T-a paragon of adult intellectual and emotional 
176 177 
maturity. But this was not the cue. Quite to the contr&rJ 1 
readers could not conceive of anyone not reading the comics. Non-readers 
were branded as foreign, old, dull, snobbish, humorless, disagreeable 
and debilitated. Respondents made the following commentsc178 
"Sour puss--too serious for any fun in life." 
"Not much sense of humor, that's for sure." 
"Elder~ people.n 
"I don 1 t know anyone who never reads them. 11 
"Very narrow person.• 
And so whUe there seems to be some sort of collective anxiety about 
reading the comic strips, there is Just ae strong a pull in the opposite 
direction which seema to intimate that it is not quite American not to 
read the comics. 
The stu<V entitled Adult Interest.!!! Comic Reading, prepared by 
Stewart, Dougall and Associates and discusaed in the preceeding chapter 
devoted a great deal of space to adult attitudes toward the comic strips--
for the respondente 1 own reading, tor their children's reading, and con-
cerning certain stereo~& which the researchers believed were prevalent. 
The staggering amount of data presented by' the researchers precludes more 
than a cursory glance at the results, but eYen this will provide a number 
of interesting insights. 
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First, let us consider the attitudes of adults toward comics tor 
their own reading.l79 
How to measure an attitude is somewhat of a puzzle. The measure-
mentlBO used in this portion of the stud;y was baaed on interviewers' 
ratings of respondents• general attitudes, made at the time of the in-
terview, taldng into aoccnmt not only apecif'ic responses to the questions 
asked, but also such intangible factora aa facial expression and tone oL 
vdce. 
'l'he OYer all resul te18l. indicated. that among &1.1 the respondents S7 
per cent were predominantly favorable to newspaper comics :for their own 
read.i.:Da, 12 per cent had mixed or qualif'ied attitudes, 14 per cent were 
inditferent or had no opinion, and 17 per cent were predominantly unfavor-
able. 
The researchers thought it pertinent to take note of the relativeq 
large proportion of adults who were indifferent or whose attitudes we~ 
quali.t'ied ones. NearlJ' all of the CllJ.8litied responses, 182 thef pointed 
out, referred to difference between in~iTid~al co¢cs and the fact that 
some_ comics are considered enj~yab~~' w~ others had little or no in-
terest. 
It vas &1.80 pointed out183 that these attitudes, in general, were 
consistent with comic reading habite--that 1a1 the groups which tended 
to ahow the highest proportion of favorable and the lowest proportion 
of unfavorable attitudes. 
lext,let us examine adults• attitude• toward newspaper comic strips 
tor ohildrens• read!n&.184 As in the prerious section, the ratings 
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an~sed in this section were those assigned b,y the interviewers. The 
ratingal85 were baaed on both respondents• answers and general reactions 
to the question, "What is your opinion ot daily and Sund&7 newspaper 
comics for children's reading?" 
The results showeeJ.86 that a large majority of all adults had a 
general.JJr favorable attitude toward the reading of newspaper comics b7 
children-an even larger proportion the those who considered them favor-
abq for their own reading 1 only eight per cent of all the respondents 
had untaYorable attitudea about cOIIica tor children, with nine per cent 
inditferent, 18 per cent qualified (dependin£ on the comic) and 65 per 
cent predominant]¥ favorable. 
Opposition to newspaper comic tor children vas strongest among 
('1 older people. -·4\eo amonc persons w1 th a college education and among 
187 the prot•s1onal and executive classes. Among the upper social 
188 
status group, for example, onl.7 57 per cent of the respondents had 
favorable attitudea1 while among the lover social status groups 69 per 
oent of the respondents were .favorable. 
The researchers also elicited speci1'1o comments-favorable and un-
favorable-about newspaper comics for children • a reading from the ad.ul t 
respondenta.l89 ot thoee quest1onecl•l90 2P per cent said they felt that 
coalos amused or interested childrel\1 13 per cent said they believed 
that reading nenpaper coates aiclM. the chilc:l..._.development, 11 per cent 
indicated that they felt newspaper collies were better for children than 
comio booka, nine per cent mentioned the uae of comic reading as a paaUme, 
and three per cent made other fawrable c~nta. 
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It 11 aigni.tic~t to note that lJ per cent of the I*espondenta aaid 
they believed. comic& a:1decl in the chUcl•a developMnt. 'So• of the spe-
cit1c statements191 indicated that adults felt newspaper comics helped 
teach children how to read, that they tel t that comics ,.re educational 
I 
and helped develop ideals and a seDM ot Yalues. The re8Ults of the 
' 
studJf92 "I!!!~ Colld.os,! Socio-P!rbologica'!- Studf:
1
!2!_ Their~-
tiona,.!!!! Character,• u previou~ mentioned, showed thtt no more than 
seven per cent or the respondent. felt there wu aey edu.atiw merit in 
the comics. 
Twen_.•two per centl9.3 ot all respoad.en.ts made one ~ more specific 
I 
unfavorable comments about newsp.per comic strips for clrllldren1s readinga 
i 
14 per cent said th8J objected to the editorial content, 1Bix per cent 
said the7 believed thq had a bad effect on children' a id,&al or character 1 
tour per cent said they felt cord.os harmed children's m.enltaJ. developmm t, 
I 
vocabulary and the liD, one per cent said they thought ~e comics too 
st.i 1111) ating, and one per cent made other comments. 
:rJ.nal.J.y, let ua examine again the issue of critical •ttitudes or 
negative stereotypes about the colld.c stl'ipt1 this tt. as I revealed in I 
tbe "Adult Interest in Cold.c ReacliDg" atudf'.194 On the b4ais of explora-
tol7 work, the raeearchera felt that there were two -~in .. ~i ~_ic~ attitudes 
I 
about the comics which were more or less widely held, but ~hich were rarely 
-- . 
stated Y01untaril7 b7 respondents. They eypothesized tha~9S there was 
I 
tirat• the possibUit.,' of a social stigJIIa connected with cpmic readin& 
in the Jdnda of some persona, and second, that people feltt that the read-
, 
1ng of comioe b7 children was mor&ll.J undeeirable. 
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The researchers decided that the beat way to deterfne the extent 
to which adults held these opinions wu to use true-tal,. statements.196 
The following two state.nt.a197 •Cultured., well-educat~ people do not 
uaual.l7 read comics" and "Readi.ng comics lowers the mor~ standard8 ot 
chUdren•--renects the~ in which the two basic quest~ons were phrased. 
! 
In addition, six other statements were &180 included in ~he series, to 
mask the critical questions and to obtain additional int~rmation.198 
ot all the respondenta questioned.199 21.3 per cent ,'
1 
replied •true" 
to the statement, "Cultured, well-educated people do not 'usual.l.f read 
', 
200 I 
comics." Twenv per ~ent ot the respondents agreed ,at "Reaciine 
comics lowers the moral standards ot children. • 1 
It is equallJr aigniticant to note tbat201 these two '~itical questions 
dealing with the effect of cultural and educational le-vel~ on adult comic 
reading and with the possible infiueDCe of comics on chll~en • s morals 
,, 
showed a lower level ot unfavorable attitude toward comic, than did an:r 
of the other six stateaenta. The re•arohera also pointed out202 that 
I 
the feeling that comic reading lowers children1 a moral st~darda was be-
liewd uniformly throughout the various aooial. status gro'tps, but that 
the attitude that cultured, well-educated people did not Itead comics was 
belieYed most commonly by peraons of low aocial status and persons with. 
I 
the least education. 
Let us now leave the realm or statietics and lllOTe intb a somewhat 
I 
linlier area--an investigation of the tremendous scope ot! the comic 
I 
stripa. Through the examination ot some or the maqy tunctfons ot comic 
,, 
strips and tale comic strip technique and format, we will g1t a picture ot 
a ~ uniqae phenomenon ot America culture. 
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CHAPTER V 
DFLUEHCE OF COMIC STRIPS 
Besides the compelling appeal 1 popularity and u'bi.qui tous audience 
ot newspaper collie strips, another facwr JBUst be considered in order 
to complete the profile of this pheiiOMDOD. This factor is the influence 
ot comic& on ~ica. It would be an error, in a thesis ot this nature, 
which seeks to examine the popularitJ and impact of a medium of communi-
cation, to OYerlook the iDiplicationa of eo tremendous an influence. 
Much ot the precedi.Dg diacussion in connection with the h1sto17 
and populariv of comic strips bears OYertones suggesting evidence of 
a powertul intluenoe. The intluenoe is so potent, however, and has lett 
its mark so clearJ.T on our society and environment that it merits separate 
consideration. 
Indust171 government, the milit&rr and education have all made use 
ot comic strip characters or the comic strip format and technique. Other 
entertainment media have adapted comic •trip characters into their spe-
cific formats. Comic strips have contributed to and, in some instances, 
have changed the speech, food habits,. f'aahiona, and entertainment tastes 
of the countr;r. 1\f..prod.ucta of comic strips in the f'orm of dolls 1 toys 1 
clothes, and other merchandise have inTaria~ proven themselves to be 
quiok:J1' and voluminously merchandisable. Food products "endorsed" by 
popular comic strip figures are sold wi tb equal rapidity and popularity. 
The comic strip character is as good a saleeman as an entertainer. 
Comic strip creators have been the recipients of countless awards 
f\ and citations from groups which run the gamut of civic, soci&l and 
governmental services. Such diversified groups as the Police Athletic 
League, the l,ayMn1s National eo-ittee, Sigma Delta Chi professional 
journalistic traternitT, the :n-eedoa Foundation, the Air Force Asso-
ciation, United States Treasury 1 B•nai B'rith, the National Laugh Founda-
tion, Yale University Record1 Bo.ys• Club of America, National Father's 
Dq Committee, the American Medical Association and others have paid 
homage to cartoonists in recent years. 
Why' comic strip creators have been singled out for awards .from so 
mll.lf varied groupe becomes apparent when we examine some of the awards. 
John Lehti1 creator of _Tal_._e_a ~ ~ Great ~ received a commend&-
tion from the ~·• National Committee in 19S4 tor his color-picture 
portrq&ls of Bible storiea.1 The Comaittee, in a letter to Lehti1 said 
thiaa2 
'Wf feel that the regular appea:race of your ••• feature 
••• will make a sisable contribution toward strengthening 
tM spiritual undergirding et -..ica •••• 
The Folice Athletic League of Philadelphia awarded its PAL or the 
;!ear A.war4 in 1949 to Chester Gould, 3 creator or ~ Tracz, because of 
the tremendou influence the strip hu had. on the youth or the nation 
and beoause of the good will it has buU t up between local. police forces 
and the publi~ 
Tlle l'r~ Foundation has made avarda to4 MUton Caniff, creator 
ot Steve cs;on, Dr. licholu P. D&llia, a practicing psychiatrist and 
--·-
creator or thermic strips !!! Horgan, !:..!!• and Judge Parker I Bradford 
Saith and Doni'DtilMn, creators of' America Adventure, and F\-ank nna, 
ori&inator of 2!!21~ All&. Freedoa round&Uou awards are made to in-
dividual• •r• cnta~g achievements in bringing about a better 
• 
understandina of the American war ot lite •• s 
Milton Cani.f't has had somewhat of a llmonopol.T" on United States 
Air Force oi taUona and awards. In J~JD.TW:7 1 19S1, 6 General Tho•• D. 
White, Vice Chief ot Statt, presented C&nitt with a bouad volume ot 
437 letters from the Seoretar,r of the Air Force and Assistant Secretaries 
and from each General O.fticer on active duty in the Air Force as a token 
ot appreciation tor all he had done tor the Air Force. 
7 On the same dq 1 Canitt reoeiftd trom Seoretar;y of the Air Force 
Donald A. Quarles the Air Force•• luepti-.al. Service Award. The cita-
tion accompus;yiDg this award gi vu an 1D.cl1eation ot the senice Canitt 
baa done the Air Porce, and in tum, the patitication the Air Force felt. 
The ei tatioD re!Lda t 8 
tor exceptional um-itorioua aenioe to the Air Force over 
a p.-iocl ot more than t.venv yeM'• through the collective 
adventvee of •ter:rr aDd the Pira\ea,• •Male Call,• and 
•st.ne Car.ryon, • and by 't'i.J'tue ot llavinc cheertul.JT under-
taken cOUDtJ.ess special asa141'-- in· behalt of the United 
State• Air Foroe.... Hie YUt lmwled.ge ot &Tiation and 
intenle interest in the Air Porce oombined with his expert 
crat\amanship have enabled h1a to increase the morale, et-
tic1tnq1 and preatJ.ce ot the ~an ainlan •••• Throueh 
his tm~ talent he has acquaintet the public 1 both at 
ho• aim abr01d1 with the role and requirements of the tJntibed fstatea Air Force Dei ••• hu \wrought about an under-
stand1Da ... tbat hu been unpreoede.Dted. :a,. giving without 
stint Ql inilli:t.able talent and ~esa energies 1 Mil ton Qeniff \&a performed a distinpiahe4 and unparalleled ser-
nee to )istcountry and to the Unitetl States Air Force 
'tfbicb.• • .ae~leciges 1 te deep and. lasting debt of apprecia-
tion• / 
~ ._rioaDKedical Aaaociation paid tribute to Dr. Nicholas Dal.l1a 
10 
in us;.' Th• c~~ to Dr. Dal.lis reads, in partt 
'fbroufl~at en~nt mediua ot vide-apread appeal he 
h&l cp~te4 immenaely to public education on JI8I'J1' medi· 
cal ~b)ets and alerted Amerieau to the dqera of 
~~ ct.'Cker7· 
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Dr. Dallis 1 throup the ~ Morgan, M. D. strip 1 haa carried on a 
constant crusade against the disnainatioa. of erroneous medical intorma-
tion by telling his readers the truth abeut such mieunderstood diseues 
as ep1leps;y1 lepro111, alcoholi•, :lmltiple sclerosis and mental disorders. 
11 \ 
J'or their efforts, Dal.lia, who writes the strip, and MarTin Bradlq 
and Frank ldgington, artists of the strip, have been praised 8lld cited 
by the United States Food and Drug Adndn:1stration1 the American Cancer 
Society, the National Bpilepq Leeaue, Athletics For the Blind, and the 
Prell~~nt• a Coa:l.ttee for lmplo;ymeat of tb,e Physically Handicapped. 
12 The American Bar Association aade a special citation award in 
1954 to the comic strip Judge Parker throuah its creators, Dallis and 
&l1rist DaD Heilman. The citation reads in parta13 
••• in recocni tion of your applied talent 1 originality 
and naoUJ"Cetulness demoutrated in the accurate and 
engapng _portrqal. of the role of the Law7er and the 
Judp in' our society 1 and eepeeial.ly for your acute 
insight into the contribution that Le&a.l Aid is mak:tnc 
to· the principle of •IQ.Uil. julttce under Law"•••• 
lei Dockl, areator of !.!!:! Traf't wu •arded a Sigma Delta Chi prize 
l4 1n USO tor •performance of an illportant aervice in the promotion of 
ceeena\ion ot the fOI"eats and wildlife ot the nation.• The fact that 
this waa the journalistic traterni'V' 1 firat. award in the newspaper car-
ioonb& fielcl. &t" it added significance and prestige. 
These il.lf.8tr&tions give us examples of wbT comic strip creators 
haft been ohoaen tor special distinction. By loold.ng at the groups who 
h&'f8 given t:ae • .,.., we llfegin to reaU• that comic strips han taken 
on roles tar vi~ln ... pe than that of plain ent.ertainment. Comic 
striP (lle&toz"S ar•tlucaton, they are propagandists :for worthT causes, 
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and ther are, 1n a aense, public rel&t.i0118 consultants. 
An7 business undert&ki.n&, chariv cupaian or govermaent U!lderta.k::l.D& 
must have the proper mass exposure to insure its success. And throup.-
out the year a 1 the comic strip technique has proven to be as good at 
providing this exposure as IIDJ' other medium. Remarkab]Jr elastic in its 
applications, utUiai.n& a universaJ.l.T understood means of coDIIIIUllication1 
bridging lanpage barriers, the comic strip technique has succeeded where 
other means of diseellination have failed. Succeeded at what? In pro-
vid.i.na informatian, promoting ideaa, ueisting in selling and recruiting 
and teachiq the auccess of the comic strip technique and format has been 
remarkable. 
AJK>ng the auto:mobUe industry" in the United States Chevrolet, Chr7s-
ler, Dodge 1 Ford Motor Company 1 Plymouth, the Redmaa. Trailer Co~ m d 
the National Automobile Dealers Association h&Ye used the comic strip 
format. 
Giata of the electrical industrJ such as the ll.ectric Lisht and 
Power Indult:r7, lciiiOD Blectric Institute, General Electric, Sylvania 
Eleotrie, Teleobron and the West:iJ11house Corporation h&Te told their 
st.oriel tbrouch comics. 
Joocl ancl drink producer• such as the Borden Co~, Coca Cola, 
GaMral. Foodl, General Mil.la, the Lever Brothers, and S1dit and Comp8DJ" 
all uae the comic technique. 
Larp.ecele industries who use colld.cs include the American Banker • s 
usooiation# the .Usociation or American Railroads' the American Gu 
.Uaociation, the American Type Foundera, the .American Viscose Corporation,. 
the Bell Telephone S;ystea1 the Bemis Bag Comp&DT 1 the Church and Dwi&ht 
Company 1 Columbia Records 1 the B. F. Goodrich Com.p&ft7 1 the Statler Hotel 
Comp~ 1 the Iron and Steel Ineti tution, the Industrial Intormt.tion In-
stitute, the Institute of Life Insurance, the International Paper Colllp8.ey'1 
the National Broadcasting Company 1 the lational Association of Manufaa• 
turers,' the National Carbon OompaD71 Sinclair 0111 the A. G. Spauldin& 
Company, the Minne•ota Minin& and Jlanu.f'aot.uring Compaq, and the u. s. 
Rubber 0ompal17. 
The military, local, state and federal government agencies have 
employed both newspaper comic strips and comic format. Among these 
groups are the CoJIIIJlUXdty Chest, the Institute of Fiscal and Political 
Education, the National. lire Protection Auociation, the National Reseazooh 
~au, the National Guar41 the u. s. lDtormation Sem.ce, the Bureau of 
Eduoaticm on Fair T.rade1 the Public Atfairs Committee, the Democratic 
National Committee, the u. s. Arrq, the u. s. Arrq Reinlistm.ent Program, 
the Department of the Navy 1 the Louisiana Department of Revenue 1 the 
NatioD&l Labor SerYioe and the Hew YorkS~ Department of Mental Hygiene. 
The field of health and medicine hu ac1e effective use of comics. 
Org&DiaaUon• auch u ~ American Dental Aasooiation, the Organiu.ticn 
ot PQ.'Dl1c Health and Hureins, the Mational Organization for Public Health, 
the Be.al th PublioatioM Inati tute 1 and the Seaman • s Health Institute have 
all ueecl collies to tell their particular stories. 
Bow have these organiu:t.iona, induatriea and aaencies made use of 
. comics and with what effect? An exudnation of a number of illustrations 
liiiV ser'n to ~- thia question. 
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One of the most ditticult probleu taeed by the United States ia 
to get the true story ot ita aima and objacti ftS across to the people 
in other lands, particularly' those trea.di.Dc the middle-ot-the-road 
ideological path. The Department of State solnd one .facet of' this 
glittering probl.- through the Office ot lnter.American Atfairs.1S In 
Portuguese and Spaniah, several million comics were prepared for South 
American distribution telling the St.& ot the United States. Requests 
from Latin America totaled over 2,500,000 copie1.16 
The United States IDtormation J.iency has unci comics to acquaint 
peoples abroad with American history and the American way of life.17 
One, such comic book, ! Picture Hietcgr.2_!,!!! United States, has been 
produced in 12 languages besides English, and by ear~ 19$8 the press 
!""' nm bad amounted to almost three million copies.18 
Political aepiranta have told their lite stories through comic 
booklets in an ettort to oOliBl. votest19 Paul A. Dever, former Governor 
ot Massachusetts, William O'Dwyer, former lfAV'or of New York City, and 
Harry S. Trumall1 fcaaer President of the United States are just three ot 
the -.;r. 
Perhaps the most successtul. and certainl7 the most prodigious users 
of the comic book format. in industl";y is the Genaral Electric Corporation. 
Dwight Van Aver, 1 lducational Relations Project Leader at General Electric 
apeald.ng at the lewepaper Comics Council meeting on Februar,y 5, 1960, re-
port.cl on that compan;yt s phenoMD&l succeaa with the medium. 
In the last ten years, Van Avery said, General llectric has distribu-
tecl 91 mill1on pieces of 1i terature or which more than 60 per cent are 
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\in the comic format. The books fall into the Adventures in Science 
Series and include such titles as .A.-dv.-eu......,ture.;;;...;;-.s ·~.!:.! Power, Jletwork 2!_ 
Power, the stol7 of the distribution ot electricity, Electrici!f Around 
!!!,. Man-Made M&J!!1 the stoey of the generation of electricity, ~­
venture~.!!:!.!:!!! and Adventure~ !h.! -.JU-.t.ure--..1 social studies 
booklet. 1 and .-In;;.;s;;.;;i;.;;;de;;. !!!!, ~· The books go to schools throughout the 
nation at the request of teachers for elasaroom use. The last-mentioned 
booklet, Inside .!'!!!. Atom, has been the aost success.tul, 10 million copies 
having been printed and distributed in 10 foreign tongues to date. 
The Health Publications Institute published,20 in conjunction with 
the Department of the Array 1 Office of the Surgeon, a series of books 
deali.ng with venereal disease, Syphilis ami other related maladies. The 
21 InsUtute published 11 books in the short space ot two years and were 
higbl7 praised b.v educators, p~siciaDa aDd PTA groups for their efforts 
in teachilia young men and women the da:ngera of eexual promiscuousness. 
In 19.$8122 President Eisenhower ealisted. the aid of the Cartoonists 
Committee of the People-to-People Proaram in preparing a booklet for 1he 
use ot Aaerican tourists going abroad. The booklet, entitled You Don't 
-
!!! Theee Sight& .2!! ,!h! Regular Tours. through the use of famous news-
paper comic strip characters, attempted to impress upon would-be travelers 
the neceaait)r ot not acting aa antl-Amll'ican propaganda pictures us-that 
ia1 loud-mouthed• discourteous, boaatM and ill--mannered. Among the 
oartooniat.a cont.ributing to the booklet were23 Chic Youna, creator of 
Bl.oll<i¥J Chal'lea Schul&, ot PellllUtSJ Hank Ketchum, originator of Dennis 
'lbe Hanace J Al Capp ot Li' 1 Abner fame J Alfred Andriola ot K!!:7 Drake J 
-
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Walt Ke~, curator of the Pogo menagerie; Gus Edson anc.i Irwin Hasen 
who create Dendi; Ernie Buahm:Uler 1 Janel' a creator and ~ other news-
paper cartoonists. 
So succesaful was this booklet that the (JJrtoonists Committee ia 
now in the process of preparing a sequel24-tbis effort, as y-et unnamed, 
.for the edification of foreigners viaitin& tbe United States. This 
booklet Will contain, 2S in addition to the familiar comic strip characters, 
essqe by the creators-each artist wri tins on his particular special v. 
For example, 26 John Lehti will write a piece on religion in Amerio&J 
Gus Edson, whose strip deals with a waif who found a home in America 
(Dondi) 1 will contribute an essq on the contributions of foreign ethnic 
groups to American cvJ.tureJ and Walt Kelly, who throup his comic strip 
f') vehicle, Pogo, is one ot Junerica•a great satirists, will write an essq 
dealing with misconceptions about America. 
The phenomenal growth of the use ot the comic str:ip technique in 
industry was outlined in .!h,! ~ Street Journal in 19$2.27 !.!!.! .;.Jo;;.;ur;;;.nal;;.;;,;,;;; 
28 
reported that in 1943, only about 20 such individual book31 with a 
total printing of 9 million copies, were issued by sponsors at a cost 
of I2So,ooo, but by 19$1 the number had jumped to 120 different books 
with a total printing of 100 million eopies at a cost of more than 12 mil· 
lion. 
29 The Institute of Fiscal and Politieal Education, an educational 
organization chartered by the New York State Board of Regents to promote 
•the broadest possible public understandin& of tectmical and practical 
problema in .fiscal and political education" adapted the comic book tech-
nique to carry out ita purpose. Leadinc congressmen were presented in 
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.30 pamphlets issued every two weeks discussing issues of the day • 
.31 The National Broadcasting Company issued a cartoon book, On The 
--
Air 1 aimed at stimulating juvenile interest in radio in October 1 1947. 
-
By December of the same year 1 2 million copies of the book had been 
distributed.32 
In 1947,.3.3 the staid American Bankers Association adopted the comic 
book technique ae a promotional device. Peter Penny~.!!!! Magie Dollar 
was the Association's way of getting the stor.y or banking across to people 
of all ages. 34 
3S In 19h7, The Cateohetical Guild, a Catholic educational socie~, 
published a comic book entitled Is This Tomorrow?, showing Communist 
------
atrocities in Eastern Europe and how the same thing might happen to the 
United States. The effectiveness of the book so incensed the editors 
ot the Daily Worker, Communist organ in the United States, that.36 the7 
called on the Post Office Department to bar the book from the mails, the 
'l'reaaury Department to withdraw tax-exemption privileges granted to its 
publishers, and the Justice Department to "prosecute the publishers for 
inciting violence and printing criminal.ly" libelous material." 
The Catechetical GuUd 1a idea was not new and not without proven 
results. One or the moat widely distributed comic pamphlets or all time37 
was produced in 1941 when Hitler's forces seemed unconquerable. Ent:ttled 
There ~ !2 Master Races, 18 million copies or this booklet were dis-
tributed in 1.3 months.38 '!'he National Conference of Christians and Jew• 
distributed millions ot copies; the CIO and AP'L sent additional millions 
to their membera.39 '!'he booJr~et preached that all men were created free 
and equal and showed the falsity of Hitler'• ideol017. 
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40 Ironicall.y 1 Communists in Italy published a propaganda comic 
book, Pioniere (1!!! Pioneers), aimed at destroying "the II.\Yth of Ameri-
caniem" which Italian children were swallowing in comic book form. 
The Ar~ reported41 that its l9SO Reserve Officers Training Corps 
enrollment was up lS per cent following the use of a comic book in its 
recruitment program. 
42 
In the political arena, investigation reveals that in 19.$2 both 
Democratic and Republican presidential and vice presidential hopefuls 
Adlai Stevenson, Dwight D. Eisenhower, John J. Sparkman and Richard 
Nixon used comic books to influence the voting public. Whether or not 
comic books helped put them in the top executive offices, Eisenhower 
and Nixon a&ain used the books in the 1956 campaign. 43 
The United States Lawn Tennis Aaaociation,44 in conjunction with 
President Eisenhower's Youth Fitness Program, issued a comic book en-
titled Tennis, in 19.$6. Rou.ghly 2 million copies of the booklet were 
distributeci.4S 
The above illustrations are, for the most part, instances where, 
while the comic strip technique was used, little attention was paid to 
the familiar newspaper comic strip characters. This is not to say 1 how-
ever, that these characters, through their creators, have not been pre-
vailed upon to fulfill functions in the public good. The examples of 
comic strips performing such educational, fund-raisin& and propaganda 
roles are numerous. Let us examine a few. 
The Anti-Defamation League of B1nai B'rith called on Al Capp in 
1956.46 Using his familiar Dogpatch, u. s. A. characters, Capp created 
lOS 
a book entitled M~ Yokum and the Great Dogpatch Mfsterz stressing the 
necessity of treating people for what they are and not for what the,y look 
like. 
No one knows more about safety than the National Safety Council. 
47 And one of the Council's most successful safety instruction booklets 
wa.s entitled Dennis !!!! Menace ~ Safety in which Hank Ketchum's comic 
strippers illustrated graphically safe~ factors. 
The National Fire Protection Association,48 an organization devoted 
to the reduntion of loss of life and property b,y fire, achieved great 
success in advancing their tenets through the comic strips' favorite 
fireman, Smo!cez Stover. Bill Holnlan1 Smokey Stover's creator, turned 
out two comic books for the Association which, Yr.ile providing entertain-
ment and humor, were, at the same time, crammed with fire prevention 
suggestions. 
The comic strips did not allow the atomic P-ge to slip by unnoticed. 
We have already seen that General Electric told the story of the atom 
through the comic strip technique. In 1948,49 the City of New York de-
cided to present an atomic energy exhibit as part of its golden anni-
versary celebration. Realizing that most of the technical displays would 
go far above the heads of the audience, the exhibit planners turned to 
comic strips. The resultSO was a highlJ successful displ~ entitled 
Dagwood Splits ~ ~ feat,uring1 in addition to the Bumstead family 1 
such familiar comic strip characters as Henrz, Manc:take ,!:!::! Magician, 
Little~~ Jiggs and Maggie, ~Katzenjammer Kids, Popeye1 Snuff';r 
Smith, and L1 ttle Iodine. 
lo6 
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The National Guard of various a~ tea used Mort Walker • a comic 
strip soldier 1 Beetle Bailez, to drua up recruits and the NaT,Y uaed 
$2 ~ _A_lmer....,.., while another integral part of Milton Canift1s contri-
bution to the Air Force wa.S3 a 19$1 come book entitled strictll ~ 
!!!! Smart Birdll, .teaturinc Steve O!D,lon and stressing the advantages 
of re-enl.ist.-nt in the .Air Force. 
The D.lino1e State Crime PreYention Council sought an effective 
means o.t persuadinc youngsters that a lite ot crime would mean nothing 
$4 but headaches and heartaches. The renl t was a "Po.oklet entitled 
Straight ~ .!!.'!! Shoulder, w1 th Chester Gould 1 s ~ Tr!9 featured 
on the cover and throqhout the booklet. Tracy was a natural to sell 
the minus qualities ot a dishonest lite to younasters, and the booklet 
0 had great acceptance. 
Cartoonists Altred Andriola, Mel Cuson, Irvin Hasen, Dave Breger 
and Otto Soglow took part in New York's 19.$8 Heart Fund Campaign by con-
tributing posters to help dramatise the oampaign.SS Kerry Drake, Dillz, 
Dendi, Mr. Breger and the Little .!;!;3 iapl.ored the people of New York, 
with excellent results, toq.>en their hearts and contribute to the tund. 
One ot the most outa~dina aumples of public service by the news-
paper comic strip industry 1 cr ~ other aass communication medium for 
that matter, was in the area of first, War Bond Drives and then, Savings 
$6 
Bond campai~. An:r time a Bond Dri Ye was launched the cartoonists 
were vigorouszy- behind it devotiDg their time, talents and strip space 
to getting the public to buy bonds. The comic strips alone did not 
sell bonds, but they brought the message e.t'tective:cy to the homes and 
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and hearts of the reading public. People read the strips, were influenoed 
by' the actions of their collie strip neichbors, and acted accordingJ.T. 
From these few 1l~uatrations we ge\ an idea of the potenc;y of the 
comic strip medium u a purveyor of ideaa and as a molder of opinion. 
Any drive or campaign in order to get its meuage delivered must have 
exposure through one of the mass media of communication. It is most 
significant for our purposes to note, through these illustrations, that 
a great deal of confidence is plaoed in the comic strips by individuals 
in what we may call the decision making level-in short, individuals who 
determine in just what ll&l'lller a campaign will be carried out. The use 
of comic strips is indication of a belief that they are more than a mere 
antertainm.ent device for ohUdreD to be discarded by adults. And even 
more impressive is the fact that tho• in a position to do something 
about it-to make better use for the comics than fodder for the feeble-
minded--know this. 
And while comic strips have been able to exert such a tremendous 
influence and elicit such wide-spread responees as propagandists and 
forces for good, they have been able to do exactly" the same thing in 
their chief function-as entertainers. The impact of comic strips has 
been felt in a great IIAn1" areas of American life. And whUe ~ of 
these examples may not seem quite so noble and service-minded aa, for 
example, selling savings bonds, they do bear exploration. 
While still drawing Terrz.!.!!! the Pirates, Hilton Caniff decided 
to do awrq with a character--a beautiful, virtuous young girl named 
Raven Sherman. The response to this act was more than Caniff had bargain-
ed tor. Wri tine in the November, 19$8 ed1 tion of Coamopoli tan Canift 
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reportedaST 
I expected some response, but not mass moUJDlnc. Four 
hundred and .fifty students .faced East tor a full minute 
ot silence on the campus of La,yola Universi~. Letters 
and wires came in to newapapera, syndicate offices, and 
1\Y home, by the thouaads. ODe letter went straight to 
the heart of the mattera 
'Who do you think you are-Goclf You can't kill Raven 
Shermaa and get .,.,. with it.• 
This is an amazing bit of testiaoJV' both to Canitf'a art and to 
the public's willingness to accept and belieTe the comic stripe. Canitf 
insists on realism to the nth dqree in his strips, and aa he said,-'8 
the .r.rect or such realiam is suoh that ever a period or time it eatab-
liahes another world tor the readers, who get to know the aracters as 
friends or enemiea. Raven Sheran was the epitome of virtue and the 
readers did not want to accept her death-she was part of their world 
and they did not want to lose her. 
Believabilit7 in the comic strips it not limited strictly to the 
,,, 
u1 tra-realistic strips by an7 means. When Chester Gould married ott 
B. o. Plenv and Gravel Gertie, two of the seediest characters ever 
seen in print 1 the response was the largeet in E.!!! Tracy's long comic 
strip life.-'9 Thousands of congratulator,r notes and wishes arrived from 
all over the world. The blissful couple .received a fabulous collecticn 
of wedding gifts, incluc:ling a bridal gown. siJdlarly, when Chic Young' a 
Blondie was expecting her second child, abe asked what she should name 
it. Nearlz SOO,ooo suggestions poured in. And when Al Capp introduced 
Lena, The lf¥ena to his strip..-a female eo ugly that her .face had to be 
lett blank with a "deleted by editor" sip in ita place--readers beca. 
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ecstatic. Capp received eo much mall that he finally offered a prize 
to the iMiY't~ submitting the moat gruesome Lena. More than one 
. . . 
million original sketches of the world•• \ld.iest woman" were submitted. 
It is interesting to note, if only for compa""i.'lon sake, that deepite 
all the furor caused. by' it, Jack Paar•s l"eCent walkout from his television 
show prompted no more than 251000 pieces of mail. 
lrom the veey beC1nning comic stripe have had a sq in the fashion 
. 60 
trends of the country. The earliest known comic strip fashion plate 
wu Buster Brown, Who first appeared in the New Yo~~-in 19021 
drawn by R. F. Outcault. Outcault dressed his creation in U::»rd Faunt-
leroy clothes, and before long mothers began dressing their children in 
the same manner.61 Children todlq" still wear shoes bearing the Buster 
Brown trade Jlllltk .. 
62 The Newspaper Comics Council reports that another ear)¥ comic 
strip character, Fl.utty autnes, drawn b;y Wallace Horgan, was the comic 
strips• first pin-up girl, a heroi.Jle whoM fashions in dress became the 
rage of the dq. 
A hat worn by Harry Haenigsen • s comic strip teenager 1 Pel!Jl1 in-
apired first a group of hats63 and then a complete collection of teen-
age fashions--coats, dresses, handbags, azad belts. 64 
Comic strip creators have been so influential in determin;tng the 
hair styles women wear as to prompt nattering comments from a number 
of national magazines. Helen Van Sl)rke of Glamour had this to &qJ 65 
In the world of fashion and be_,. 1 the comic strip is 
a force to be reckoned with •••• 
As a fashion JDag&Zine1 we welco• the comic strip artist 
to the ranks of style reporters. 
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Pauline Bowie, writing 1n Collier • 1 said thist66 
Next tiM miladJ hu a yen for a new hail"do she mq 
find just what she ia looking for in the funnies. 
Comic strip characters can fl.T to the moon or perform 
other superhW118n feats, but when it comes to ma1d.na 
their females glamouroua, the artist: are strict}7 
down to earth. 
The comic strip hair styles which prompted these comments are many. Among 
. 67 
them are •the C8111on wave," inspired b.r the black streak 1n Steve Can-
yon's otherwise blond hair 1 a style so popular that it was demonstrated 
at the 1947 International Beauty ShowJ curls fastened 1n the back a la 
Blondie 66 ; soft waves nowing to the shoulder in the Daisy Mae manner69; 
and, the queenly effect, f'eaturiD& two braids coiling one upon the other 
created by Hal Foster for Princess Aleta, heroine of the Prince Valiant 
strip.70 
Dale Messick, creator of BreDda Starr, R!fOrter has been credited 
with having a tre,.andous bearing on v~•s fashions. The Chicago Tribune 
•" 
had this to say a 71 
Young brides-to-be swamp Miss Messick with requests 
for Brenda's bridal gown patterns every time Brenda 
gets in the marrying mood. W~n like her glamor 
hats. Career girls en'f7 her tailored suits. College 
co-eds copy her boudoir. lingerie. 
Brenda introduced the tad for black orchids which has 
swept the nation •••• 
Brenda is always about two jumps ahead of the newest 
stJ'le trends. 
The food habits of the coun:t.ry have likewise come under the spell 
of' the comic strips. Everyone knows what a Dagwood sandwich is. Every 
midnight snacker is adept at preparing multi-decked concoctions--his own 
special D&gl-1ood. 
lU 
S.inach, once one or the most unpopular vegetables foisted upon 
youngsters, gained tremendous popular! ty when Popeye took to consuming 
1 t by the can. So grateful were the spinach growers of Crystal Ci v 1 
Texas that they erected a permanent monument to Popeye in the form of 
a statue.72 
In a similar act~ of gratitude, 73 the National Cheese Institute 
crowned Ham Fisher "Cheese King ot 1937" after Fisher revealed that 
Joe Palooka conaiclered eating cheeae an integral part of his training 
-
program. A aharp rise in the sale of cheeae was indicated following 
74 this revelation. 
Gus Arriola, creator o:t the comic etrip Gordo, told readers that 
Gordo had a Ter7 special recipe for "be- weeth cheeae11 which they 
might have on request. Within a very lhort time some 8$1000 requests 
had been received and "beans weeth cheese• became a national favorite. 75 
So m&l\Y' fooda have becoJU favorites attar exposure in the comic strips 
that a cook book featuri.Dg the favorite reoipes of many comic strip 
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creators will soon be published. 
No systematic study has eTer been done to determine just how great 
a contribution coai.c strip creators have made to the language. The feel-
ing here is that this would prove a very fertile area of investigation 
and would reveal a tre•ndous contribution to the enrichment of the 
lanauac• b7 comic strip creators. 
H. L. Menoken, in his aeriee, ~ American L!nguage1 gives ue an 
inkling of just how productive the artist. have been. In the fourth edi-
tion, publillhed in 1936, Menoken had thie to say a 77 
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The latter (comic strip artiata} has been a verr 
diligent maker of terse and dramatic words. 1ft 
hie grim c011111enta upon the horrible calami ties 
which befall his charactera, he not only employs 
many ancients of English speech, e.g., slam, bang, 
quack, aeeow 1 smash and bullp, but also invents 
novelties ot hie own, e.g., aowie, bam, socko, 
JQJ'P 1 plop, wow, wam, glug1 oot, ulk, whap, bing, 
nooie and grrr. 
In the same edition, Menoken also had this to eqa 78 
Dorgan (T. A. 11Tad" Dorgan, one of the early giants 
ot the comic strips} 1 who died in 19291 was the 
begetter of apple-sauce, twen~·three, skiddoo, 
ball-and-chain (for wife}, cake-eater, dumb Dora, 
dwabell (t01• stupid person), no'bodT home, and you 
said it. 
j 
j 
In ~pplement I ot !!!!_ Americu LaDpap, published in 194S 1 
Menoken wrote of the contributions ot three comic strip artists-Dorgan, 
Elsie Crisler Segar 1 creator of Popeze 1 and B:Ul.7 De Beck, originator 
19 
ot Barn![ Google. In addition to those alre~ mentioned, Menoken 
~ ~ 
credited Dorgan with •drug-stare cowbo,r•, the series of superlatives 
beginning with •eat's pajamas," and with having launched such once 
popular phrases as •you tell hilll.," and "yea, we have no bananas. 11 To 
81 Segar, who died in 19401 Menoken credited "coon," "jeep,• and various 
other terms that, at the hands of others, took on wide extensions of 
meaning, and with starting the YOgue for the words ending in burger. 
Aacribed to De Beck, who died in 1942, by Menoken are nheebie-jeebiee," 
"hot ... a•,• 11hotey-totq1 11 and "horse feathers.• 
83 The Newspaper Comics Council reports that the expressions tall 
IU1' 1 inside stut:r 1 and got his goat had their origin in the Late Harry 
c. "Bud" Fisher's still~ Mutt and Jett. And, of course, the words 
Mutt and Jeff themselves have become a.JnOnomoue with the long and short of 
it. 
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j 
,r"\, 
other phases of the mass enter~naent media have success~ 
adopted comic strips. The morte indua1'.rJ made more than two dosen 
pioturea featuring Blondie am Dagwood. Joe Palooka movies were another 
cinema .money-maker. Li'l Abner vas tiret the subject of a Broadvq 
lllUsio&l 8111Uh1 went on to become standard .fare on the summer lllUSic 
tent circuit, and is currently entertaining mne-goers throughout the 
nation. 
Hot too long ago the whole country' vae singing such songs as 
"Popep The SaUor Man• and "BarneT Google with the Goo-Goo-Googley 
_. ••• • The latter has enjof8d so.vhat ot a resurgence in recent 
months. The more esoteric derived enj01J*lt out of watching the "Ballet 
ot Kr&ST lat" as it was performed in Town Ball, Hew York City, or lis-
teni.Dg to Frederick Pickett 1 "The· J'urmies 1 • a musical portrayal of 
84 America•• comic stripe. 
The television industry has capitalised on the comic strips. 
MiltoD Canitf's Steve Can,yon vas converted into a successful week:ly 
series. Popeze cartoons can be seen in ADJ city on any dq. Parade 
magazine reported recentq6S that Dennis!!! Menace, a halt-hour week-
ly comec:!T series was the most popular new ahow ot the year. Parade 
eaida86 
Dennis The Menace 1 based on Hank Ketcha' s cartoon 
iti'lp, has developed into the No. 1 new TV success 
of the 19S9-60 season. Telecast opposite Maverick 
and Riverboat on Sundq nights., it has surpassed 
both these shows in ratiDgs. It is the sleeper sur-
pri'tle ot the season. 
·' 
Book publishers han had a boon with comic strips in book form. 
87 Hen17 Holt Compa!ll' reports their Dennia The Menace series have reached 
. 88 
the halt million mark in sales. Rinehart reports Peanuts books are 
now heading toward their second Million in sales, and Simon and Schuster 
figures indicate that the!!&! boolaJ haft now surpassed the two m11lion 
mark in sales. 69 
Enterprising manufacturers have fo\U1d the veritable gold mine in 
the comic strips. Merchandise, particular]¥ in the form of dolls and 
toya, inepired. by comic strip charactera han had nothing but success. 
Aa waa preri.oua~ mentioned, Cheater Gould created somewhat ot a 
sensation when he married off B. o. Plenty and Gravel Gertie. An eTen 
]d.gger Mnaaticm wae created the follovtng year when the gruesome couple 
became the parent• of a beautiful girl With now1ng, waist-length yellow 
hair-baby' Sparkle Plenv. The Ideal Hovel ty and Toy Colllp&DT, capi t&li-
•in& on the ble11sed event immediatel.T began turning out Sparle Plenty 
90 91 dolls. l,1fe maguine reported that 1Q1000 Sparkle dolls were sold 
92 
during the first five dqa at 1.$.98 Meh. Tt. upped the figures to 
-
/ 
better than lS,ooo at the end of ten dqa and the two week total, ac-
93 
cordi.ns to Life, vaa in excess of 221000. By Jul.T, 1948, one year alter 
ita introduction, more than f3 llillion worth of Sparkle Plenty dolls, in 
assorted aisea and prices had been sold. 94 
Other comic strip dolls which have eaJoyed outstanding financial 
9S 
euccess include Cookie and Alexander dolls 1 inspired by Blondie and 
Dagwood's two children; Clovia, daughter of Nina and Skeezix Wallet ot 
Frank ling's Gasoline Allez at.rip J Joan Palooka, daughter of Joe and Anne 
; 
PalookaJ a .BonnJ Braids doll, inspired by the daughter born to Dick Tracy 
and Tess Trueheart after a 2o-year romance, which racked up a phenomenal 
$7 million in sale&J an Honest Abe Yokum doll, marketed after the birth 
of Li'l Abner and Da:lq Mae • s first ohildJ a Dondi doll, based on Irwin 
96 91 Hasen and Qua Edson's strip of the same nameJ a Dennis The Menace doll 
and matlJ more. 
Dolls by' no means, however 1 have had a corner on the comic strip 
98 Jarahandise market. Badio Corporation ot America reported that record-
iDa adaptationa of John Lehti's .... Tal.....,.e.;;.a!!:!,! :£h! Great~ strip, featuring 
Joseph Cotton and Robert Preatcm aa narrators sold better than 100,000 
albums. night helmets, fiight nita, dress unitoru, an Air Force gae, 
and a replica model all baaed on the SteYe C!lllOD strip are standard de-
('. partment store fara.9' 
The~ -.str.-....;e;.;;;e..;.t Journal reported a tremendous success for Peanuts-
a game usinc characters trom Charles Schulst s comic strip of the same 
100 
name. Other comic strip merchandise includes such diverse objects as 
101 102 
a Gasoline Allez "fix-it-ld.t,• i2L, Palooka "bop baga," Prince 
103 ~ Valiant swords, scabbards and sheUds, · and Daisy Mae "dogpatch denims." 
One of the most astounding and outatanding stories of impact in the 
comic strips or anywhere else is that of the Shaoo. Introduced by Al 
Capp, who expected th• to last eight weelca, in the Li!l.Abner strip 
and defined thea u "them cute 11'1 tellers that jes• loves to serve 
folks,• the Shmooa became a national institution. The rotund, shapeless 
little creatures who happilJ rolled over and died when someboyd looked 
hungari:cy into their eyes at once beo&M a boon and a bane. By producing 
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j 
Grade-A eggs, milk, pork chops and steakl, the Shmoo, in a troubl@d world, 
became the symbol of peace, good hUJI10r and plenty. But by producing theee 
goods, the Sbmoo became the enemy of a society strwatured as ours is. The 
Slunoo1 said economists, was anti-capitalism-with the Shmoo around there 
was no need for money 1 industry or for aayone to work. Our whole economic 
structure would crumble. Shmoovian and Marxian philosophies were equated. 
Everyboq had something to HiY ,._t the Shmoo. 
Whether good or bad, the Shmoo left an indelible imprint on America. 
Sales Management, a trade publication reported10S there were so many manu-
facturers eager to jump on the Shlloo baDdwagon that Capp was forced to set 
up Capp Enterprises, Inc., to deal out franchises for the manufacture of 
of Shmoo products. 
106 Sales M&nagement reporteda 
••• s0Bl8 6S manufacturers ••• are reaping a harvest from 
Sbaoo products. Today Shmoos decorate glassware, adorn 
men'' underpants, sell obeese for Sealtest, soap for 
Proctor & Gaable, lure t18h onto hooks. Their likenesses 
have been fashioned into egg cups ••• money banks and 
household deodorizers. They h&Ye found their wq onto 
birthdq cards and their innarda hold clocks •• • blouses, 
shirts and scarves, bobb,raockl 8Dd ballet slippers. 
Stow bags and kids• heaYJ-dut7 ihoes. Since 8ealtest 
began putting cottage cheese into special Shmoo glasses i 1 
it has sold ••• tive million glasses of the commodi~. 
The Treasury Department is usin& a special Capp-drawn 
Bond cert1t1cate to sell its new series ••• Each kid gets 
this unique Bond certificate cle~ated with Shmoos. 
The New York State Department of ·Labor uses the Shmoo 
to put over poeter messages. The Red Cross also takes 
advantqe of the Shmoo' s populariv; eo does the Cancer 
Fund •••• 
I 
This was the ShlaoO'• as fantastic a char-.cter as ever roamed the pages 
ot arJ'¥ mus media. Capp recentq reincarnated the little creatures and 
the7 enjoyed another romp into the hearts of comic strip readers every-
where. 
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Aa an aid to education, within the classroom as well as on the out-
side 1 comic strips have long been succeestul and have had JDallY champions 
among educators and ps,ychologists. 
Katheri!le Hutchinson of the Falk School of the University of Pitts-
burgh, in a pamphlet entitled Comics _!!,!!!! Claasroom, presented a de-
tailed account of lessons taught at the Falk School using comic strips 
107 
as a source of subject matter. Mise attchinson presented an outline 
of various methods for the instructional use of comics. Among these 
108 
weres arousing the interest of •slow learnera•-·stories in picture 
form in the comics re~ the level of seeing and doirli apart trom words 
which are the stumbling bloclca ot these n slow learners J • instruction in 
reading, including such related activitiee as identification ot new words, 
identification of literar,r alluaiGDI and following up these allusions 
with discussion or reference to the original source, and diagnostic work 
designed to reveal difficulties in comprehension, word identification, 
interpretation, phonetic skill and use of context clues andJ instruction 
in language including rewriting ot comic strip stories in prose form, 
rewriting of the balloons to express different development, writing in 
dialogue for pantoad.me strips and rewritinc of strips that are expressed 
in ungrammaticalor provincial lquage. 
Others have expressed similar confidence in the comic strips. Dr. 
109 Ruth M. Bawkin, writing in Modern Medicine, had this to sqa 
Though often attacked as harmtul and frequently crudeq 
drawn and compoHC11 the colllics &l"e potentiall7 a valu- 1 
able educational medium ••• Propaaanda1 historical events, 
and current topics can be presented 1n a form regarded 
by the chUd as amuAJilellt •••• 
118 
Comica intluence underatarxliDI and attitudes by dia-
cuaeing racial misunderatandiDc and prejudice, public 
affairs, recent inventions, and social history •••• 
Whether comics create deep emotional disturbances for 
chUdren is doubt.tul •••• 
Adverse effects on the chUd's use of language are 
probabll' alight because the hero • a words are uauaJ.lT 
above reproach and the child identities himself with 
the hero. 
Preoccupation with comics mq distract troa interest 
1n more wort.hwh1l.e literaturea; howner, library cir-
culatioo and book sales auggeat an increase in juvenile 
readin& in the past decade. Collies m.q stimulate enough 
interest for the child to go on to more serious reading. 
Newsweek macuine reported on the results of psychiatric findings 
regarding the comics in the Nonmber 271 19$0 issue •110 Among other 
111 
thinca, the inquiring pqohiatrisu foUI'lG that the comics give child-
ren a chance to share the tempo and pace of a fast-moving world J tbe7 
help him to read, by associating words with familiar aotionJ and comics 
are not responsible tor juvenile delinquency nor is any child likeq to 
turn to criminal. activities just trom reading them but instead would sub-
scribe to the theca'7 that crime does no~ pay because nowhere in the 
comics does any cr:im:lnal. ever esoape his just due. 
!h.! Journal 2£ Educational Socioloq devoted its December, 1944 
isl!nle to an investigation of comi.-epecificall.y, comic books. The 
issue, was, in essenee, an inveS't.igation into the stinging indictment 
ot comic books made by Sterling North ot the ehicago pa11y !!.!!!!• In 
this bitter commentU7 1 North made the natural comparison between comic 
books and newspaper com:lc strips. It ia interesting to note what North 
had to sq about newspaper comic strips during this scathing attack on 
comic books. He vrote1112 
ll9 
Fl"ankJ.T we were not perturbed when we first heard 
about the rise of the ution •colld.cs •••• ' But a 
careful a:amination of the 108 periodicals now on 
the atande shocked ua into aotiTiV• At least 70 
per cent of the total ,.. of a nature no respect-
able newepaper would think ot accepting • 
In light of the terrific blast he took at comic books, North's 
comment about comic strips, although condng from lett field1 mq be 
taken to indicate an acceptance of the strips. 
The preceding papa are illustrations of but a few of the r&ll)i.fi-
oationa ot a mediD which started out merel.7 u a means of testing the 
possibilities of using )ellow 1nk in the newspaper printing process. 
It would be treading on sate ground to 88f' that comic strips have had 
considerable impact on America. 
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Total 
1\espondenta 
North 1084 
.Bast 1236 
South 707 
West 42.5 
~· 
TABLE I 
EXTENT OP t¥ULT4JOMIC R.BADING bG til 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Replu Occasional 
Reader a Reader a 
65.9 16.5 
62.S 17.1 
64.6 16.0 
69.7 13.4 
Per Cent 
Non•Rea.ters 
17.8 
20.4 
19.4 
16.9 
} 
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TABLB 2 
.BXTBNT OP ADULT ac RBADlNG 
· · ax:~tn 
Pe~ Cent Pe~ Cent 
Regular Occasional Pe~ Cent 
Tottl Rt•29Df!Dt! aeer• Readers Non-RetdeE! 
l,ooo.ooo & Over 563 52.8 19.5 27.7 
250,000 to 999,999 8.53 69.7 14.1 16.2 
501 000 to 249,999 689 69.6 16.0 14.4 
,..,.. 1o.ooo to 49.999 815 64.0 17.8 18.2 
2,500 to 91 999 532 65.0 14.1 20.9 
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'l'ABLB 3 
Em!';!I OP ADULT COMIC RBADING 
DY mn~t nm1 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Regulu Occasional Per Cent 
Total ResRondf.nta Reader a Readers Non-Re&dera 
Single 477 69.1 18.1 12.8 
Married • Children 
Under 6 Yrs. Only 499 7c.o 15.2 s.s 
Married • Children 
6 • 18 Yra. 1265 67.7 16.0 16.3 
Muried • No 
Chi1cken Under 19 1241 56.1 16.2 27.7 
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TABI.B4 
'XlSN'f OP AJJLir!OMlC R.BADING 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Regular Occasional Per Cent 
r,otal Rgapondea!t B!14et:a Readers Non-Readers 
19 Yrs. to 29 Yrs. 894 79.8 12.6 7.8 
JO Yrs. to 44 Yrs. 1137 70.5 15.4 14.1 
45 Yrs. & OVer 1421 51.0 19.2 29.8 
Total 
&tsJZpDden:ta 
Male 1718 
Pemale 1734 
TADLB 5 
BXIBNT OP ADUL~!PMIC READING 
' If! l.a 
Per Cent 
Regular 
Rei!J•~· 
58.9 
Per Cent 
Occaaional 
Readers 
Per Cent 
Non• 
Readers 
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TABLB 6 
liX'I'llNT OP ADULT_~C READING 
' · BY IC!aatldc . . M 
Pe~ Cent Per Cent 
Total Regular Occasional Per Cent 
Reapsmde!!,tl Readers Readers N~·Readers 
Lower 1153 63.8 15.4 ao.s 
Middle 1500 67.6 16.1 16.3 
Upper 799 61.3 17.8 20.9 
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TABLB 7 
x;mrg o; ADULT Mic IUWliNG 
. ! O:CC'I-OR 
Per Cent Per Cent 
R.egulu oeeaaiona1 Per Cent 
~oty lleteoDdenS• J!!ts!!.t:• !lt@ra Non•Ref4er§ 
Unskilled Workera 303 66.0 12.9 21.1 
Skilled Workers 1082 69.9 1.5.1 1.5.0 
Sen'ice Workera 354 68.9 14.1 17.0 
" 
White Collar Worker• 918 65.9 16.9 17.2 
Professional and 433 58.4 19.6 22.0 
Bxecutive 
Not BmployecJ 3.51 49.0 18.8 32.2 
Total 
.Reappndent!J 
Grade 1008 
School 
High 1617 
School 
College 817 
TABLB 8 
EXT.BNT OP ADULT CONIC READING 
"DX ~nO@ 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Regula&' Occasional 
Reader a Reader a 
ss.1 13.6 
72.0 15.9 
62.4 19.7 
Per Cent 
Non-Readers 
17.9 
l3h 
Total 
R.eaponden~! 
Lower 716 
Middle 2145 
Upper 591 
"" 
TABLB 9 
.BXDNT OP ADM COMIC R.BADING 
I @Y soc_ ftt;fOs 
Per Cen't Per Cent 
Regu1u Occasional 
!Jadu,.a, Readers 
.58.5 14.0 
68.4 16.3 
59.9 18.6 
Per Cent 
Npn-R.eadera 
27.5 
15.3 
21,5 
Men 
Women 
TABLB 10 
PITTSBURGH SUNDAY PRESS 
Year 
-
Per Cent R.e~ing Comiea 
19.50 87 
1954 84 
1950 85 
1954 . 82 
1~ 
Men 
Women 
TABUl 11 
M!LWAlJJWi SU~9!:Y JOuaNAL 
1950 
19$3 
1950 
1953 
Pet cept Readins c~mic~ 
83 
80 
75 
75 
137 
1)8 
TABta 12 
ATlANTA S~Y. JO~ AND 9_0NSI,tW"lON 
Yeal' 
-
Fe£. Cent Readins Comics 
Men 1949 88 
1950 88 
195.2 88 
Women 1949 73 
1950 75 
1952 82 
TABIB 13 
M.BTll.OPOLJIAN S~DA Y N.B)fSPAPBR 
Year Per Cent Reaclins Comicfi 
-
1950 87 
1951 90 
1952 81 
1953 80 
19.54 84 
1950 82 
1951 86 
1952 78 
1953 78 
1954 78 
139 
lhO 
TADLB 14 
£¥\ILY ST t LOUIS•POJ! QISX:ATCl~ 
Yeu Per Cent Reading Comics 
-
1939 83 
1943 8S 
1946 87 
1951 86 
1954 77 
Women 1939 85 
1943 85 
1946 89 
1951 87 
1954 81 
141 
TABLB 15 
MILY CLBV.BI.AND NBWS 
Year 
-
Pef Cent ~e~ing Comics 
1944 78 
1951 74 
1953 69 
Women 1944 83 
1951 so 
1953 80 
TA.BI.B 16 
JOliNST(WN TRIBUNJI AND DE.M<;CRAT 
Yeu 
-
Per Cent ReadlnE, Comics 
Men 1940 86 
1942 81 
1948 86 
1950 78 
1953 80 
1940 83 
1942 84 
1948 87 
1950 79 
1953 78 
TABLB 17 
MBTROJ?OLITAN PAP.BR "D" 
Yeu Pef. Cent ReadinE! Comics 
-
Men 1949 76 
1950 75 
1951 so 
1952 81 
1953 80 
1954 77 
WOMD 1949 81 
1950 79 
1951 79 
1952 78 
1953 77 
1954 72 
Men 
Women 
TABLB 18 
DAILY NEWSPAPERS 
Any Comic Reader • By Age Groups 
Yeus of 4Je 
18 ... 29 
30 - 44 
45 & over 
18 - 29 
30. 44 
45 & OVer 
Per Cent 
75 
68 
55 
79 
72 
62 
Boys 
Girla 
TABLB 19 
Pln'~BURGJl SUNPAY lpSS 
Years of Ase 
10- 17 
10- 17 
100 
100 
llt6 
TABIJl 20 
V.AJOR GOALS OP ADULT HBRO.BS, BY TYP.B OP STRIP AND DY S.BX 
1 -
Major Goal§, Domestic Adventure Comedx. 
Male ~ale T Male Pemale T Male Pem11e T 
Love 23% 261 24% 14% 2yJ. 18! 17:i 231 19% Iaials (patr!otlaa, 
--
. 
Jyt&es. etc.) 4 2 3 .31 19 27 9 7 8 I I . ... • 
§p&£!ff,ISODo•&e1aO£la~l ,i2 19 . 21 18 Es 20 22 18 20 
~~·uu 31 20 .. ~6 11 . +1 11 35 26 33 running thi I O.efe, 
hOM 19 33 2.5 0 0 1 14 25 f8,. . 
"" 
AdUQ$UEJ 1 0 1 26 ;w .. 23 3, 1 2 
Nuai?J£ of ~11• 441 :!7A 815 37~ 20.5 577 ~11 189 566 
TABLB 21 
S.BX DIPP.BR.Iir.\TC.BS CONCERNING liMPUASIS ON Sl.JCC.BSS AND LEISURB 
Domes tie Adventure Comedf 
Ha,le Peaa.le Male Female JA!le Pemtlf, 
$\JCC!S§ 
1;~~~-j l 0 0 4 0 0 .... 22 13 15 26 33 27 
PI If!!• l!!ll 31 ao 14 30 lS 18 
SoSIJ: SP££•1! l8 3§ 15 ~o ... 33 4~ 
" 
Phzs&sr!! s 9 45 10 lJ 3 
s.es&tz ¥ i2 11 12 8 9 
N 2~ 62 65 51 83 ;!3 
LBlSURB 
~l!;!e be algae 26 ! s 0 19 4 .... 
-
Sfiial !:if! . M :!i • z_ 19 21 33" 
PatsJve ReSif&tion 19 28 12 s 24 27 
!&ti!l !l&fl&lioa £0 aa Z6 76 a6 36 
N ,401 14 6~ 21 132 42 
-
Doaeatic Adventure qomedt 
p R Q ,. lt:ailngal Malt. ball Malt Pqale NtJ.e f!ma.!f 
MASJ.!&Y 
~~ to 111 Situat~ol! lOS 481 1~ 47! 30% 59% 
YH!adl ill §j$Mtioa Zl 4§ a~ 47 52 36 
f!elPltt•. 19 f 1 6 s 5 
N ~0 50 50 so 48 4S ("., --
AGGR.B§§JOJ! 
More Aasress.ive 1'7% 71! 72% lB" 32! 58% ..... 
Le,ss Aasrtpiw 73 17 18 7e 58 r II 32 
!tual 10 10 10 10 10 10 t 
N 41 41 30 30 22 ~ • II 
*lD the forced rating• all cares wheN male and female heroes could 
oot be compared were omitted. 
TABLB 23 
INT.BLLIG.SNCB AND LOGIC OP MBN AND WOMEN 
Domestic: Adventure Comedy 
Male Ptaalt Ma:Ae Pemale Male Pemale t I . 
INTELLIGENCE 
~lore llltellisent. 31% :'!~ 80j! 16% 54% 42% F •n . 
-
. 
Less l,!ltellisent 49 il 16 80 42 54 
!gu&lli IDtelli&ent 20 20 4 4 4 4 
N 41 41 33 33 24 24 
LOGIC 
llip 241 5~ 78% 52% 4.5% 54% 
a r • 
·-
Mediua 56 ~0 20 ~9 40 39 
Low 20 12 2 9 15 7 
N 49 40 
1 f 
46 23 33 28 
TABIJl24 
SUGGESTIDILIIft .EMOTIONt'\LITY AND J>RJiDICTADILITY, 
fit M1 ofi Slit tiS. S!lx ANtS Am 
Domestic Adventure ~J¥dY 
Adult ehlldren 
Male Pemale Male Pemale Male Female Male Pemale 
SUGGBSTlBILITY 
!!il!l 33% 2~ 1'n. 19% 6% 6% 1~ 1-"' •• 
·- ' 
f.lediua 52 33 45 50 19 47 52 40 
Low 15 4S 38 31 75 47 31 45 
Hi&b.er 63% 27% 50% 50% 22% 64% socx, 50~ 
""" Lower 27 63 so so 64 22 50 50 
Equal 10 10 0 0 14 14 0 0 
. . 
N 40 40 6 6 28 .28 14 14 
PREDipTABI~J.'l], 
Pre5'istable 46% 59J. 311£ 27% 81% 57% 70% 
• 1 
65% 
Mixed 44 26 52 40 17 43 26 • ~5 
UD2fedictable 10 15 17 33 2 0 4 0 
-
N 52 46 29 15 so 30 23 20 
TABLI 25 
THU .BXPRBSSION OP HOSTILITY l"INT.ERPERSONAL RELATIONS• 
· · · nv nm ~P ~'m!P :our . m tl' llfl'rrttXTV 
Domestic Adventure Com~~y 
Male Peale t<1ale Female .Male Pemal! fYpe oF DOstlilty II ' 
ADULTS 
Initiates physical 
itfression 
!f!afla Vii'bil 
10% 
"' 
18% 8% 16, 13~ 
e~~easion 27 S4 22 26 37 44 ~elves phyalcil 
&£fi%eaaion 14 1 24 26 12 5 
tticelvea ver5i1 I · -
assreasiofl 49 38 30 40 35 38 
• r I t• •• 
Nw11ber of Hostile At:ts 494 241 334 67 292 88 
CHIJ.UlW! 
Initiates physical 
agf.reqioD 7% 9, 12% S% 17% 4~ I In tla\ea vertiil 
HI£•!Si011 S4 4~ 2S 33 42 46 I T "d &!ves Pfiysical 
IJI!•!t.ion 7 2 22 47 3 5 ~celvea wr13al 
!S&!Uioa 3.2 46 40 5 38 45 
-
!iump4U' ,of Hoatile Acta , 159 131 43 19 14.5 93 
r ., 
TYPES OP llOSil~ITY 
Kills (fA 0~ 2~ 0% 0% 0% 
S£a.~a Accident , 23 s 4 0 22 10 . 
fiE! I 4 s 38 21 8 9 
ScoUt 
•• I 
34 31 
• 
19 24 16 17 
Nasa 4 19 0 3 3 1 
Bes•• k I 35 40 37 52 51 63 T -sq 
TADLB 26 
fk':MNif'lG OP ACTION 1 StceiSS OP AC'l'l.ON ~D RBAi,Tli 'N, OF PAILU!Yi 
P9Jaeatic 
Adults Children 
Adventure Xdults ... Comed:I Aa"ulis 
Rulibit' of lndipeiitenl Jrt.t.!! l'eaalt Male Peale Mile Pemale Male '-!!! 
actions planned per 
RfCS~, F • , 2e4 1,9 2,1 2.4 317 1,2 . s,o, o.6 ( . 
CU'ICOf:.Ul 
.S•cceeds 22! 60, 51" 7~ 59% 49% 45% 75% 
' 
Partial Sueceas 17 14 20 17 21 21 9 20 
A Pails 54 26 29 13 20 20 46 2S 
NUilber of Acti()Jl8 204 107 94 70 2.59 84 198 5£} 
' • 
~IIQN TO P.,ILURP.. 
Ac.c!fR.,t,s Pa.il~,.re Resieed 76'£ 48% ~0% 52% 36% 27% 46$ 3S,. 
·- 1 
Does Not ~cept .. Pailure. 24 52 so 48 64 73 ;a4 62 • M.- ... ........ 
TABLB 27 
LOY.B AND APP.BC'J;'Ii!la ~I.U AND BNCpURAGBMBNT 
Domestic Adventure Comedi 
T Mal! ,P!,!!le Male Peaale Male Pwl! 
LOVE AND APPECTION 
Gives 44% 26% 14% 38% 56% 25% 
Mutual 36 33 31 43 44 50 
Receives 20 41 55 19 0 2.5 
Total love scenes 36 39 29 21 9 8 
Ratio "1\eceivea Love" 
to "Seeka Love" lal ltl 9:1 1:3 lt3a,7 113 
1 
Numl;'e~~" "see kinf love" 19 29 3 37 15 18 
PRAISB ,ANp B!!(OURAGBMENT 
Give a 531 56'J. 34% 17% 31% SO% d £& • 
Mutual 7 7 36 23 24 39 
Reeeivea 40 37 30 60 45 11 
Total Praise 57 43 146 40 38 18 
-
Ratio "Receives Praiae and 
Encouragement' to "8eeks 
Praise and Encouragement•• 1:3.2 1Jls.3 4.9:1 
d 
1.Stl 1:1.7 l;J: 
Number "Praise and 
l;Ulcouryement Souet*' 86 25 20 21 39 18 
TABU 28 
Socio-.Beoaold.c Claaa 
Upper.Claaac Indications of inherited wealth and great social 
prestige. 
Upper Middle.Class: Indications of prosperity and fairly high 
social status. 
Lover Middle-Class: Indications of moderate income and prestige. 
Upper Lower.Class: Indications of fair to comfortable econumic 
status, little prestige. 
Lower.Classs Impoverished to poor. no social status. 
Goals 
Brutalitys Physical violence for satisfaction, pleasure--as an 
end in .i tae lf. 
Vengeance s Retribution or revenge for some wrong cr mistreatment 
imagined or actually inflicted upon individual character (not society). 
Power-Status: Dominance in inter-persoual relations; self-advance• 
ment in social status. 
Wealth: Accumulation of money, land, property, luxury items. 
Preedom: Bscape from authority, personal independence. 
Physical Integrity: Maintenance of well•being of body under 
threat of injury, illness, old age. 
Adventures New experience as an end in itself; may be hazardous 
enterprise for pleasure. 
Romantic Love: Tender and passionate affection for and from 
person of opposite sex• 
Recreation: Play, diversion, visiting sports. 
Comforts Relaxed livinr; settled family state. jUstice: Maintenance and administration of law; apprehension of 
law breakersJ rectification of wronts to groups, society. 
Group Success: Protection or enhancement of group welfare, 
prestige; may be ethnic or sports group, for example. 
Service-Benefactors Altruism; regard for and devvtiCin to interests 
of others. 
Means 
Industry: Diligence, planning, doggedness, determination. 
Personal Charm: Cordiality, or affability; natural or consci0usly 
assumed. 
Pate: Acceptance of, or resignation to, control by other persons 
or environmental forces. 
Authority: Legal or rightful power; a richt to command or act 
as a result of public presti£e positivn or cultural role. 
Trickery: Artifice vr stratagem; crafty procedure or practice; 
non-violent. 
Violence: Physical force. 
Spongingt laposition upon others; living parasitically without 
cost; does not refer to children or wives. 
TABI.B29 
GOALS OP SYMPAnlBTIC AND UNSYMPATHETIC MALBS AND P.BMAIJiS 
Males Pemales 
Un· Un• 
Goal a All se2• sm. ta All see· sm.k!• t• Percentage a Percentages 
Brutality 1 0 s •1.80 1 0 6 
-1.07 
Vengeance 6 4 8 -1.05 2 2 0 1.32 
Power-status 1.5 12 2.5 -2.14** 14 10 33 -1.65 
Wealth 8 5 15 -4.62* 10 8 17 
- .97 
P:reedom 7 7 8 
- .25 4 4 6 - .33 
Physical Integrity 6 4 12 -1.80 4 2 11 •1.20 
Adventure 6 7 0 3.72* 4 5 0 2.12** 
Romantic Love 3 3 2 .45 14 17 0 4.23• 
Recreation 10 12 5 2.14** 6 5 11 
- .78 
Comfort 10 11 8 .72 16 19 6 1.86 
Justice 6 8 3 1.68 0 0 0 
--
Group-success 6 6 7 ... .27 3 2 6 
- .69 
Service-Benefactor 16 21 2 5.42* 22 26 6 2.73* 
N 244 184 60 104 86 18 
&t ratios are computed f(1r each sex and each goal between Sympathetic 
and Unsympathetic. Plus or minus indicates that the difference is in 
the Sympathetic or Unsympathetic direction, 
* Reaches 1 per cent level of confidence. 
respectively. 
** Reaches 5 per cent level of confidence. 
TABLB 30 
MEANS USBD DY SYMPATHETIC ANO UNSYMPATHETIC fvi.AI£S AND PEMAY!S 
Males Pemales 
un- Un• "·r 
Means All Sl!!-2• sp21 ta All s I!!W f SI!!!12! t& Pirceiiiail Jercenagea 
Industry 23 27 10 3.35* 25 28 11 3.17* 
Personal Cham 20 26 3 5.87* 33 37 6 4.05* 
Pate 14 16 10 1.27 16 17 11 1.29 
Authority 8 6 11 •1.32 8 7 11 -1.11 
Trickery 14 9 30 •3.33* 9 7 22 -1.35 
Violence 18 13 33 •3.06* 9 4 39 -3.10* 
Sponging 3 3 2 .45 0 0 0 
--
N 244 184 60 104 86 18 
&t ratios are computed for each mean between Sympathetic and 
Unsympathetic. Plus or minus indicates that the direction of 
the difference is Sympathetic or Unsympathetic, respectively. 
* Reaches 1 per cent level of confidence. 
** Reaches 5 per cent level of confidence. 
lST 
TABLE 31 
PROPORTION OP SYMFATHli'l'IC AND UNSYMPATB.hTIC MALES .r\NU PEMALBS 
· BY !iocxo-!R!mrme emm ·· 
Males Pema.lea 
Ua· Un-
Class Al,l~e Sl!Rt ta All Sim2• SI!P• ta 
reentagea lireentages 
Upper 7 7 10 
- .66 10 12 0 2.42** 
Upper-Middle 20 24 10 1.98** 37 39 22 1.15 
Lower-Middle 42 39 50 -1.05 17 14 33 -1.-15 
Upper-Lower 16 13 33 •1.18 23 23 22 .o7 
Lower 15 17 7 1.15 13 12 22 
- .68 
N 122 92 30 52 43 9 
at ratios are computed for each class between Sympathetic a.tld 
Unsympathetic. Plus or minus indicates that the difference is 
in the Sympathetic or Unsympathetic direction, 
* Reaches 1 per cent level of confidence. 
** Reaches S per cent level of confidence. 
respectively. 
TABLI 32 
GOALS OP Sp!J.!ATHiTlC AND UN§.~PATimTIC MALES ilY CLASS 
Upper Clau 
Un- ta Gsa~a !11 ~~m~~ S!!J2~ 5&-c:en agea 
Brutality 1 0 8 •• 89 
Venseance 3 0 17 -1.57 
Power•Statua 10 9 17 
- .69 Wealth 6 7 0 2.06** 
Preedom 6 5 8 .36 
!hysical Integrity 1 4 25 -1.65 
Adventure 9 11 0 2.39** 
Romu.tic love 3 4 0 1 • .53 
Recreatioa 1 9 0 2.36** 
Comfort 10 9 17 
- .69 Justice 10 12 0 2.76* 
Grourcsuceesa 1 9 0 2.36** 
Serv ce•Benefactor 19 21 8 1.36 
N 68 56 12 
Middle Claas 
Un-
AJ.l ~~ SD!2t ta hrnase• 
Brutality 0 0 0 
-Vengeance 10 10 10 o.oo 
Power-statua 20 14 33 •2.00** 
tiealth 10 6 20 -1.79 
Preedom 9 10 7 .52 
Physical lDtegrlty 5 6 3 .47 
Adventu~:e 2 3 0 1.49 
Romantic Love 4 4 3 .26 
Recreation 8 10 3 1.48 
Coafort 8 8 1 .37 
Justice 6 7 3 .92 
Group.Sueceas 7 6 10 
- .65 Service-Benefactor 13 18 0 4.04* 
N 102 72 30 
,......, 
TABLI32 
(con tiDed) 
Lower Claaa 
un. 
Go@ All,.p. suu~. ta 
· eniagea 
Brutality 3 0 11 •1.49 
Ven.geanee 1 2 0 1.70 
Power .Status 14 12 17 
- .52 
wealth 1 4 17 -3.36* Preedom 7 5 11 
- .77 Pbysieal lDtegrity 1 4 17 -3.36• 
Adveatw:e 1 9 0 2.28*'* 
Romantic Love 0 0 0 
--Recreation 16 18 11 .84 
Comfort 14 16 6 1.23 
Justice 4 4 6 
- .32 Group..Succeas 4 4 6 
- .32 Service-Benefactor 18 23 0 4.04* 
N 74 .S6 18 
•t ratio was computed for tbe difference between Sympathetic 
and Unsympathetic percentages for each goal for each class. 
ibe designation plus or minus indicates that the difference 
is in the Syapathetic or Una~pathetic direction, respectively. 
• Reaches 1 per cent level of confidence. 
•• Reaches 5 per cent level of confidence. 
l$9 
TABLB 33 
Upper Class 
un- ta Meet All . smpi .. s.l!!l2: A~cen ages 
Industry 26 32 0 5.16* 
Personal Chana 21 25 0 4~35* 
Pate 10 11 8 .34 
Authority 19 16 33 
-3.72* 
Trickery 7 2 33 •2.80* 
Violence 15 12 25 -1.15 Sponging 1 2 0 1.70 
N 68 56 12 
Middle Class 
un. 
All s!!Rt s~. ta Pireenagea 
Induatry 23 26 13 1.63 
Personal Charm 17 21 7 2.20** 
Pate 14 1.5 10 1.36 
Authority 3 3 3 ... 
Trickery 19 14 30 -1.73 Violence 24 18 37 •2.00** 
Sponging 2 3 0 1.49 
N 102 72 30 
Lower Class 
Un· ta Al,l Sf!Rl!~ S!!2.t Pircea agee 
Industry 20 23 11 1.28 
Personal Charm 24 32 0 5.16* 
Pate 20 2:3 11 1.28 
Authority 4 2 u -1.18 
Ts'iekery 14 9 28 -1.68 
Violence 14 7 33 -2.21 
Sponging 4 4 6 ... 32 
N 74 56 18 
at ratios are eamt~ted by class for each of the means and refer to 
differences between sr:pathetic and Unsympathetic percentages. the 
designation plus or m ua indicates that the difference is in the 
Sympathetic or UDaympatbetie direction, respectively. 
* Reaches 1 per cent level of eouf :J.oence. 
** Reaches 5 per cent level of confidence. 
160 
161 
TABLB 34 
GOAts ,OP SY!!fAnqJTI'fivUSYMPA'IHE;.I'IC PBMALBS 
Upper Class 
Un• ta Goals All S!!J2• S!!!J2:-l'ircenlagea 
Brutality 3 0 25 •1.15 
Vengeance 3 3 0 .97 
Power-Status 1.5 10 50 •2.06** 
Wealth 12 10 25 
- .97 Pr~edoa 0 0 0 .... 
!hysical Integrity 0 0 0 .... 
Mventure 6 7 0 1.42 
Romantic Love 24 27 0 3.38* 
Recreation 6 7 0 1.42 
Comfort 18 20 0 2.74* 
Justice 0 0 0 
--Group-Success 3 3 0 .97 
Service-Benefactor 12 13 0 2.12** 
N 34 30 4 
Middle Class 
Un· 
t• All sm-'!f~ simsz. fercenagea 
lhtutality 0 0 0 
--Vengeance 3 3 0 .99 
Power-status 21 16 50 -1.58 
Wea.lth 8 9 0 1.78 
Pnedoa 3 3 0 .• 99 
Physical Integrity 0 0 0 
-Adventure 3 3 0 .99 
Romautie Love 11 12 0 2.82* 
Recr:eatioa 8 3 33 -1.38 
Comfort 16 19 0 2.75* 
Justice 0 0 0 
-· ~oup-succesa 3 3 0 .99 
Service-Benefactor 26 28 17 .63 
N 38 32 6 
/"'.. 
Goal.& 
Brutality 
Venseuce 
Powe#•Statua 
Wealth 
Preed.oll 
P.bys!cal lDteg:rity 
Adventure 
Roa•tk tove 
Reccea:tloa 
Coafo.:t 
Jutice 
G.rour;:ucceaa 
serv ce·BeDefacto~ 
N 
TABLB 34 
(continued) 
14we:r Clus 
Un-
All SJ!2• Sl!!.R• 
Rrcenta.gea 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
9 8 12 
9 • 2S 9 8 12 
12 8 25 
3 4 0 
6 8 0 
3 4 0 
16 17 12 
0 0 0 
3 0 12 
28 38 0 
32 24 8 
... 
-· 
... .32 
-1.14 
• .32 
-1.04 
1.00 
1.44 
1~00 
~36 
.... 
16t 
•t rati(.) was c011puted f o.r the difference between Sympathetic 
and. tJasympathetlc pereeat~es f o:r each goal for each clus. 
The designation plus or aiiiua lDdicates tba.t the difference 
ia in the Sympathetic or Uaarpatbetlc direction, respectively. 
*Reaches 1 per cent level o confidence. 
**Reaches S pe~: cent level of confidence. 
TADIJl 3.5 
MBANS US.BD fJY SYM;!ATJ'Dtl@dl UN§YMPATH~TI~ P.EMALBS 
Industry 
Pe~sonal Charm 
Pate 
AuthoJ:ity 
Trickes-y 
Violence 
Sponging 
N 
IDdustry 
Personal Chum 
Pate 
AuthoJ:ity 
Trickery 
Violence 
Sponging 
N 
Illdustty 
Personal Chara 
Pate 
Authority 
Trickery 
Yio1eace 
Sponsine 
N 
Upper Class 
Un-A1l,;§l!Rl .. S~up. 
reen ages 
15 
41 
18 
12 
4 
9 
0 
34 
37 
29 
' 8 11 
11 
0 
38 
13 
43 
20 
10 
7 
7 
0 
30 
41 
34 
6 
6 
6 
6 
0 
32 
25 
2.5 
0 
25 
0 
2.5 
0 
4 
17 
0 
0 
17 
33 
33 
0 
6 
Lowe~ Class 
un .. 
l\11 SY!Rt SptP. Jircen agel 
22 29 0 
25 33 0 
28 29 25 
3 4 0 
9 4 25 
12 0 so 
0 0 0 
32 24 8 
- .52 
.73 
2.74* 
- .67 
1.42 
• .s1 
--
1.35 
4.06 
1.42 
- .69 
.1.37 
-1.37 
--
2.90* 
3.32* 
.22 1.oo 
·1.14 
•2.82* 
... 
at ratios aze coaputed by class for each of the means and 
refer to differences between Sympathetic and Unsyapathetic 
percentages. the designation plus or minus indicates that 
the difference is in the Syapatbetic or Unsympathetic 
directioa, respectively. 
• Reaches 1 per cent level of confidence. 
** Reaebes S pe~ cent level of con£ J.dence. 
TABLB 36 
R.BSP,()NDJlNI§' G.BNJm.AL, Al'TITUNO!JABD JqWJING N.BWSPAPBR Cpt.'llC~ 
Per Cent 
Per Cent Ind.ifferent Per Cent 
Pe~: Cent Mixed 01' or Unfavor• 
Tota~ !l•e~nden!t Pavo,abJ& 9!.11if1!.4 No QS.e!oa able 
19 Yrs. to 29 Yrs. 
894 69.7 13.0 7.8 9.S 
30 Y~:a. to 44 Y.:a. 
1137 62.6 11.6 10.9 14.9 
r'\ 
45 Yl's. & Ovear 
1421 44.2 12.6 20.9 22.3 
TABLB 37 
RBSJOHP!NTS 1 GBH!ML ATTI!YDBSjOWARD RBADING NEWSPAPER COMICS 
- 1 l . """"""--- I I .,, ~'I I - 101 . f P 
Pe.r Cent 
h~ Cent Indifferent Per Cent 
h~ cent *-<! or or Uraf a.vor-
l!l\VO.It»lt fl!.1Nif!csJ No, Qpinisa able 
1718 11.8 
Pemale 1134 16.7 
T.t\BLI 38 
l'UlSPftlPBHIS' GBN.BRAI. AlfiTU~r!NG ... NBWSfAP.BR C2Ml£S 
Per Cent 
Indifferent Per Cent 
h~ Ceat OJ' Unfavor. 
Tgt&1 !faPgadents PaYOrable No 2P&ioa ablf 
Single 447 63.5 13.2 10.3 13.0 
Married • Childrea 
UDder 6 Yr:a. Only 
499 6.5.1 12.6 9.0 12.6 
/""'\ 
~ar:ried • Children 
6..-18 Yrs. 
1265 58.9 12.6 13.1 15.4 
Nuried • No 
Children under 19 
1241 48.8 11.8 18.9 ao.s 
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TABLB 39 
IUlSPOND.BNTS• GBNliRAL An'ITUDES TQWW RBADING NBWSPAP.BR. CatlCi 
.. ' 
II ft!mB . I 1 
Per Cent 
Per Cent Indifferent Per Cent 
Per cent Mixed ox or Uafavor• 
To!!l S!IPRP.S!!nSI PtVgltblJ QyJLJ#led No Oej.pioa IR!! 
Grade School 
1008 .50.6 10.7 22.5 16.2 
High School 
("'.. 1617 62.4 12.9 10.2 14.5 
College 
817 .53.7 13.S 12.1 20.1 
TABU 40 
RB§lQtiPPlfl'S' G.BNBRAL ATTITU~ R.BADING NBWSPAP§8 COMlS'S 
WI- 4 II til l . F !!! ·~ !I! I .. 
Percent 
Per Cent Indifferent Per Cent 
Per Cent Nixed ox or Unfavor• 
~otal !!!Pf?Jf!!n!• Pavor!Jlle )l!al&fied tfo oe!eiPJ! tbl! 
UJlald.11ed Laborexe 
303 61.3 10.6 16.2 11.9 
SJd.lled Laborers 
1082 62.2 12.0 12.9 12.9 
service Workera 
3.54 60.5 14.? 12.4 12.4 
White Collar Workera 
918 57.7 11.? 12.1 18.5 
Professional aDd 
Executive 
433 46.4 15.0 14.3 24.3 
Not Employed 
351 43.0 11.1 24.2 21.7 
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TABU 41 
RBS~s• G~ AiiTUDBS ~-READING N.BWSPAP}li!; COMICS 
J - m;tA£~_j . . I 
Per Cent 
Per ceat Indifferent ~r Cent 
Per Cent Mixed or or Unf avor• 
Ptyp£~ Qlllif&!d No Opiaion ab1! 
Lower 716 10.5 
Middle 2145 60.1 11.9 
Upper .591 49.5 13.4 22.7 
TABLI 42 
(Reaponus of 31 452 Respondents to TRtm•PAI.S.B Statementa) 
Cultured Well Educated. 
People Do Not Uaually 
Read. Comica 
Reading Comiea ia a 
Good Past.fae Pot 
Adults 
h:r: ceat 
lot 
21.3 
.sa.1 
Pe.r Cent 
'~·. 
Per Cent Qualified 
Don't Know 
Na a•wst 
17.3 
15.8 
170 
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TABU 43 
(Responses of 3,452 Respondents to TRUB-PALSE Statements) 
Per Cent 
Pel' Cent Per Cent 
Qualified 
Don't Know 
<12!•!&o• t:ntl PtlM tl2M•!!£ 
Comics Help to Teac::b 
Childrea How to Read 62.2 23.3 14.5 
Reading Comics Lowers 
the Mo~al Standuda 
of Chlldrcm 20.0 54.3 25.7 
Com:J.c.a Provide AdventUJ:e 
and Bxcitemeat that 
Children Neec 40.7 37.9 21.4 
Children Waste Too Much 
Time Reading Comics 39.4 37.3 23.3 
The .Bag1ish Used in 
Comics Ia Not Good Po~ 
Childsea to Learn 41.4 29.8 28.8 
Comics Put Ideas Into 
Chilclcen • s Minds Tba:t 
are too Bxciting and 
44.2 26.4 29.4 Dansecoua 
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